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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 

THIS REPORT PROVIDES AN ACCOUNT OF THE DESIGN AND FINDINGS OF AN 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY CARRIED OUT BETWEEN 10 AND 20 JULY 2006 ON THE 

grounds of the former Japanese Agricultural Research Station at Pwunso, Kolonia, 

Pohnpei Island, Pohnpei State, Federated States of Micronesia. The survey forms part of a 

comprehensive investigation of the site with the aim of developing a site management 

plan.1 

The present archaeological survey report was written at the same time as the 

comprehensive site investigation and technical assistance report2 was being developed. 

Thus sections of the present archaeological survey could be incorporated into the full 

study before the draft final stage of this archaeological survey report was reached. 

This report will outline the setting and environmental context of the survey area (p. 

2), followed by a discussion of the general historic context (p. 30). A detailed land use 

history follows, which is based on an interpretation of a series of maps and aerial 

photographs (p. 54). This chapter also contains a discussion of the buildings that can be 

documented for the respective periods. This land use history allows us to develop a 

series of predictive models for the key historic periods (p.138). The site and features 

observed during the survey are then described and documented in drawings and /or 

photographs (p. 143), followed by an interpretation of the findings (p. 216). 

Legal Framework 

The study area comprises the grounds of the former Pohnpei Agricultural Station. The 

land is public land owned by the State of Pohnpei. 

In December 1998 the Pohnpei State Legislature enacted the dedication of the 

grounds of the former Pohnpei Agricultural Station as the Pohnpei Botanical and 

Recreational Park.3 
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Historic Preservation Protection 

The grounds of the former Japanese Agricultural Research Station were nominated for 

inclusion on the United States Register of Historic Places on 21 June 1976 under the 

name ‘Japanese Hydro-Electric Power Plant and German Experimental Forestry Station 

Site.’ Formal registration occurred on 30 September 1976.4 

The site is also included on the Pohnpei State Historic Site Inventory.5 

 

Figure 1. Map of Pohnpei, 
showing the locations 
mentioned in the text). 

 

The Setting 

Location 

The study area is located on the Kolonia peninsula, located at the northern shore of 

Pohnpei Island, Pohnpei State, Federated States of Micronesia (Figure 1). The grounds 

of the Pohnpei Botanic Gardens are located in the western section of the ‘root’ of the 

peninsula (Figure 3). The appearance of the area can be gleaned from a recent aerial 

photograph (Figure 4) as well as a more recent satellite image (Figure 5). 

The public library building in the northern section of the site is at the coordinates of 

158.20556º E longitude and 6.95639º N latitude. 
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Figure 2. Topographic map of 1983 showing the Kolonia area. 
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Figure 3. Aerial view of Kolonia taken in 2002 showing the peninsula. The survey site is located at the bottom center of 

the photograph.6 
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Figure 4. Enlargement of aerial view of Kolonia taken in 2002 showing the grounds of the former agricultural station. 
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Figure 5. The study area as seen on a 2004 satellite photograph.7 

 

 

  

Figure 6. Section of the 
topographic map of 1983 
showing the study area. 
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Mapping and lay of the land 

A total station survey in 20008 provided a contour mapping of the site with contours set 

at one foot intervals (Figure 7). Overall, the site was defined by a rise in the south, which 

sloped both to the northeast the northwest. The north-south axis of the area, as defined 

by the central track appears as a light ridge. Across the entire site the elevation ranges 

from 196 feet above mean sea level (MSL) in the south to 164 feet above MSL at the 

north-western corner and 165 feet above MSL at the eastern-most point of the site. The 

most level area of the site is located between Tawenneu Street in the east and the 

central track in the west, the area now occupied by the fitness centre in the south and 

the tractor shed in the north. 
 

 

Figure 7. Mapping of the 
grounds of the former 

agricultural station in 2000, 
showing the buildings extant 

in 2006 together with 
contours (in feet).9 
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Environmental conditions 

Climate 

As a large oceanic island, Pohnpei is subject to the overall northwest Pacific weather 

patterns. Its close location to the Equator in the middle of the intertropical convergence 

zone means that seasonal change is limited. Cloudy skies and frequent rainfall are the 

rule. The high central mountains cause the development of orographic rainfall, 

especially on the north-eastern side of the island. The long-term annual rainfall is 4770 

mm (187.8"), with the months of April to July usually the wetter months (Table 1). The 

maximum rainfall within a given 24hour period was recorded on 12 December 1957 

when 558.8m (22") of rain fell.10 Rain falls on average on 294 days of the year, with 

rain of 12.7mm (0.5") or more on 115 days and rain of 25.4 mm (1") on 61 days. 
 
 Average Minimum Average Maximum Average 

 inches mm inches mm Year inches mm Year 

Jan 12.42 315.5 0.64 16.3 1998 26.67 677.4 1962 

Feb 10.66 270.8 1.05 26.7 1977 19.76 501.9 1964 

Mar 14.25 362.0 1.52 38.6 1983 35.3 896.6 1991 

Table 1. Monthly climatic 
data for Pohnpei (1953-

2005): Precipitation11 

 

Apr 18.04 458.2 2.03 51.6 1983 38.65 981.7 1959  

May 19.44 493.8 2.21 56.1 1983 38.43 976.1 1980  

Jun 16.67 423.4 9.35 237.5 1997 27.97 710.4 1987  

Jul 16.96 430.8 8.09 205.5 1998 37.2 944.9 1965  

Aug 16.21 411.7 8.46 214.9 1999 32.74 831.6 1976  

Sep 15.63 397.0 6.57 166.9 1979 38.81 985.8 1991  

Oct 15.74 399.8 7.64 194.1 2002 28.26 717.8 1989  

Nov 15.76 400.3 4.55 115.6 1963 31.79 807.5 1957  

Dec 16.01 406.7 2.4 61.0 1957 33.35 847.1 1975  

Year 187.8 4770.1 128.64 3267.5 1998 236.29 6001.8 1976  

 
  Maximum Temperature Minimum Temperature 

 Average Average Extreme Average Extreme 

 ºF ºC ºF ºC ºF ºC Year ºF ºC ºF ºC Year 

Jan 80.8 27.1 86.5 30.3 82.1 27.8 1986 75.1 23.9 78.9 26.1 1999 

Table 2. Monthly climatic 
data for Pohnpei (averages 

1953-2005): 
Temperature12 

 

Feb 80.9 27.2 86.6 30.3 82.6 28.1 1977 75.3 24.1 78.9 26.1 2000  

Mar 81.2 27.3 87.1 30.6 82.7 28.2 1980 75.2 24 78.8 26.0 1999  

Apr 81 27.2 87.2 30.7 83.4 28.6 1983 74.8 23.8 79.2 26.2 1999  

May 81 27.2 87.5 30.8 84.4 29.1 1983 74.5 23.6 78.8 26.0 1955  

Jun 80.8 27.1 87.6 30.9 82.8 28.2 1983 74.1 23.4 79.4 26.3 1971  

Jul 80.5 26.9 88 31.1 82 27.8 2002 73.1 22.8 78.9 26.1 1965  

Aug 80.6 27.0 88.4 31.3 82.4 28.0 2002 72.8 22.7 79 26.1 1999  

Sep 80.5 26.9 88.5 31.4 82.5 28.1 2001 72.6 22.6 79.2 26.2 1999  

Oct 80.6 27.0 88.5 31.4 82.5 28.1 2002 72.7 22.6 78.9 26.1 1954  

Nov 80.7 27.1 88.2 31.2 82.2 27.9 2005 73.2 22.9 78.6 25.9 1999  

Dec 80.8 27.1 87.1 30.6 82.4 28.0 1957 74.5 23.6 79.1 26.2 1999  

Year 80.8 27.1 87.6 30.9 82.1 27.8 1983 74 23.3 79.1 26.2 1999  
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Because of its closeness to the equator, Pohnpei’s temperature also shows little 

seasonal variation, with the average ranging from 26.9 ºC (80.5ºF) in July to 27.3ºC 

(81.2ºF) in March (Table 2). The maximum temperature on record for Pohnpei was 

36.1ºC (97ºF) recorded on 8 January 2001, while the lowest temperature was 16.1ºC 

(61ºF), observed on 21 January 2000.13 

Soil Conditions 

Based on the soil mapping carried out by the US Soil Conservation Service, the soil of 

the study area is a clayey loam belonging to the Umpump and Rakied series.14 The C-

Horizon of the series, where undisturbed, does contain heavily weathered basaltic rock 

of various size,15 which in disturbed areas could have been moved up the soil profile 

during gardening activities. There is insufficient information at present to ascertain 

whether the C-horizon also contains very large boulders of 30-40cm diameter, such as 

those that have been repeatedly noted during the survey. 

The loam derived from basaltic weathering products is slightly acidic which reduces 

the preservation conditions for shell and bone material. 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Pedological 
map of 1981 showing 

the Kolonia area16 
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Figure 9. Soil Map of 
the Kolonia 
peninsula.17 

 

 

Figure 10. Soil Map 
of the Kolonia 

peninsula. 
superimposed on the 

1983 topographic 
map 

314 Rakied extremely 
gravelly sandy loam,; 

324 Umpump very 
gravelly clay loam. 
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Vegetation 

The study area itself had seen extensive modification to the vegetation cover as a result 

of developments carried out in the course of agricultural experimentation. The 

surrounding area has also been extensively modified, comprised of homesteading and 

urban style housing. Details of vegetation cover in the study area and its implications on 

site visibility are discussed elsewhere (p. 15). 
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Notes to the preceding section 
 

1 Other components are a cultural landscape study (Look 2006) and a conservation plan of 
the main structure. 

2. Look 2006. 
3 An Act authorising the Pohnpei Public Lands Trust Board of Trustees to dedicate for a public 

botanical and recreational park the land parcels currently occupied by the Pohnpei 
Agriculture Station. Bill nº LB 177-96. Passed by the Pohnpei State Legislature in the 
eighteenth special session, 10 December 1998. SL Nº 4L-90-08.—The area covered by the 
park (at the time of dedication) comprised of parcels 020-A-146 and 020-A-144 on 
cadastral plat 02-A-12 and parcel 20-A-21 on cadastral plat 20-A-06. 

4 National Register of Historic Places Inventory—Nomination Form PH 0671291. On file, 
National Register of Historic Places, US National Park Service, Washington, DC. 

5 No formal number available. 
6 Source Dept of Lands. Aerial photograph taken on 25 May 2002. Frame G_4. 
7 Source: DigitalGlobe via Google Earth (http://earth.google.com). 
8 Carried out by the Pacific Survey Company,  
9 Based on the 2000 mapping by Pacific Survey Company, and the 2002 mapping by the. 

Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State 
10 Source: Western Regional Climate Center 2006b. 
11 Source: Western Regional Climate Center 2006b 
12 Source: Western Regional Climate Center 2006c 
13 Source: Western Regional Climate Center 2006c. 
14 US Soil Conservation Service 1982, pp. 43-44 and map nº 7. 
15 Observed for the site in the excavation profiles reported by Spennemann (in press) 
16 Section of USDA 1981. 
17  Map generated by the interactive soil survey maps http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov. 



 

Chapter 2 
THE SURVEY 

Objectives of the survey 

Scope of Work 

The scope of work for the project is to carry out and report on: 

1) an intensive archaeological survey of the grounds of the Botanical Gardens and 

2) carry out an archaeological reconnaissance survey of the former grounds of the 

agricultural experimental station to provide context to the sites encountered in the 

Botanical Gardens. 

In particular: 

o Collate background information on the site 

o Establish a predictive model for the site 

o Conduct intensive survey of approximately 16 acres, with an unspecified area 

for reconnaissance survey 

o Document and map each of the features encountered 

o NO archaeological testing shall be carried out as part of the project covered 

under this project notification 

o Prepare formal survey report setting out: 

— background information on the site 

— predictive model for site 

— survey methodology 

— documentation of each of the features encountered 

— set of site-specific criteria matrix to assess significance of features 

— significance assessment for each of the features 

— Provide threat matrix for the features 

— Recommendations for further research 

— Recommendations for management 

— Appendix with digitally filled out site inventory forms 
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Fieldwork 

The fieldwork for the survey was carried out between the 10th and 20th July 2006. In 

addition to the objectives of the survey, the authors carried out additional 

documentation work that will feed into the completion of the cultural landscape 

management plan,1 in particular the documentation of i) the large Nahs and associated 

amenities facilities and ii) the former Japanese Hydro-Power Station that also forms part 

of the National Register Nomination. The latter work is not included in this report. 

Spatial Boundaries 

The area covered by the Pohnpei Botanic and Recreational Park at the time of 

dedication comprised of parcels 020-A-146 and 020-A-144 on cadastral plat 02-A-12 

and parcel 20-A-21 on cadastral plat 20-A-06.2 The brief for the archaeological survey 

called for an intensive survey of the area. 

The project site is located at Pwunso, Kolonia, Pohnpei Island, Pohnpei State, 

Federated States of Micronesia. The current grounds of the Pohnpei Botanical and 

Recreational Park are bounded by Nan Mal Street in the north, and Tawenneu Street in 

the east. The western boundary runs roughly parallel to Tawenneu Street offset by about 

600 feet, while the southern boundary is defined in part by the formal cadastral 

boundary between Kolonia in the north and Nett in the south. 

 

Methodology 

The methodology followed for the archaeological survey was threefold: 

1. A compilation of historic maps and plans of the study area with the aim of 

developing a predictive model of the site location. 

2. Interviews with former key staff members of the Agriculture Station and related 

offices in order to collate information on the presence and nature of sites within 

the study area. 

3. Physical survey of the study area, carried out in sections bounded by artificial 

features (fence lines, roads, tracks etc). 

Survey Conditions 

The conditions encountered during the survey can be grouped into vegetation cover & 

site visibility, vegetation clearing, access and environmental conditions. 
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Vegetation Cover & Site Visibility 

The site visibility encountered was mixed, ranging from reasonable to very poor. For the 

purposes of this section, the survey area can be broken up into a series of smaller 

sections (A–H) that are defined by vegetation cover and thus site visibility (Figure 11). 

Sub-Area A.—Sub-area A is defined as the area north of the Japanese concrete 

building. It is bounded by the perimeter fence along Nan Mal Street in the north, a 

section of Tawenneu Street in the northeast and the rear of the Pohnpei Visitors Bureau, 

with the South Pacific Commission Building and the Tractor shed in the southeast. The 

area is well maintained with well-defined planting beds and a grass cover that is kept 

short. While exposure of bare ground was very limited in the area (on average less than 

2%), the well-kept nature of the area allowed the identification of objects of the size of a 

brick or larger. 

Sub-Area B.—This area is bounded by the western perimeter fence, a section of Nan 

Mal Street in the north and a section of the southern property boundary. With the 

exception of a wider section in the north, the area is confined to a 5 to 10 m wide strip 

of vegetation along the perimeter fence. The vegetation in the area was made of a 

variety of bushy woody plants, interspersed with tall grass. In the northern area a number 

of large breadfruit trees provide canopy. Ground visibility in the area was nil. Objects of 

brick size or larger could only be located directly underneath the canopy of the 

breadfruit trees. 

Sub-Area C.— The area is bounded by the central track in the east, the Japanese 

Agricultural Research Station building in the north, a fence line in the south and the 

dense vegetation of subarea B in the west. Ground visibility in the area was nil. The 

grass cover was so thick and so intertwined that the feet never touched the ground but 

walked on s spongy vegetation mat. Objects of brick size or less would have been 

missed. Even larger boulders would have been overlooked unless stepped upon. 

Sub-Area D.—The area is bounded by the fence line in the north, the boundary of the 

car parking area of the Micronesian Games complex in the south, the central track in 

the east and the dense vegetation of subarea B in the west. While exposure of bare 

ground was very limited in the area (on average less than 2%), the well-kept nature of 

some of the area allowed the identification of objects of the size of brick or larger. 

Sub-Area E.—The sub-area is bounded by the Pohnpei Visitors Bureau, the South Pacific 

Commission Building and the Tractor shed in the northwest, by Tawenneu Street in the 

east and by the cleared area in front of the fitness centre building in the south and the 

orchard area in the west. The vegetation in the area consists of a variety of bushy woody 

plants, interspersed with tall grass. In the northern area a number of large breadfruit 

trees provides canopy. Ground visibility in the area was nil. 

Part of the area was cleared to project specifications 

Sub-Area F.—The area is bounded by Tawenneu Street in the east, the landscaped area 

in front of the fitness centre in the south and the orchard area in the west. With the 

exception of a narrower section in the north, the area is confined to a 10 to 20 m wide 

strip of vegetation along the perimeter fence. The vegetation in the area also consists of 
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a variety of bushy woody plants, interspersed with tall grass. Ground visibility in the area 

was nil. As a result, objects of brick size or larger could only be located directly 

underneath the canopy of some trees. 

Sub-Area G.—This sub-area is confined to a small space between the fitness centre in 

the west and Tawenneu Street in the east. The area is well maintained with well-defined 

planting beds and a grass cover that is kept short. While exposure of bare ground was 

virtually nonexistent in the area (on average less than 2%), the well-kept nature of the 

area allowed the identification of objects of the size of brick or larger. 

Sub-Area H.— Sub-area H is bounded by the central track in the west, the fitness centre 

in the east and the fence line in the south. It also is comprised of a small space between 

the fitness centre in the west and Tawenneu Street in the east. The area is well 

maintained with well-defined planting beds and a grass cover that is kept short. While 

exposure of bare ground was very limited in the area (on average less than 2%), the 

well-kept nature of the area allowed the identification of objects of the size of a brick or 

larger. 

Sub-Area I.—This sub-area is bounded by the swimming pool and tennis court complex 

of the Micronesian Games venue in the east, a fence line in the north and the dense 

vegetation of sub area B in the west. The area was fully overgrown with grass and short 

vegetation. Ground visibility in the area was nil. The grass cover was so thick and so 

intertwined that the feet never touched the ground but walked on a spongy vegetation 

mat. Objects of brick size or less would have been missed. Even larger boulders would 

have been overlooked unless stepped upon. Along the western boundary a number of 

bulldozer pushes were located, which seem to have originated from the levelling of the 

area for the car park. These dirt piles were also fully overgrown. 

Sub-Area J.—This sub-area comprises the swimming pool and tennis court complex of 

the Micronesian Games venue. The area is fully developed with buildings and facilities, 

bitumen car park and concrete walkways. No exposure of old ground surface was 

located. 

Sub-Area K.—Sub-area was fully developed into private housing estates. Given the 

complexity of access, and given the heavy development of housing and private 

gardening, only the area still occupied by the Forestry Section was inspected. There the 

area around the buildings and the car parking space was well maintained with well-

defined planting beds and a grass cover that is kept short. While exposure of bare 

ground was very limited in the area (on average less than 2%), the well-kept nature of 

the area allowed the identification of objects of the size of a brick or larger. In the other 

sections of that area the vegetation in the area was made of a variety of bushy woody 

plants and ground cover, interspersed with tall grass. Ground visibility in that area was 

nil. Right adjacent to the Dawaneu River the vegetation was comprised of taller tree with 

a dense understorey. 
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Figure 11. Schematic 
partitioning of the survey area 

based on vegetation 
coverage 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Site visibility in 
area A. 
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Figure 13. Site visibility in 
area B underneath the 
breadfruit reference 

collection  

 

Figure 14. Site visibility in 
area B along the fence line  

 

Figure 15. Site visibility in 
area C 
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Figure 16. Site visibility in 
area C. The Track was the 
only exposure of bare soil 

 

Figure 17. Site visibility in 
area E during slashing 

 

Figure 18. Site visibility in 
area E after clearing 
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Figure 19. Site visibility in 
area F 

 

Figure 20. Site visibility in 
area H 

 

Figure 21. Site visibility in 
area I 
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Vegetation Clearing 

Part of the collateral to the project specification as agreed to by the Pohnpei HPO had 

been that the area would be cleared so that a meaningful survey could be carried out. 

For a number of reasons, including inclement weather and other work obligations, work 

crews for vegetation clearing were only made available for two half days. Efforts to 

obtain alternative labour, such as a prison work force, failed. 

Thus only a small area could be cleared to the exacting standards of total survey 

(Figure 18). The area cleared was situated in the locality which, based on the predictive 

model, was to provide the greatest archaeological potential (see p. 138). Given the 

limited time allocation for clearing and the time to carry out the survey, work crews were 

asked to clear specific sites that had been located. 

Access 

Access to sub areas A to J was possible without hindrance which allowed an intensive 

survey to be carried out. Access to sub area K was restricted as most of the area was 

homesteaded and in private hand. Access was sufficient to carry out a reconnaissance 

survey as required. 

Environmental Conditions 

On average it rains on 27 days in July with rainfall of 2.5mm (0.1") or more on 21 days, 

rain of 12.7mm (0.5") or more on 10 days and rainfall of 25.4mm (1") or more on 6 

days.3 As the survey period was dedicated by the availability of finances at an end-of-

financial-year situation, fieldwork on a potential high rainfall month could not be 

avoided. On the other hand, even the low-rainfall month such a February still has on 

average 20 days of rainfall, with 6 days of heavy rainfall (12.7mm and more).4 

During the survey period the climatic conditions were not very favourable for the 

survey, with rain showers occurring almost daily. While the showers were not intense 

they were sufficient to disrupt work. The daily data as measured at Pohnpei airport are 

set out in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Daily weather data for the duration of the survey period (Pohnpei airport station).5 

 MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN MON TUE WED THU 

Date 10/7/6 11/7/6 12/7/6 13/7/6 14/7/6 15/7/6 16/7/6 17/7/6 18/7/6 19/7/6 20/7/6 

Mean Temp (°F) 78 81 81 79 80 80 80 78 78 82 81 

Max Temp (°F) 86 90 91 84 89 84 88 87 90 91 89 

Min Temp (°F) 71 73 73 74 73 73 73 71 69 73 73 

Dew Point (°F) 77 76 76 78 77 76 78 76 76 77 76 

Precipitation (in) 0.04 0.01 0.16 0.12 0.08 0.55 1.14 0.03 0.08 0.08 0 

Sea Level Pressure (in) 29.86 29.82 29.82 29.82 29.82 29.8 29.79 29.81 29.81 29.82 29.83 

Wind Speed (mph) 4 6 4 4 5 5 4 5 5 3 5 

Max Wind Speed (mph) 10 14 9 7 15 12 12 13 10 6 13 

            

Mean Temp)°C) 25 28 27 26 26 26 27 25 26 27 28 

Max Temp (°C) 30 32 33 29 31 29 31 30 32 33 31 

Min Temp (°C) 21 23 22 23 22 23 23 21 21 22 23 

Dew Point (°C) 25 24 24 25 25 24 25 24 24 24 24 

Precipitation (cm) 0.1 0 0.4 0.3 0.2 1.4 2.9 0.1 0.2 0.2 0 

Sea Level Pressure (hPa) 1010 1011 1010 1009 1010 1010 1009 1009 1010 1010 1011 

Wind Speed (km/h) 7 11 7 8 10 9 8 8 9 6 8 

Max Wind Speed (km/h) 17 22 15 11 24 18 18 20 17 9 20 

            

Avg Humidity (%) 86 74 77 90 80 86 95 87 77 79 81 

Max Humidity (%) 100 99 97 99 95 99 100 99 98 93 94 

Min Humidity (%) 75 62 63 79 70 74 75 71 66 64 66 

Events Rain   Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain Rain 

Information Sources 

Printed Matter 

General Archaeology and History 
A number of archaeological studies have been carried out on Pohnpei, largely focussing 

on the monumental stone architecture of Nan Madol.6 Systematic area studies were 

carried out in the southeast of Pohnpei at Sapwtakai in Kiti7 and at Salapwuk,8 both in 

Kiti Municipality. 

The Spanish Period in the region has been discussed by Hezel.9 The German period 

(1899-1914) in the region has been described in general by Hezel,10 and 

Spennemann11, with the situation on Pohnpei specifically addressed by Christiansen et 

al,12 Ehrlich,13 Hiery,14 and more recently Spennemann.15 An early study by Hambruch16 

provides a description of the appearance of Kolonia during the German period. The 

Japanese Period (1914-1945) has been described in general terms by Peattie.17 
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In terms of a discussion of heritage places, Hanlon provided a discussion of the 

history of Kolonia Town,18 with Denfeld19 providing an overview of the World War II sites 

on the island. 

Agricultural Research Station 
There is only limited material available on the history and use of the Agricultural Station. 

An early description during the Japanese period is provided by the American travel writer 

Willard Price.20 This can be augmented by pictographic data derived from 

commemorative volumes published by the South Seas Bureau.21 Apart from the 

published annual reports of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,22 and studies of the 

period by Richards,23little comprehensive work has been carried out. 

David Hanlon carried out a heritage survey of Kolonia and described a number of 

properties, including the Agricultural Station building.24 Some additional material was 

presented in a discussion of Pohnpei place names by Tom Panholzer.25 Ragone, Lorence 

and Flyn collated all information on the history of plant introductions to the Pohnpei 

Agriculture Station and provided a general historic overview.26 

The most comprehensive historic background to date was compiled by various 

authors as part of the NPS Technical Assistance mission to Pohnpei in January 2006.27 

As part of the present project, a small report on parking solutions for the Botanical 

Gardens was prepared that provides a brief summary of the history of the area as well 

as a discussion of the area’s integrity and cultural significance.28 

 

 

Archival Matter 

The FSM National Archives maintain some record keeping capacity, but at the time of 

the survey were lacking qualified and experienced staff.29 As a result the archives were 

inaccessible and could not be searched. 

Pohnpei State does not maintain a centralised archive where file material no longer 

active can be deposited. All Divisions maintain their own active filing systems. Once files 

are no longer active, they are stored by the division at various locations in or near the 

respective offices without centralised organisation. Given the paucity of office space, 

many of the files are stored in containers or spare rooms that are normally not 

airconditioned. As a result, many files were in a poor state of preservation or were 

lacking altogether due the lack of climate and vermin control in a humid climate. 

Agriculture 
When Department of Agriculture was directed to move to new premises in 

Madolenihmw in 2000, all non active files were placed into a storage container unit on 

the Agricultural Station. That storage container was vandalised with many of the files 

being mixed up, damaged and in part destroyed. When the Department reoccupied 

some of the offices a couple of years later, many of the files, including old plans, had to 

be destroyed. 
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Public Works 
All official buildings are designed with specifications provided by the Department of 

Public Works. Those buildings that are designed by outside contractors are nonetheless 

reviewed and approved by Public Works. While more recent material exists on AutoCAD 

and thus can be sourced, most of the older files were kept in an unstructured file storage 

room. Some items could be produced after repeated enquiries, even though most 

records have to be regarded as lost—at least for the time being. 

Extent of Historic Mapping 

A range of maps could be obtained at the Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. 

Some of the maps were ‘active’ maps held in digital form, such as Plat SK-456 (Figure 

136), while others were ‘historic maps’ kept in filing drawers in the map and file room. 

No index to the latter existed and the maps that are reproduced in this study were found 

during a systematic file drawer and map drawer search. In addition to the survey maps a 

number of maps were found in files belonging to the former Japanese Civilian 

Administration. While the search was systematic, the unordered state of the file and map 

room meant that the authors cannot claim that the number of maps recovered is 

exhaustive. 

The various maps that were available for analysis are reproduced here. All maps 

were redrawn in digital form and superimposed on a modern survey plat. As can be 

expected, these maps vary in orientation, scale and drawing accuracy. As a line scanner 

was used,30 the digital reproduction prior to digitisation did not add to the errors.31 All 

maps were aligned true north, so that that Nan Mal Street, aligns horizontally. The main 

‘coordinates’ for alignment were the intersection of Nan Mal, Kaselehie and Tawenneu 

Streets, and the Japanese concrete building. None of the maps, once scaled and 

aligned, matched up perfectly, and minor distortions were commonplace.32 These 

distortions are in part due to drawing accuracies and in part due to the fact that various 

drawing surfaces (rice paper, diazo print paper [both Japanese and US], drawing 

transparency) may have been exposed to varied and uncontrolled climatic conditions. 

Moreover, some items, particularly the rice paper maps were often crumpled. 

Straightening them out was undertaken with great care given the fragility of some maps. 

At any stage the preservation of the map took priority over the accuracy of the scan. This 

was particularly the case where the acidity of the ink used had already caused damage 

to the image (see Figure 47). As a result, the accuracy of the building alignment on the 

drawings that superimpose historic mapping on the modern 2006 base map should be 

read cum grano salis. 

In total the following maps could be located: 

• An undated, hand-coloured Japanese period map of the agricultural station dating 

to the early to mid-1930s and showing the location of a range of buildings but 

lacking annotation (Figure 47);33 

• A Japanese blueprint derived from the 1934 budget file, showing the location of a 

range of recenty erected buildings (Figure 49);34 

• A Japanese map derived from the 1934 budget file, showing the location of a 

range of buildings needing repair work (Figure 44);35 
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• A Japanese map showing the extension of the agricultural area, also contained in 

the 1934 budget file (Figure 52);36 

• A US intelligence interpretation of the 20 February 1944 aerial photograph (Figure 

55);37 

• A US intelligence interpretation of the 20 February 1944 aerial photograph with 

modifications based on the information gathered during the bombing, contained in 

an air target bulletin developed for use by US aircrews (Figure 56);38 

• A mapping of the appearance of the agricultural farm in the early 1960s. The map 

shows the location of buildings, drains and fields (Figure 103);39 

• An undated topographical map showing the main buildings in the northeastern 

quadrant of the farm and the location of the proposed new administration building 

(Figure 97);40 

• A mapping of the lay-out of the planting area of the agricultural farm dating to 

1964. The map shows the location of buildings, major trees and planting plots 

(Figure 99);41 

• A mapping of the lay-out of the planting area of the agricultural farm dating to 

1964. The map shows the location of buildings and planting plots (Figure 101);42 

• A map of Kolonia showing the main roads, as well as road circulation in the 

grounds of the TTPI Agricultural Sation, dated 5 April 1966 (Figure 120);43 

• A mapping of the extension of the rice fields along the Daweneu River, dated 24 

August 1966 (Figure 107);44 

• Property Plat nº 7002/72 of 19 January 1972 showing the parcellisation of the 

Agricultural Station Lands (Figure 122);45 

• Topographic map of 1983, based on the 1983 aerial photography (Figure 2); 

• General Soil Map, Island of Ponape, Federated States of Micronesia of 1981 

(Figure 8);46 

• Survey plat nº 020-A-09 of 28 September 1988, showing the subdivision of the 

Public Library as parcel 020-A-134;47 

• Survey plat nº 020-A-12 of 16 August 1994, showing the revision of the 

subdivision of the Public Library as parcels 020-A-144 and 020-A-145;48 

• A map of the Agricultural station area to the west of Tawnenneu Street, carried out 

by Pacific Survey Company in August 2000 based on a total station mapping 

including all buildings then extant, as well as concrete foundations, ditches, power 

poles and major trees (Figure 135); 

• Survey Plat nº SK-456 prepared by Lands and Survey in August 2004. This plat has 

substantial inaccuracies (Figure 136);49 

Accuracy of Historic Mapping 

Initially it had been anticipated that the official 2004 survey plat (Figure 136) would 

serve as the reference base map. It soon transpired that this map also included a range 

of buildings that were no longer extant at the purported time of drafting. Moreover, the 

detailed 1959 TTPI map of the agricultural farm and the 2002 survey plat do not align 

well at all. Even though the 2002 map is the current valid government plot, field 
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observations suggest that the reliability of the 1959 TTPI map is higher, but that it is 

distorted and lengthened in the southern part. 

Pacific Survey Company had carried out a complete mapping of the area in 2000, 

using a total station system. This map, which included all buildings then extant, as well 

as concrete foundations, ditches, power poles and major trees was the most accurate 

and was used as the base map. The 2005 Lands and Survey mapping was used to plot 

in the modern Nahs, the two out buildings and the cook house, as well as the 2002 

Micronesian Games Sports Complex which were not in existence when the 2000 survey 

was carried out. 

The base map for all historic comparisons is an edited version of the PSC map, 

showing the 2006 appearance of the area. 

Extent of Aerial Photography 

A number of aerial photographs are known to exist, some of which could be sourced for 

interpretation: 

• A vertical aerial reconnaissance photograph flown on 20 February 1944 by US 

aircraft prior to bombing (Figure 54);50 

• An oblique aerial reconnaissance photograph flown in early March 1944 by US 

aircraft after the bombing of Kolonia (Figure 58);51 

• A vertical aerial reconnaissance photograph flown in early March 1944 by US 

aircraft after the bombing of Kolonia;52 

• A series of aerial photographs taken between January and March 1974 as well as 

early 1975. These are combined into large transparency sheets (Figure 118);53 

• A series of colour aerial photographs taken on 25 April 1983 by Asia Pacific 

Mapping;54 

• Two series of colour aerial photographs taken on 25 May and 8 June 2002 (Figure 

3);55 

• A satellite image of the northern part of Pohnpei taken in about 2004, which 

allows enlargements to a theroretical elevation of about 1400 feet above ground 

surface level (Figure 5).56 

Construction Plans 

Apart from the 1926 Japanese concrete building, a number of structures exist on the 

site. A concerted effort was made to locate any of the construction plans associated with 

the planning, erection of modification of these buildings. To this effect, systematic 

enquiries were made with the Division of Public Works, the Pohnpei Public Library, the 

South Pacific Commission, the Division of Lands and Survey, as well as the Divisions of 

Forestry and of Agriculture. 

Overall, the number of plans was very limited.  
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Pictorial Sources 

The study could draw on a range of pictorial sources from public and private hand. The 

vast majority of photographs dating to the Japanese period stem from the latter 

sources.57 In addition, photographic archives of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 

have been made available on-line by the University of Hawaii Library.58 
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Notes to the preceding section 
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3 Source: Western Regional Climate Center 2006b. 
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30 Courtesy of Sother Anthon, Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. 
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as well as the Daweneu River. 
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33 Contained in Japanese era file, held by the Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State, 
Kolonia, FSM. 

34 ‘The locations of buildings and other structures newly built (drawn on a scale of 1 to 2100).’ 
Contained in Japanese era file, held by the Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State, 
Kolonia, FSM. 

35 ‘A map indicating the location that the South Seas Bureau Industrial Experiment Station 
Ponape Branch requests for repair work (Drawn of a scale of 1 to 2100).’ Contained in 
Japanese era file, held by the Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State, Kolonia, FSM. 

36 ‘The Location of Long-term Islander Trainees’ Practice Farm.’ Map contained in Japanese era 
file, held by the Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State, Kolonia, FSM. 

37 Reproduced from Hanlon, 1980. 
38 Target Detail Map Ponape Town. JICPOA PRISIC M-40414-28. Dated 13 March 1944. In: 

Air Target Maps and Photos ATF Nº 27-B. Ponape. Joint Intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean 
Areas. 1 April 1944. 64th Engineers. Topographic Company, USAFICPA nº 164-4. 

39 The corner that identifies the originator of the map as well as its date is lacking. 
40 TTPI archives, courtesy of Dianne Ragone. 
41 TTPI archives, courtesy of Dianne Ragone. 
42 TTPI archives, courtesy of Dianne Ragone. 
43 Kolonia Town. Existing Business Establishment. Map Dated 5 April 1966. Trust Territory of the 

Pacific Islands, Department of Land Management. Map contained in files Division of Lands 
and Survey, Pohnpei State. Scan courtesy Sother Anthon 

44 Kolonia Rice Field as Built Map. Sketch nº 122. Map dated 24 August 1966. Trust Territory 
of the Pacific Islands, Department of Land Management. Map contained in files Division of 
Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. Scan courtesy Sother Anthon 

45 Map contained in files Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. Scan courtesy Sother 
Anthon. 

46 USDA 1981 
47 Map held on file Pohnpei Public Library.  
48 Map held on file Pohnpei Public Library.  
49 Map file provided by Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. 
50 Reproduced in Hanlon 1980. 
51 Reproduced in Hanlon 1980, p. 113. 
52 The image, contained in an air target bulletin, is of low quality: Target Approach Photo-

Ponape Town. JICPOA PRISIC M-40416-9. Dated 22 March 1944. In: Air Target Maps and 
Photos ATF Nº 27-B. Ponape. Joint Intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas. 1 April 1944. 
64th Engineers. Topographic Company, USAFICPA nº 164-4 

53 The original photography could not be sourced on Pohnpei. 
54 These images could not be sourced on Pohnpei. Some of the images are reproduced in the 

Pohnpei Coastal Resource Atlas (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1985). 
55 While the originals of the aerial photographs were not available, low resolution scans were 

made available. 
56 Source: DigitalGlobe via Google Earth (http://earth.google.com).— Going below results in 

the resolution becoming too low to be meaningful 
57 And made available courtesy of Wakako Higuchi, Guam. 
58 Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 

http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttpi.html.  



 

 

Chapter 3 
HISTORIC CONTEXT 

Traditional Period 

Pohnpei Island was first settled by people speaking Oceanic languages about 2000 

years ago, probably coming from the southwest. The earliest sites, comprised of shell 

middens and pottery sites, indicate a mixed resource base of horticultural produce and 

marine resources, with the material culture comprised of pottery, shell and stone adzes, 

fishhooks and personal ornaments. Over time, the exploitation of the inland areas 

increased in importance with a reliance on yams, breadfruit and similar crops, all of 

which could be stored (in raw of fermented form) for a prolonged period and thus be 

used to accumulate wealth and influence. By about 500 CE the generally open sites 

gave way to places dominated by stone architecture, ranging from low platforms and 

stone-lined pits to large tombs, culminating in the spectacular architectural 

developments of the artificial islands of Nan Madol (erected about 550-1500CE).1 

German Period 

During the German colonial period (1899–1914), the Eastern Carolines district was 

defined by the lines of 150ºE in the west and 170ºE in the east, and thus encompassed 

Kosrae, Pohnpei, Chuuk and the range of atolls between, including the two Polynesian 

outliers Kapingamarangi and Nukuoro, both closer to the Solomon Islands than to 

Chuuk or Pohnpei. In placing these boundaries the German administration followed the 

example set previously by the Spanish administration.2 Also following the Spanish 

example, the German administration was located at Kolonia on Pohnpei, essentially 

taking over the Spanish establishment there. 

German rule over the Eastern Carolines district commenced on 12 October 1899,3 

with Albert Hahl installed as first administrator. We are comparatively well informed 

about the situation on Pohnpei during this period, lwhich is largely due to the diligence 
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of the various district administrators in filing detailed annual reports, extensive extracts 

which were then subsequently published by the German government.4 

Table 4. Chronology of German Administrators 

Administrator From–To 

Albert Hahl 12 Oct 1899–1 Sep 1901 

Victor Berg 1 Sep 1901– † 30 Apr 1907 

Max Girschner Acting 1 May 1907– 

Wilhelm Stuckhardt 1907–Mar 1908 

Georg Fritz Apr 1908–Oct 1909 

Gustav Boeder 14 Dec 1909– † 18 Oct 1910 

Max Girschner Acting Oct 1910–Jan 1911 

Hermann Kersting January 1911–May 1914 

 June 1914–Oct 1914 

 
 

 

Figure 22. Appearance of 
Kolonia (Pohnpei) in 1900.5 

 

By March 1900 the German administration had commenced the clearing of the 

Spanish garrison and surrounding lands of all vegetation. Governor Hahl reports that 

the area within the walls as well as an additional 15ha had been completely cleared 

and planted up with “grass, usefuls plants and trees of all kinds, such as maize, yams, 

bananas, pineapple, coconut palms, breadfruit trees, guavas etc. The commenced 

breeding of small and black sheep was also progressing well.”6 Evidence shows that by 

March 1902 the German district administration had expanded the coconut plantation 

and the experimental gardens to a total of 37 ha, 2ha of which were the experimental 

farm.7 

Japanese Period 

After on 4 August 1914 Great Britain had declared war on Germany, Japan followed 

suit on 23 August. Upon a hasty British request for assistance on 7 August, who feared 

the presence of the German East Asia Squadron (centred on the Gneisenau and 

Scharnhorst), Japan quickly moved to occupy the German possessions north of the 

equator. On 7 October 1914 the First South Seas Squadron of the Imperial Japanese 

Navy under the command of Vice Admiral Yamaya Tanin arrived off Kolonia flying his 
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flag aboard the battle cruiser HIJMS Kurama, accompanied by the battle cruisers HIJMS 

Kongo and HIJMS Hiei as well as two destroyers and three transports. The German 

administration had little choice but to surrender peacefully, although the German District 

Administrator Karl Köhler spent a few days in the island’s interior trying to evade 

capture.8 

The Japanese swiftly moved to ensure that their position in Micronesia was secure. 

They conducted a rapid scientific examination of the resource and development 

potential of the region, followed by a consolidation of infrastructure. Japan also carried 

out an educational campaign directed at the Micronesian elite to demonstrate what 

Japan had to offer as a modern nation. At the same time, systematic agricultural 

development commenced, both in terms of experimentation and actual outreach and 

planting on private property—if need be by regulation and force.9 While the early war 

years were characterised by a systematic scientific assessment of the economic potential 

of the islands, the later war years saw several economic developments put in place. This 

was combined with the encouragement of civilian Japanese settlement in Micronesia 

from 1918 onwards—all geared at anchoring Micronesia in the Japanese sphere after 

the end of World War I. 

Following the Paris Peace Conference and the creation of the League of Nations, 

Japan was given the former German possessions north of the equator as a class C 

mandate of the League of Nations. The nature of the Japanese administration of the 

islands remained unresolved until 1922 when Japan, the United Kingdom and the 

United States, as well as France and Italy signed a naval arms limitation treaty. 

The milestones of Japanese occupation of Micronesia can be summarised into five 

phases based on legal ownership and administration (Table 5). 

Table 5. Phases and Milestones of Japanese presence of Micronesia 

Period Nature of Presence Legal Ownership 

<Oct 1914 Individual Traders None 

Oct 1914–Jan 1915 Occupation and Pacification Wartime Occupation by Navy 

Jan 1915–late 1915 Scientific Exploration Wartime Occupation by Navy 

Late 1915–Nov 1918 Economic & Infrastructure development Wartime Occupation by Navy 

Nov 1918–1922  Peacetime Occupation by Navy 

1919, June 28 Treaty of Versailles gives Micronesia to 
Japan as class C mandate of the 
League of Nations 

Peacetime Occupation by Navy 

1922, 6 February Washington Arms Limitation Treaty South Seas Bureau (civilian)10 

1922, 30 March Civilian Administration commences South Seas Bureau (civilian)11 

1933 Japan terminates membership in League 
of Nations  

South Seas Bureau (civilian)12 

1935 Membership in League of Nations 
Mandate ends formally 

South Seas Bureau (civilian)13 

1937? Japan begins to fortify islands by 
developing a military infrastructure 
under a civilian guise. 

Japanese Navy 

1941, 8 December Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor Pacific War 

1945, 11 September End of the Pacific War Pacific War  

 
Large numbers of Japanese, Okinawans and Koreans moved into Micronesia during 

the Japanese Mandate Period. Unlike Saipan, which saw the greatest influx, where 
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Japanese far outstripped the local population at a rate of more than 2 to 1, the 

Japanese community on Pohnpei never exceeded 35% of the total population prior to 

the beginning of the Pacific War. Yet, the 4,000 Japanese made a palpable difference, 

with  Kolonia being transformed from the sleepy colonial community during the German 

period to a bustling city (Figure 23). The Japanese also established substantial 

settlement in rural areas, especially Palikir, where rice fields and plantations were 

developed. The build up of Pohnpei’s defences saw a further influx of almost 8,000 

Japanese Navy and Army personnel during the war. 

Table 6. Demography of Pohnpei during the Japanese period, showing the growing influx of 
Japanese settlers.14 

 Pohnpeians etc Japanese  % Japanese  

Year Men Women Total Men Women Total Total   

1913   3775   9 3784 0.2 15 

1920   5852   425 6277 6.8  

1925   6713   357 7070 5.0  

1930   7211   689 7900 8.7  

1932      1339  #DIV/0!  

1934      1937  #DIV/0!  

1935 4795 4158 8953 2486 1606 4092 13045 31.4  

1936      3017  #DIV/0!  

1937    2236 1423 3659  #DIV/0!  

1938        #DIV/0!  

1939   5905     #DIV/0!  

1941   6051   5679 11730 48.4  

1945   5864   13489 19353 69.7 16 

1947   5628   0 5628 0.0 17 

 

Japanese Development of Pohnpei 

As the district center of the eastern Carolines district (the Pohnpei Branch Office of the 

South Seas Bureau), Pohnpei saw a major development, in particular on the Kolonia 

peninsula. At the height of development, just after the commencement of the Pacific 

War, Kolonia comprised of a dense settlement along the harbour frontage and a 

second, dense settlement on the plateau (Figure 23). 
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Figure 23. Aerial view of 
Kolonia taken by US planes 

in February 1944.18 

 

The Agricultural Experiment Station 

Commencing in the early 1920, the Japanese government established an Agricultural 

Experiment Station. The first such station had been established on Palau, then the 

headquarters of the South Seas Bureau.19 Unlike the German station which was located 

quite close to the existing settlement (Figure 43), the Japanese establishment was 

located some way out town. Clearly, the Japanese had a substantial expansion of 
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Kolonia in mind when the Agricultural Station was laid out. Located at the northern 

shore of the Dawaneu River, the land allowed for the development of trials for both 

dryland crops and for wetland rice. It would appear that the station was commenced in 

1926 and that the concrete building was erected in 1926/27 and opened on 28 

October 1928.20 The Agricultural Research Station was a major regional centre for the 

experimentation with various tropical crops both for nutrition and for medicinal 

purposes. Among these trials the rice experiment attracted the most attention (Figure 24, 

Figure 27). 

 

Figure 24. Dr. Hoshino 
and his rice experiments, 

photographed by US travel 
writer Willard Price in 

1934.21 

 

Figure 25. The Pohnpei 
rice experiments, before 
1932. Note the rat proof 

fencing in the rear.22 
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Figure 26. The Pohnpei 
rice experiments, before 
1932. Note the rat proof 

fencing.23 

 

Figure 27. The Pohnpei 
rice experiments, Detail of 

rat proof fencing.24 

. 
American journalist, travel and adventure writer Willard Price was one of the few 

non-Japanese visitors allowed to visit Pohnpei at this time providing an invaluable 

insight. However, as his stay on Pohnpei was limited to a day and as he was continually 

accompanied by a ‘minder’ provided by the South Seas Bureau (most likely an Imperial 

Japanese Intelligence Officer), Price’s observations must be read cum grano salis. Price 

wrote glowingly of his 1935 visit:25 

 “… And fruits, flowers, exotic trees! One might imagine himself in the Garden of 
Allah as he wanders through the experimental farm at Ponape. Here are plant 
immigrants from all lands. It is like a world convention of growing things. … corn 
from Kansas, chestnuts from Polynesia, cashew nuts from India, cloves and 
nutmeg from Celebes, alligator pears from Hawaii, lichee nuts from China, Brazil 
nuts from Brazil, oranges from Borneo, aloes from Africa. Java has sent many 
delegates: the sapodilla plum, coromandel, gooseberry, vanilla, pepper, 
cinnamon. And here are rubber trees, mahogany, teak, sago palm, oil palm, 
peacock palm, sugar palm. There is a whole garden of drug trees-caiupute, 
tamarind, benzoin and the like. Altogether in this farm there are 238 fruits, 
vegetables, grasses, shrubs and trees that have not formerly been native to 
Ponape.” 
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Figure 28. The Orange 
orchard to the west of the 

Japanese Agriculture 
building.26 

Price also commented that due to the major rat plague on Pohnpei, the experimental 

fields were surrounded by sheets of corrugated iron.27 Such fences are visible on a 

photo of the rice fields before 1932 (Figure 25-Figure 27). 
 

Impact of the Pacific War on Pohnpei 

On 7 December 1941 Japanese carrier-borne aircraft attacked the US naval base of 

Pearl Harbor on Oahu, Hawai’i. The Pacific War had begun and the Japanese military 

sphere in the Pacific continually expanded during 1942. During much of 1942 and 

1943 Pohnpei saw no serious military action. Even when the Allied forces began to roll 

back the Japanese advances in 1943, Pohnpei remained a strategic backwater. The 

overall US strategy in the Central Pacific was based on the concept of island hopping 
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with the major Japanese bases and Japanese-held islands being bypassed, once their 

potential to carry out offensive operations had been neutralised by one-off air strikes. 

Thus, the US forces chose to bypass several of the Japanese bases in the Marshalls, 

such as Jaluit, Wotje, Mile and Maloelap.28 Only Majuro, Kwajalein and Enewetok were 

conquered to be converted in US bases.  

The high island of Pohnpei had little strategic value to the US forces. Moreover, 

Pohnpei had a major Japanese civilian population the management of which would 

have posed unnecessary logistic problems.29 Thus in 1943 the decision was made to 

neutralise the Japanese offensive installations on Pohnpei (such as the airfields at Palikir 

and Nan Pohn Mal) and to bypass the island. 

US forces could carry out an aerial reconnaissance of Pohnpei first from long-range 

bomber bases in Kiribati and later from the new US bases on Kwajalein and then 

Enewetok. On 14 February 1944 over forty B-24s from the 11th and 90th Bombardment 

Groups (Heavy), flying out of Makin Island and Tarawa Atoll (in Kiribati) struck Pohnpei 

in the first Seventh Air Force raid on the Caroline Islands.30 In the following months 

series of bombing raids occurred staged first from US bases in Kiribati and later from US 

bases in the Marshalls. These bombing runs were preceded by aerial photography and 

the preparation of bomb target maps drawn up from these photos. In the following 

months the US Air Force carried repeated raids on Pohnpei. While Kolonia was a 

repeated target, it seems that the agriculture station building, which would have been a 

prominent, and relatively easy target for the low-level B-25 attacks, was not targeted. 
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Table 7. US Missions against Pohnpei.31 

Date Aircraft Home base Bombing event 

14 Feb 1944 40+B-24 Makin & Tarawa  More than 55 tons of bombs were dropped, principally on shore 
installations. A small cargo ship was sunk in the harbor. 

15 Feb 1944 B-24  Tarawa & Makin   

17 Feb 1944 B-24  Tarawa & Abemama  

19 Feb 1944 B-24. Tarawa & Makin   

21 Feb 1944 B-24  Tarawa & Abemama 30 tons of bombs 

23 Feb 1944 B-24  Makin & Tarawa   

25 Feb 1944 B-24  Tarawa & Abemama  30 tons of bombs on docks, aerodrome installations, a gasoline 
dump, and a cargo ship 

27 Feb 1944 B-24  Makin & Tarawa  30 tons of bombs causing fires and explosions 

2 Mar 1944 B-24 Makin? 8 tons of bombs on runways and buildings 

3 Mar 1944 B-24 Makin? Harbor and ground installations were hit with 23 tons of bombs 

5 Mar 1944 B-24  Makin & Tarawa  Ground installations, aviation facilities and harbor areas. Heavy 
explosions were seen near the airfield 

9 Mar 1944 B-24  Tarawa  Aaerodrome and dock facilities; Explosions and fires were 
observed among ground installations 

15 Mar 1944 B-24 Kwajalein  Bombed airdrome installations and mining facilities 

18 Mar 1944 2 B-25  Eniwetok  Bomb & strafe Pohnpei, sinking a small cargo transport and 
starting large fires 

21 Mar 1944 B-24  Tarawa  Large fires were started among warehouses and barracks 

23 Mar 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

24 Mar 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

25 Mar 1944 B-25  
corsairs 

Eniwetok  The attacking planes were intercepted by 15 Zeros. Four Zeros 
were shot down and one was probably shot down. Corsair 
fighters strafed the runways. Intense antiaircraft fire was 
encountered 

26 Mar 1944 B-25  Eniwetok  Bombed air strip and adjacent buildings 

26 Mar 1944 1 Coronado Fleet Air Wing Two Bombed and sank two small cargo vessels near Pohnpei 

27 Mar 1944 B-25  Eniwetok  StrafeD & cannonaded Pohnpei 

29 Mar 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

30 Mar 1944 B-25  Eniwetok  Bombed by a search plane of Fleet Air Wing Two, starting fires in 
a hangar area 

31 Mar 1944 1 B-24 Eniwetok   

31 Mar 1944 B-25 
Corsair 
1 B-24 

Eniwetok   

1 Apr 1944 B-25 
Corsair 

Eniwetok  Fires among barracks in the area used for the servicing of planes 

2 Apr 1944 B-25 
Corsair 
1 B-24 

Eniwetok  Bombed and strafed the airfields, one air strip was strafed by a 
search plane of Fleet Air Wing Two, and a single Seventh Army 
Air Force Liberator bombed one of the runways 

4 Apr 1944 B-25  
Corsair 

Eniwetok  Airfield and adjacent buildings were hit 

6 Apr 1944 B-25  
Corsair 

Eniwetok  Airfields and bauxite works were hit 

8 Apr 1944 B-25  
Corsair 

Eniwetok   

10 Apr 1944 1 B-24 
B-25 

Kwajalein  
Abemama  
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Table 7. US Missions against Pohnpei.31 

Date Aircraft Home base Bombing event 

Corsair 

11 Apr 1944 B-25  
Search 
plane 

Makin  Buildings, a storage area, air strips and small craft, search plane 
of Fleet Air Wing Two dropped incendiary bombs 

14 Apr 1944 B-25  
Corsair 

Eniwetok  fFres were started among buildings adjacent to an airfield 
a small tanker and two escort vessels were bombed near Ant 
Island. The tanker was sunk and the escorts were beached on 
the island 

16 Apr 1944 2 B-24 Eniwetok  Bombed town and an airfield 

18 Apr 1944 B-24 
B-25  
search 
plane 

Eniwetok   

21 Apr 1944 B-24 
B-25  
search 
plane 

Eniwetok  Airfield and adjacent buildings 

23 Apr 1944 B-25  Makin   

24 Apr 1944 B-25  Eniwetok  Airstrips were bombed and fires started 

25 Apr 1944 B-25  Eniwetok  Town and an airstrip were bombed 

26 Apr 1944 B-25  
B-24 

Eniwetok  
Los Negros (Kwajalein 
shuttle) 

Town and airfields were hit and fires started 

27 Apr 1944 B-25 (3 
missions) 

Eniwetok  Revetments and runways were bombed 

30 Apr 1944 8 B-25 Eniwetok  Runways and adjacent installations were hit. A large explosion 
was observed near one airfield 

1 May 1944  Carrier Aircraft 
Shelled by ships 

Shelled by battleships commanded by Vice Admiral W. A. Lee  

2 May 1944 1 B-24 
B-25  

Eniwetok  A fire was set in the town (by B-24) 
runways at two airfields were hit 

4 May 1944 39 B-24  Kwajalein & Eniwetok Eighty‑seven tons of bombs were dropped. Town and dock areas 
were covered, and large fires and explosions were caused 

5 May 1944 B-25  Eniwetok  Seaplane base and airfields 

7 May 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

8 May 1944 B-25  
B-24 

Eniwetok  
Los Negros (Kwajalein 
shuttle) 

The town and airfields were hit 

10 May 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

11 May 1944 1 B-24 
B-25  

Eniwetok   

13 May 1944 B-24 
B-25  

Eniwetok   

17 May 1944 B-24 
B-25  

Eniwetok  Seaplane base, airfields, dock installations and Town were hit 

19 May 1944 B-25  Eniwetok  An airfield was the principal target 

20 May 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

22 May 1944 8 B-25  Eniwetok  Airfields, gun positions, and buildings were hit and fires started 

24 May 1944 8 B-25  Eniwetok  An airfield and dock areas were hit 

25 May 1944 8 B-25  Eniwetok  Docks, warehouses, and gun positions were hit 

26 May 1944 9 B-25 Eniwetok  Attack with cannon & machine gun fire.32 
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Table 7. US Missions against Pohnpei.31 

Date Aircraft Home base Bombing event 

27 May 1944 24 B-24 
52 B-25 

Kwajalein  
Eniwetok  

101 tons of bombs dropped; Town and the airfields were 
principal targets and barracks, hangars, and storage areas were 
hit 

30 May 1944 B-25  
B-24 

Eniwetok  
Los Negros (Kwajalein 
shuttle) 

Gun positions, runways, and defense installations were hit 

1 Jun 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

4 Jun 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

5 Jun 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

6 Jun 1944 B-24 Los Negros (Kwajalein 
shuttle) 

Airfields, plantation areas, and Town were bombed 

7 Jun 1944 B-25  Eniwetok  Hangars near the seaplane base and shops were hit 

8 Jun 1944 1B-24 Kwajalein Hangars near the seaplane base and shops were hit 

10 Jun 1944 B-24 Kwajalein  Town and gun positions were hit 

11 Jun 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

13 Jun 1944 B-25  
B-24 

Eniwetok  
Kwajalein  

 

17 Jun 1944 B-24 Kwajalein   

19 Jun 1944 1 B-24 Kwajalein   

21 Jun 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

21 Jun 1944 B-24 Kwajalein   

22 Jun 1944 1 B-24 Kwajalein   

23 Jun 1944 B-25  
B-24 

Eniwetok  
Kwajalein  

 

17 Jul 1944 48 B-25  Makin (via Enewetok) Attack airfield facilities, AA positions, & other targets throughout 
the. 

20 Jul 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

24 Jul 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

26 Aug 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

4 Aug 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

6 Aug 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

8 Aug 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

14 Aug 1944 B-25  Eniwetok   

    

27 Feb 1945 Corsairs Fourth Aircraft Wing Bombed and strafed buildings, small craft and airfields 

3 Mar 1945 Corsairs 
B-25 

Fourth Aircraft Wing Strafed and bombed airfields and other installations 

3 Mar 1945 Navy search 
planes 

Fleet Air Wing Two Strafed targets 

6 Mar 1945  Fourth Aircraft Wing Strafing and bombing 

8 Mar 1945 B-25 Fourth Aircraft Wing Strafed and bombed small craft and buildings 

10 Mar 1945 Corsair Fourth Aircraft Wing Bombed and strafed docks, small craft, and defense positions 
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Trust Territory Period 

Following World War II, the United States of America remained in effective possession of 

Micronesia. By 1947 the United Nations handed the region as the Trust Territory of the 

Pacific Islands (TTPI) for administration to the USA for administration (until 1986). The 

area was divided into districts, with Pohnpei becoming the seat of the Eastern Carolines 

area. 

The detailed history of the Agricultural research station is sketchy despite the fact that 

the TTPI Archives have been preserved. It would appear that a large amount of 

information was held in the local district records in Pohnpei—which have since been 

destroyed— and only little information has been passed on to the TTPI headquarters in 

Saipan. 

In a memorandum, dated June 6, 1963, from the Acting Deputy High Commission, 

John M. Spivey, to all of the District Administrators and Department Head, there is an 

attached the minutes of the meeting of the Budget and Fund Utilization Committee, held 

on June 4, 1963. A review of the 1963 and 1964 new construction program indicated 

that a scheduled 1963 rehabilitation for the Ponape Agricultural Station costing 

$16,000 was given a “Priority C” rating, and the “ project was held in abeyance 

pending further report from the Director of Agriculture.” There were 12 items listed for 

the Ponape District. The first eight were priority A (high) and the last four were priority C 

(low). The Ponape Hospital ($100,000), Hospital Kitchen ($15,000), Ponape High 

School ($98,000 of 1962 funds and $100,000 of 1963 funds), Av-Gas Fuel System 

($10,000), Bank of Hawaii Building ($2,500), Sewer Line Extension For the Ponape 

District ($23,720) and Power Plant Rehabilitation ($100,000) were prority A. There were 

no priority Bs (medium) for the Ponape District list of projects. The priority Cs consisted 

of the Cold Storage Plant ($100,000), Airfield ($200,000 in 1963 funds and $200,000 

in 1964 funds), Dependent Housing ($60,000 in 1963 funds and $40,000 in 1964 

funds), and the Agiculture Station Rehabilitation ($16,000 in 1963 funds). Since the 

Agriculture Station Rehabilitation was the 12th and last project listed, it is not known if it 

was funded in 1963, later, or never funded. There is no information given on what the 

rehabilitation cost included.  

Table 8 Experimentation at the Pohnpei Agricultural Research Station during the Trust Territory 
Period 

Plant Trials Commercial extension Note 

Rice 1964–  33 

Black Pepper 196?–1964 1964 34 
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Figure 29. The northern part 
of the Pohnpei Agriculture 

Station during the early 
period of the TTPI as seen 

from the second storEy 
window of the stairwell.35 

 

 

Figure 30. The northern part 
of the Pohnpei Agriculture 

Station during the early 
period of the TTPI as seen 

from the top of the 
building1952.36 
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Figure 31. The Japanese 
entrance to the Pohnpei 

Agriculture Station during the 
early period of the TTPI.37 

 

Pepper Trials 

In the early 1960s the TTPI commenced experimentation with black pepper (Figure 32). 

A number of plantings were established on the grounds of the Agricultural Station as 

demonstration gardens (Figure 32, Figure 33, Figure 131). The harvested pepper was 

processed in the old workroom which had been converted into a pepper factory (Figure 

232). In 1965 a total of 2,175 pounds of pepper were processed and sold.38 The black 

pepper project was advanced to the implementation stage in FY1963/64 with the aim 

of establishing over the following four years a total of 400 privately-owned pepper 

plantations with 100 vines each.39 While the aim had been to establish 100 gardens per 

year, only 25 Pohnpeian landowners availed themselves to the opportunity in 1965.40 
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Figure 32. Pepper Planting to 
the east of the Agriculture 

building in 1963 or 1964.41 

 

 
 

 

Figure 33. Pepper trials on 
the flats near the Dawaneu 

River in the early 1970s (see 
aerial view Figure 118)42 
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Figure 34. Pepper trials in 
the 1970s43 

 

Rice Trials 

In the early 1960s the TTPI Department of Agriculture picked up on the previous work by 

the Japanese and decided to carry out trials with rice. A rice technician had been hired 

from Okinawa to oversee the trials. In FY1963/64 the rice trials were expanded with five 

acres of land being readied for the purpose.44 By 1965 a total of ten acres was claimed 

to be under rice production.45 

These paddies included the original Japanese paddies and were extended to the 

south. In addition, a group of 45 Pohnpeians had been hired to clear the land and build 

the paddy fields.46 As a result, 16 paddies with a total of 1.468 acres (0.593 acres) of 

rice paddies were built on the farm grounds (see the as-built-map Figure 107). 

In addition, according to the annual report for FY 1963/64 a number of buildings to 

house cultivation and processing machinery were under construction,47 and completed 

the following year.48 The location of the buildings is unclear. 

In 1972 the rice project was to be extended to 200 acres. By 1978 some 100 acres 

were under rice production.49 The project underwent review in 197950 and 198051 and 

was terminated a few years later. 
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Figure 35. Rice Trials 1970.52 

 

 
 

 

Figure 36. Rice Trials 
1970.53 
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Figure 37. The Norfolk Pine 
plantings as an example of 
agroforestry during the TTPI 

period.54 Note the large 
boulders used as planter 

boundaries. 

 

 

 

Figure 38. Cacao drying, 
1970s)55 
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Notes to the preceding section 

 
 

1  Compiled from Ayers 1990; Ayers & Mauricio 1978; 1997, 1999; Bath 1984; Hanlon 
1998; Rainbird 1994 

2 The separation of Enewetok and Ujelang from the rest of the Marshalls as part of the 1885 
sale is a perfect example of colonial boundaries being drawn in Europe irrespective of 
cultural implications. 

3 Bennigsen 1900; 2003. 
4 The sources exhibit a marked spatial bias, favouring the island on which the district 

administration was centered over all others. In the case of the Eastern Caroline Islands that 
means that much information exists on Pohnpei, but comparatively little on Kosrae and even 
less on the outlying atolls. 

5 Photo by naval surgeon Hansen-Lübeck, contained in Hambruch 1932, plate 4, top image. 
6 Hahl 1900, p. 546 
7 Denkschrift über die Entwicklung der deutschen Schutzgebiete in Afrika und in der Südsee 

1901/1902. Stenographische Berichte über Verhandlungen des Reichstages X. 
Legislaturperiode, 2. Session, 1900/1903. VIII. Anlageband. Berlin: Julius Sittenfeld. Pp. 
5301-5311. Especially p. 5304. 

8 Hiery 1995, p. 47. 
9 As in the Northern Marianas where Chamorro were ordered in 1917 to plant sugar cane 

(Hiery 1995, p. 133). 
10 But as Higuchi (pers comm. 2006) asserts, the South Seas Bureau was civilian only on paper 

with the Japanese Navy involved in all crucial policy and management decisions and as a 
player behind the scenes. 

11  See footnote 10. 
12  See footnote 10. 
13  See footnote 10. 
14 Compiled from: Japanese census records 1930-35 (on FSM statistics website); Riesenberg 

1968, 
15 Pohnpeians and Central Carolinians only, not counting the 279 Melanesian Soldiers 
16 Japanese figures includes the military garrison. 
17 Note that by that time all Japanese had been deported. 
18 National Archives and Records Administration, College Park, Maryland. Record Group 80G 

Box 557, #213471. 
19. Higuchi 2006. 
20. Higuchi 2006. 
21 Price 1936. 
22 Nan’yô Kyôkai Nan’yô Guntô Shibu 1932, p. 53. 
23 Photo credit: Hoshino Moritarõ / Hoshino. Shõji Personal Collection.—Image reproduced 

after Higuchi 2006. 
24 Photo credit: Hoshino Moritarõ / Hoshino. Shõji Personal Collection.—Image reproduced 

after Higuchi 2006. 
25 Price, 1944, p. 234. 
26 Photo credit: Hoshino Moritarõ / Hoshino. Shõji Personal Collection.—Image reproduced 

after Higuchi 2006. 

(ct’d) 
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27 Price 1936. 
28 WWII in the Marshalls. Cf. Lok & Spennemann 1993. 
29 As indeed became the case when US forces took Saipan and Tinian. 
30 CINCPAC Press Release nº. 271, Feb 16, 1944 (Navy Department 1945, p. 114).— 
31 Spennemann, Dirk HR (2000) Combat Chronology of the US Army Air Forces in operations 

against and from the Marshall Islands. http://microensia.csu.edu.au/Marshalls/html/ 
WWII/AAF_Chronology.html.—Compiled from: Air Force Combat Units Of World War II, 
Office of Air Force History, Headquarters USAF (1961).— Combat Squadrons of the Air 
Force, World War II, Office of Air Force History, Headquarters USAF 1982).— The Army Air 
Forces In World War II: Combat Chronology, 1941-1945 by the Office of Air Force History, 
Headquarters USAF (1973). 

32 Nine B-25s from Engebi Island flew a successful search mission for a downed B-25 crew in 
the vicinity of Ponape and Pakin Islands, Caroline Islands; after locating the survivors, later 
picked up by USN destroyer, the B-25 attacked Pakin and Pohnpei with cannon and 
machinegun fire 

33 United States of America 1964, p. 72. 
34 United States of America 1964, p. 72. 
35 Source: Richards 1957 vol. III, p. 578. 
36  Photograph courtesy of Wakako Higuchi. 
37 Source: Richards 1957 vol. III. 
38 United States of America 1965, p.78. 
39 United States of America 1964, p. 72. 
40 United States of America 1965, p.78. 
41 Photo 4 - Left, Silas Henry, head of Ponape pepper project. (N-2398.04). Misc. Agriculture 

Photos Of Pepper, Sugar Cane, Fruit, Rice, Produce, Yams, Processor, 1960-1970S. 1969 - 
1973 - Reel 2398. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2398.html.  
Image http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239804.jpg. 

42 Photo 11 - Pepper plants, photo by J. Ngiraibuuch, Jr. (N-2396.11). Misc. Agriculture Photos 
Of Pepper, Sugar Cane, Fruit, Rice, Produce, Yams, Processor, 1960-1970S. 1969 - 1973 - 
Reel 2398. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2398.html.  
Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239802.jpg 

43 Photo 7 - Man standing by pepper plants. (N-2396.07). Misc. Agriculture Photos Of Pepper, 
Sugar Cane, Fruit, Rice, Produce, Yams, Processor, 1960-1970S. 1969 - 1973 - Reel 2398. 
Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2398.html.  
Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239807.jpg 

44 United States of America 1964, p. 72–73. 
45 United States of America 1965, p. 78. 
46 United States of America 1964, p. 72–73. 
47 United States of America 1964, p. 73. 
48 United States of America 1965, p. 78. 
49 United States of America 1978, p 61; 1979, p 39. 
50 United States of America 1979, p 39. 
51 United States of America 1980, p 39. 
52 Photo 2 - Harvesting rice, Ponape, 1970. (N-2398.02). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, Large Field, 

Agriculture Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, 
University of Hawaii Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. 
Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239601.jpg  

53 Photo 1 - Harvesting rice, Ponape, 1970. (N-2396.01). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, Large Field, 
Agriculture Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, 

(ct’d) 
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University of Hawaii Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. 
Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239601.jpg  

54 Photo 3 - David Ivra, agriculturalist, Ponape, with Norfolk pine. (N-2398.03).Misc. 
Agriculture Photos Of Pepper, Sugar Cane, Fruit, Rice, Produce, Yams, Processor, 1960-
1970S. 1969 - 1973 - Reel 2398. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii 
Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2398.html. Image: 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239803.jpg  

55 Photo 15 – Cacao drying. (N-2396.15). Misc. Agriculture Photos Of Pepper, Sugar Cane, 
Fruit, Rice, Produce, Yams, Processor, 1960-1970S. 1969 - 1973 - Reel 2398. Trust 
Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2398.html. Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/ 
digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239815.jpg  



 

Chapter 4 
LAND USE HISTORY 

The land use of the study area itself is tied in with the overall development of Kolonia. 

During the Spanish period, settlement of Kolonia was limited to the north-western part, 

where the fortification was sited. The Spanish era map, reproduced in redrawn format by 

Hanlon,1 shows the fortification and a cleared land area surrounding it. A general 

superimposition of the drawing onto a modern street map shows that the developed 

area is confined to the north-eastern section of the peninsula (Figure 39).  

During the German period the area extended, primarily along the shoreline, but 

also, through the development of roads, into the center of the peninsula. However, the 

greatest extension of development occurred during the Japanese period when the entire 

eastern half of the peninsula was taken up by development, with additional areas 

cleared for gardens. Urban development continued during the Trust Territory period, 

with the north-eastern part being the focus of intensive development. The remainder of 

the peninsula was also subject to extensive clearing and land modification (Figure 39). 

During the Independence Period that area of the peninsula also saw urban development 

(not shown). The mapping highlights that until the Japanese period the study area saw 

no direct urban development. 

Based on the historic overview presented in the preceding section, as well as based 

on a series of historic maps we can reconstruct quite a detailed history of land use in the 

study. Such detailed assessment is necessary as it will provide the basis for a predictive 

model. As described earlier, these maps exhibited distortions due to varied 

environmental conditions and their storage history (see p. 24). As a result, the accuracy 

of the building alignment on the drawings that superimpose a historic map on the 

modern 2006 base map should be read cum grano salis. 
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Figure 39. Schematic representation of European development of the Kolonia area. The black 

areas represent built up or developed land, while the dark grey shading signifies land cleared for 
various purposes. 
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Traditional Period 

The formal land use history of the area during the traditional period is unknown, 

although some conjectures can be made. The area belonged to Nett (before Kolonia 

was excised from Nett during the Spanish period). The study area is located on 

comparatively flat land north of the Dawaneu River. That area is fertile land that would 

have been used for horticultural production. If the other areas on Pohnpei that have 

been studied in more detail are any guide,2 then the land use would have seen a 

number of stone-lined or stone covered house platforms, stone enclosures and earthen 

pit features with associated gardens and food production areas.  

The presence of the two cataracts, one at the Japanese Weir to irrigate the northern 

paddies (site complex 2, Figure 40) and one downstream, at the Japanese hydro-power 

station (Figure 41) imply that the river is not easily navigable. 

Spanish Period 

Nothing is known about the land use of the area during the Spanish period. Given that 

the Spanish presence on Pohnpei Island was limited in time (1886–1899) and spatially 

confined to the Spanish fortification at the northern tip of the Kolonia peninsula, it is 

unlikely that the study area saw any development during that time. The only Spanish-era 

map that shows the general area of Kolonia in any level of detail is limited to the 

immediate environs of the walled enclosure and does not cover the study area.3 

However, the southern section of the map indicates that the area was vegetation-

covered bushland. We can assume that this land use would have continued on south to 

the study area and beyond. The bushland would in all probability, have comprised of 

horticultural production land owned and harvested by the Pohnpeians. 

German Period 

The German settlement activities were initially confined to the same area as that of the 

Spanish—the northern tip of the Kolonia peninsula. Even though the German 

administration quickly moved to clear large areas outside the walled enclosure and to 

develop agricultural land both for production and for experimentation, this land was 

close to the settlement. 
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Figure 40. The cataract in 
the Dawaneu River near the 

Department of Forestry 
Buildings (site complex 2). 

 

 

Figure 41. The cataract in 
the Dawaneu River at the 

Japanese Hydropower 
station downstream of the 

study site. 
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Figure 42. Map of Kolonia 
during the German Period.4 

 

 

Figure 43. Map of Kolonia 
during the German Period 

(Figure 42). 
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While the German colonial administration carried out agricultural experiments on 

Pohnpei and maintained a research station for that purpose,5 there is no locational 

congruence between the German and the Japanese efforts. A number of references to 

such continuity in the secondary literature are not borne out based on primary document 

research.6 Hambruch provides a description of Kolonia as it appeared in 1909.7 He 

refers to the experiments in passing, but makes no comment of the experimental farm 

itself. One German map of Kolonia exists (Figure 42) which suggests that all of the land 

north of the Dawaneu River was government land (in essence the excised area of 

Kolonia). That map shows that the area of the Japanese Agricultural Research Station is 

undeveloped land.8 Indeed, the general area north of the Dawneu River is labelled 

‘bush’ (‘Busch’) on the map. 

Based on the available data, the area saw no major development during the 

German period. It would appear that a coconut plantation had been planted on the 

southern side of the Dawaneu River either during the late German or the early Japanese 

period. Given the emphasis that the German administration placed on copra production 

throughout Micronesia,9 it is quite probable that this privately owned plantation was 

established during the German period, possibly by the Belgian settler Dominic Etscheidt. 

The lower reaches of the Dawaneu river served as a fresh-water bathing area for the 

colonial residents (‘Badeplatz’ on Figure 42). The government shooting range, 

established in 1909, was also located in the general vicinity of the study area 

(‘Schießstand’ on Figure 42). 

It can be surmised that in the actual study area any land use during the German 

period would have followed or been a continuation of the traditional pattern. There is 

one feature in the survey area that is likely to be of German or even pre-German origin: 

the alignment of the main road running south. On the German map the road alignment 

near the Daweneu River shows a bend that is in general alignment with the bend in the 

modern road. 

While the German administration placed great emphasis on the development of 

roads and tracks—mainly as a means of communication and administration, that is 

‘control’ of the local population, it is quite possible that the general alignment of the 

road predates the German era. The road ends at one of the cataracts in the river, which 

would have been a prime spot for crossing the river in traditional times. 
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Japanese Period 

The study area saw the first major development under the Japanese period with the 

establishment of the Agricultural Research Station. The interpretation of the land use 

history of that period is based on a series of Japanese era plans as well as a set of aerial 

photographs taken during World War II. 

 
Figure 44. Composite scan image of a map of the Japanese buildings in the Agricultural Research 

Station proposed in the 1934 budget.10 

General Land Use History 

A range of maps dating to the Japanese period could be located in the file vault of the 

Department of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. These maps were contained in 

Japanese period files relating to the management of the research station. 
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The first Japanese era map that is available for analysis appears to belong to a 

1934 budget proposal (Figure 44). From a land use perspective, the key element worth 

noting on this map is that the alignment of Tawenneu Street has been changed. It 

appears that it first ran to the east of the current alignment and that as part of the land 

parcellisation process the road was aligned to meet up with the intersection of Nan Mal 

Street and Kaseleliehe Street—at the main entrance of the agricultural station.11 

Moreover, the alignment of Tawaneu Street seems to have run towards the small 

cataract in the Daweneu River, which had been dammed up by the Japanese to allow 

for irrigation of some sort.12 As mentioned earlier, it is likely that this cataract formed a 

crossing point during the traditional period. The map also shows the southern boundary 

which runs to the north of the current boundary, aligned east west, with the southeastern 

section of the area offset further to the south. 

 

Figure 45. The Japanese 
buildings in the Agricultural 

Research Station as shown on 
the 1934 repair plan.13 

Legend (translated): 1–The 
Government Building; 2–
Storage; 3–Workroom; 4–
Commodities Storage; 5–
Water tank; 6– Compost 
Shed; 7– Cowshed; 8––

Dormitory for Trainees; 9–
Farmers’ Lodgings. 

 

Figure 46 shows the superimposition of the Japanese map on the 2006 base map. 

The Japanese era buildings on the map are concentrated in two clusters, one near the 

Japanese three-story building and one between the current central track and what is 

today the fitness centre. Worth noting is the locational congruence of the current South 

Pacific Commission building and the tractor shed with Japanese era buildings. The 

northern cluster comprises of three major buildings and four smaller outbuildings. The 

southern cluster is a linear alignment of four structures with a small outbuilding to the 

east of the northernmost structure. 
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Figure 46. Interpretation of the Japanese buildings in the Agricultural Research Station as shown on 

the 1934 repair plan superimposed on the 2006 base map (greyed buildings). 

Worth noting is that the Agricultural and Meteorological Station building is aligned 

to the cardinal axes (E-W, N-S), which sets it at an angle to the track leading into the 

grounds of the Agricultural Research Station (see Figure 58). Given its use as a 

Meteorological Station, the alignment according to true cardinal points was desirable. 

The only explanation for the misalignment of the track and building is that the track 

alignment, driven by the focus on the Kaseliehe Street intersection, predates the 

construction of the building. Indeed, all other structures (eg Figure 45) are aligned 

according to the main axis of the site as defined by the central track continuing from 

Kaseliehe Street. This skewed alignment left the architects with a conundrum. One 

solution was to redesign the alignment of the main track, making it come off Nan Mal 

Street. But this would have reduced the alignment of the Agricultural Research Station 
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grounds in relation to the heart of Kolonia, which we can assume to have been 

important. Moreover, a number of extant structures had already been aligned according 

to the site layout. The other solution, and the one that was chosen, was to simply ignore 

the misalignment. 

 

Figure 47. Composite scan 
image of a rice paper map of 
the Japanese buildings in the 
Agricultural Research Station 

of the mid-1930s.14 

 

An undated, hand-coloured Japanese period map of the agricultural station area 

(Figure 47)15 shows the location of a range of buildings but lacks annotation. The map 

covers the areas from the western perimeter of the site to the Daweneu River in the east. 

From the colouration of the map elements it appears that it was drawn up to separate 

out some land parcels and associated building developments in the northeast of the 

study area, all four of which do not form part of the study site. The date of the map is 

uncertain but belongs to the early to mid 1930s. The fact that the buildings in the 

grounds of the agricultural research station are not coloured in, while the buildings to 

the north east are shown as such, suggests that the object of the map was to highlight 

the developments in that area. 

Compared to the preceding map, this unannotated copy shows an additional 

building to the east of the workroom building. Moreover, two small structures are added 

next to the commodities storage building. To the north of the main building cluster, the 

map shows two short parallel lines. In the absence of any annotation it is unclear 

whether this represents a building, for example and open shed, or whether it is a 

drawing mistake which resulted in the map not being completed. Compared to the 

previous map, the southern cluster also exhibits an additional outbuilding to the east of 

the compost shed. 
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Figure 48. Interpretation of the map of the Japanese buildings in the Agricultural Research Station 

of the early-1930s superimposed on the 2006 base map (greyed buildings).16 

A Japanese blueprint derived from the 1934 budget file shows the location of a 

range of existing and proposed buildings (Figure 49).17 The new buildings are indicated 

by hatching. A comparison with the buildings shown on this map with the buildings on 

the previous map (Figure 47) shows that the 1934 map has many additional structures. 

The 1934 map maintains the three building clusters that were evident on the previous 

map, but shows additional structures in each of the clusters. While the northeastern 

cluster has a row of four identically shaped buildings added to it in the north, the main 

change occurs in the northern building cluster which also comprises the concrete 

Japanese building. The locational congruence of the (current) South Pacific Commission 

building and a Japanese era structure is still evident, but the structures in the area of the 

modern tractor shed are markedly different. The southern cluster shows a differently 

shaped building at the northern end of the alignment as well a major structure and two 

smaller outbuildings to the east. 
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Figure 49. Composite 
digitally enhanced scan 

image of a blueprint map of 
the Japanese buildings in the 
Agricultural Research Station 

proposed in the 1934 
budget.18 

 

Figure 50 provides an annotated map based on translation of the Japanese 

annotations. The northern cluster comprised of the concrete administration building, an 

office (nº 2), a work room (nº 3) and a class room for the agricultural trainees (nº 4). In 

addition, there were storage buildings (nº 5, 6, 8), a lavatory (nº 7) and a night 

watchman’s cabin (nº 9). The southern cluster comprised of stables for cattle (nº 13), 

pigs (nº 12) and chicken (nº 10), as well as associated support structures (nº 11 & 15). 

The northeastern complex served as accommodation area for the staff of the agricultural 

station, with the dormitory for the trainees (nº 17), and farmer’s lodgings in a single 

building (nº 16) as well as in three houses (nº 18) (presumably married quarters), as 

well as four communal lodgings for the Yatoi and Yônin (the lowest ranking of 

employees) (nº 19). 

Figure 51 shows the superimposition of the structures shown on the 1934 blueprint 

map onto the 2006 base map. 

Compared to the earlier map a number of additional structures are included. The 

new developments comprise the communal lodgings for the low ranking employees, as 

well as extensions to the workroom building and additional storage and administration 

facilities. 
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Figure 50. The Japanese 
buildings in the Agricultural 

Research Station proposed in 
the 1934 budget.19 Legend 

(translated): 1–The 
Government Building; 2–
Workroom; 3–Office; 4– 

Night Watchman’s Room; 5–
Storage; 6–Fertilizer Storage; 
7–Lavatory; 8–Storage; 9–
Classroom for the Trainees; 
10–Hen House; 11–Chicken 

Hatching and Incubator 
Room; 12–Piggery; 13–
Cowshed; 14–Compost 
Shed; 15–Kitchen for Pig 

Feed and Workman Room; 
16–Farmers’ Lodgings; 17–
Dormitory for Trainees; 18–

Farmers’ Lodgings; 19– 
Lodgings for Yatoi and Yônin 

ranking employees. 
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Figure 51. Interpretation of the Japanese buildings in the Agricultural Research Station proposed in 
the 1934 budget superimposed on the 2006 base map (greyed buildings).20 

 

A Japanese map, also derived from the 1934 budget file, shows the extension of the 

agricultural area (Figure 52) and the location of the ‘long-term Islander Trainees’ 

Practice Farm.’21 A sizeable area had been added to the southwest of the existing 

agricultural research station, essentially functioning as an agricultural demonstration 

and training establishment. The superimposition with the 2006 map shows a general 

congruence with the 2006 southern boundary, although the fit is not perfect. 
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Figure 52. The 1934 
expansion of the area of the 

Japanese Agricultural 
Research Station to provide 

space for a training farm 
facility for the islander 

population.22 

 

In preparation of the US attacks on Kolonia in early 1944, the US Army Air Force 

took a number of reconnaissance photographs 

• A vertical aerial reconnaissance photograph flown on 20 February 1944 by US 

aircraft prior to bombing (Figure 54);23 

• An oblique aerial reconnaissance photograph flown in early March 1944 by US 

aircraft after the bombing of Kolonia (Figure 58);24 

• A vertical aerial reconnaissance photograph flown in early March 1944 by US 

aircraft after the bombing of Kolonia;25 

• A US intelligence interpretation of the 20 February 1944 aerial photograph (Figure 

55),26 

• A US intelligence interpretation of the 20 February 1944 aerial photograph with 

modifications based on the information gathered during the bombing, contained in 

an air target bulletin developed for use by US aircrews (Figure 56);27 

Given the frequency and long duration of US bombing attacks on Kolonia one has 

to wonder why the concrete Japanese agricultural research station was not destroyed 

during one of the attacks. Figure 58, which shows the buildings photographed by a low-

flying aircraft, demonstrates that the grounds were overflown by planes. Moreover, some 

bomb craters can be seen in the agricultural land to the south of the main building. 
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Given the prominent nature of the three-storey concrete building, and given the 

precision bombing carried out by B-25 aircraft observed on other islands of Micronesia, 

it is unlikely to be an accident that the structure survived unscathed. In the absence of 

military intelligence files,28 we can only speculate that the US government might have 

wished to retain the building for post-war use, having decided that it did not pose a 

strategic target. Alternatively, the high reputation Dr. Hoshino’s experiments had in the 

west, largely derived from Willard Price’s glowing account,29 may have contributed, 

especially if the US government had wanted to obtain the results of his work. 
 

 

Figure 53. The 1934 
extension of the area of the 

Japanese Agricultural 
Research Station 

superimposed on the 2006 
base map (greyed buildings). 
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Figure 54. Aerial View of 
Ponape (Pohnpei) taken by 
the U.S. Navy CINCPAC, 

February 20, 1944, showing 
the Japanese Agriculture 
Station in the lower left 

quadrant of the 
photograph.30 

 

 

Figure 55. US Intelligence 
interpretation of the aerial 
view of Ponape (Pohnpei) 
taken by the U.S. Navy, 
February 20, 1944.31 
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Figure 56. US Intelligence 
interpretation of the Japanese 
facilities on Ponape (Pohnpei) 

after the bombing runs in 
March, 1944.32 
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Figure 57. The grounds of 
the Japanese Agricultural 

Station (enlargement of the 
aerial view of Pohnpei 
shown in Figure 54).33 
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Figure 58. An oblique aerial 
reconnaissance photograph 
flown in March 1944 by US 
aircraft after the bombing of 
Kolonia.34 Note the bomb 

craters in the top left corner 
of the image. 
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Figure 59. Detail of the 
oblique aerial 

reconnaissance photograph 
flown in March 1944 showing 

the buildings.35 
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Figure 60. Interpretation of 
the oblique aerial 

reconnaissance photograph 
flown in March 1944. 
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Figure 61. The South Seas 
Bureau Tropical Industrial 
Research Institute (about 

1944), Drawn by Aiba Sakae, 
January 31 and April 12, 

2006 and Hoshino Mihoko, 
April 9, 2006.36 

 

The function of a number of buildings can be reconstructed based on the 

recollections of Aiba Sakae and Hoshino Mihoko.37 Figure 61 sets out these 

recollections in map form. The interpretation of several buildings shown on the following 

pages is derived from this map. 

Individual Buildings 

Based on the maps and site plans described earlier, a number of buildings can be 

identified that must have existed at one point in time. 

The Government Building 
The Government Building (nº 1 on Figure 50) is still extant. As detailed in the historic 

research carried out Higuchi,38 the building was erected in 1926 to serve as both a 
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Weather Station and as the offices for the Agricultural Research Station. While it incurred 

some modification over time (windows, loss of parapet, additional roofs over second 

floor balconies) the building is essentially unchanged (Figure 62). 

 

 

Figure 62. The government 
building seen from the north, 

before 1932.39 

 

New Office Building (Shinchôsha) 
The New Tropical Industrial Research Institute Building (Shinchôsha), was erected in 

1941 because the Japanese Navy required the use of the whole of the concrete building 

as the weather station. The structure was a wooden building erected on stumps. 
 
 

 

Figure 63. “Shinchôsha” or 
the New Tropical Industrial 

Research Institute Building on 
Pohnpei (c. 1941).40 
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Figure 64. Front steps and 
detail of the “Shinchôsha” or 
the New Tropical Industrial 

Research Institute Building on 
Pohnpei (c. 1941).41 

 

 

Figure 65. View of Area 
between the Shinchôsha 

and the Original Agriculture 
Station Building, ca. 1940. 
The building on the right is 

the original agriculture 
station building erected in 

early 1926 before the 
Kyûchôsha (old government 
office building, the concrete 

building) was built in late 
1926. The tree set in the 

small enclosure is the tree 
planted by Prince 

Kujinomiya.42 
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Figure 66. View of the 
workroom building.43 

 

Figure 67. North-eastern 
corner of the workroom 
building (nº 2) (detail of 

Figure 65) 
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Figure 68. Section of Figure 
62 showing the workroom 

building.44 

 

Workroom Building 
The Workroom Building (nº 2 on Figure 50) was the first building to be erected on the 

site. The east-west aligned building measured 21.8m in length and 10.9m in width.45 It 

was comprised of a large workroom, flanked by a large office in the west and two 

smaller offices in the east (Figure 69). Based on the recollections of Aiba Sakae and 

Hoshina Mihoko (Figure 61), the large office was initially used by Dr. Hoshino for his 

administration and research, while the two smaller offices were ‘farmers’ offices.’ The 

larger office had two doors opening to the work room as well as a door to the front 

(south) verandah. The farmers’ offices had only internal access via the work room. The 

weather board building was comparatively high and had a low-sloping iron roof with the 

eaves in the east and west (Figure 70). Each of the floor and window openings of the 

building was covered with a small awning roof made from corrugated iron (Figure 70, 

Figure 67). The building was guttered. Figure 67 shows the water being drained off via 

a pipe in the north-eastern corner. It is unclear where the water went to, but it can be 

assumed that it was collected in a catchment of some sort. 

Based on the ground plan drawn up for the 1935 extensions, the original building 

had a verandah on the southern and western side. The verandah was supported by 

posts set at 2 ken (3.64m) intervals. The workroom had three sets of double doors on 

either side, comprised of a solid lower pane and a set of nine square glass panes in the 

upper part. The windows at the eastern end were two winged, hinged windows with ten 

glass panes each. Above the opening part of the windows were what appears to be 

small additional sliding windows with two panes each (Figure 67). The windows at the 

western end had only fives panes per wing (Figure 70). The floor plan indicates that the 

workroom and the farmers’ offices, as well as the verandah, had a concrete floor, while 

the floor of the main office had wooden floorboards. 

In 1935 the building was added to with a building for the night watchman and an 

additional small office building. Both new buildings touched the workroom building, but 

did not have any internal connections (Figure 69). 
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Figure 69. Plan of the 
extension of the Workroom 

building (nº 2) with the 
addition of the associated 

office (nº 3) on the top right, 
and the Watchman’s Room 

(nº 4) on the top left.46 
(North is on the left) 
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Figure 70. Workroom building (nº 2) as 
seen from the northwest (detail of Figure 90) 

 

Office Building  
This office building (nº 3 on Figure 50) was erected in 1935 as an addition to the work 

room building (Figure 69). The structure sits at the north-western corner and shares 

small sections of wall with the workroom building. The structure was a one-room 

building with a floor space of 7.25 tsubo (23.9m2). The building, measuring 3 ken by 

2.5 ken (5.465 x 4.55 metres), and had a door opening to the verandah, with two 

double windows on each of the other sides. The room had a wooden floor. 
 

 

Figure 71. Floor plan of the 
office (nº 3). Detail of plan 

of the extension of the 
workroom building (nº 2).47  

(North is on the bottom) 
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Night Watchman’s Room 
The night watchman’s room (nº 9 on Figure 50) was erected in 1935 as an addition to 

the work room building (Figure 69). This structure was a one-room building with a floor 

space of 5 tsubo (16.6m2). The building, measuring 2.5 ken by 2 ken (4.55 x 3.66 

metres), and had an entrance from the verandah, which led to a small hall area with a 

wooden floor. The floor area of the hall area was 1 jo (the size of tatami mat). A similar-

sized area was partitioned off in the southeastern corner, probably serving as a sleeping 

area. The majority of the room was covered with tatami mats (8 jo). Two large windows 

opened to the west and the north. 

It would appear that for the construction of the nightwatchman’s house the 

southwestern verandah post was removed. 

 

Figure 72. Floor plan of the 
Watchman’s Room (nº 4). 

Detail of plan of the 
extension of the Workroom 

building (nº 2).48  
(North is on the bottom) 

Classroom Building for the Trainees 
At the time of writing no further information could be obtained on the Classroom 

Building for the Trainees (nº 9 on Figure 50). 

Storage Building 
The storage building (nº 5 on Figure 50) was a rectangular, roofed structure erected on 

a concrete slab floor. Based on the floor plan the building measured 11 ken 1 shyaku 2 

su by 3 ken 1 shyaku 2 su (26.16m by 5.76 m) (Figure 73). The structure was open on 

all sides with the roof supported by sixteen posts set as two rows of seven along each 

long side, with two extra posts supporting the eaves on the shorter sides (east and west). 

The wooden posts were erected on concrete support bases (see Figure 76).  
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Figure 73. Plan of the storage 
building (nº 5).49 

Fertilizer Storage Building 
At the time of writing no further information could be obtained on the Fertilizer Storage 

Building (nº 6 on Figure 50), except that it existed before the 1935 expansion of the 

facilities. 

Lavatory Building 
At the time of writing no further information could be obtained on the Lavatory Building 

(nº 7 on Figure 50). 

 

Figure 74. Plan of the 
commodities storage 

building.50 
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Commodities Storage Building 
The commodities storage building (nº 8 on Figure 50) was a strong, two-storey building 

(Figure 76) with the eaves facing north and south. The ground plan for the structure 

shows a building supported by four strong posts on each of the long sides and a third 

row of posts underneath the center line. The building had an outward opening double 

door on both the eastern and the western side, with small windows (ventilation 

openings?) on the north and southern side (Figure 74). The building plan indicates a 

floor area of 12 tsubo (39.2 m2), with the ground dimensions 3 x 4 ken (4.54 x 

7.27m).51 

Water tank 

While not labelled as such on the maps, a concrete water cistern was located to the 

northwest of the night watchman’s room and the east of the two storey storage structure 

shown on Figure 49 (for interpretation see Figure 50). 

 
Figure 75. Top: Support buildings nº 5 
and nº8 behind the concrete building 

Figure 76. Right: Details of the support 
buildings showing the storage building 
(nº 5) at left, the water cistern, and the 

two-storey commodities storage 
building (nº 8). Note the power pole. 
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Hen House 
As part of the 1935 expansion of the facilities a Hen House (nº 10 on Figure 50) was 

erected. The building comprised of two parts, the first 57 shyaku (17.27m) long and 16 

shyaku (5.45m) wide and a second part that was 24 shyaku (7.27m) long and 9 shyaku 

(2.72m) wide (Figure 77). The building appears mirror-imaged compared to the 

mapping of the lay-out of the Agriculture Station (Figure 50), when compared with the 

floor plan as shown in Figure 77. The building had a verandah on the southern side 

with two sets of steps leading up to it. The size of the rooms (from the left of the plan as 

shown) is 3 tsubo (9.9m2), 4 tsubo (13.2m2), 4 tsubo, 4 tsubo, and 2 tsubo (6.6m2). 

with a verandah space of 9.5 tsubo (31.35m2). The rooms seem to have sliding doors 

and recesses, presumably for the nest boxes. The western part of the building (shown at 

the right on the plan) is comprised of a very narrow walk area measuring 1.75 tsubo 

(5.77m2) and two rooms of 1.5 tsubo (4.95m2) each. The far eastern area has two small 

rooms, with doors coming off a short north-south running hall way. It is likely that these 

represent the sanitary facilities for the staff. If that is correct, then the narrow extension to 

the building may represent the staff section of the chicken farm. 

 

Figure 77. Plan of the Hen 
House (nº 10).52 

Compared to the mapping of 
the lay-out of the Agriculture 

Station (Figure 50) the plan is 
mirror imaged along the 

vertical axis. North is on top.  

Chicken Hatching and Incubator Room 
The chicken hatching and incubator room (nº 11 on Figure 50) formed part of the 1935 

expansion of the facilities. The floor plan shows a two roomed building, with strong, 

windowless walls for the incubator room (shown left in Figure 78) and thinner walls with 

windows in the chicken hatching room. The incubator room, which measured 1.5 ken in 

width (2.73m) had a wooden floor, while the chicken hatching room, measuring 2 ken 

(3.64m) and also had a concrete floor. In total dimensions, the building was 3.5 ken 

(6.36m) long and 2 ken (3.64m) wide. 

 

Figure 78. Plan of the chicken 
hatching and incubator room 

building.53 
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Piggery 
The piggery facilities (nº 12 on Figure 50) formed part of the 1935 expansion of the 

facilities. The piggery is comprised of two rows of pigsties running parallel and a set of 

two sties set at an angle. At the northern side of the piggery is a building of four pigsties, 

each measuring 1 ken 1 shyaku 2 su (2.37m) square, with a concrete work area 4 

shyaku 8 su wide) in front. The total dimensions of the concrete slab are 5 ken 1 Shyaky 

8 su (9.64m) in length and 2 Ken (3.64m) in width. Each of the pens has a door in its 

south-western corner, opening to the west onto a narrow verandah. This verandah is 

supported by five posts, which are set in alignment with the pigpen walls. To the south of 

the pens is a fenced in area providing an open pig run. There are two yards, each 3 ken 

1 shyaku (5.86m) deep and 2.5 ken (4.73m) wide. A watering or wallowing area, 

measuring 1 ken by 1 ken 1 shyaku, is split in half by the fence separating the two pig 

runs.  

To the west of these four pigsties are two sties, set at right angles to the previous 

ones. Like the others, these sties measure 1 ken 1 shyaku 2 su (2.37m) in depth, but are 

1 ken 3 shyaku (2.73m) wide. Both open to a common walk area. The overall 

dimensions of that slab are 1.5 ken (2.73m) by 3 ken 3 shyaku 5 su (6.55m).  

 

Figure 79. Plan of the piggery 
(nº 18).54 

(north is at the left) 
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To the south is a second building of seven pigsties. The overall building measures 9 

ken, 1 shyaku 6 su (16.55m) in length and 2 Ken (3.64m) in width. Like the northern 

row, of the pens has a door in its south-western corner, opening to the west onto a 

narrow verandah. That verandah is supported by eight posts, which are set in alignment 

with the pigpen walls. To the south of the pens is a fenced in area providing an open 

pig run. There are three yards, each 3 ken (5.45m) deep. The eastern two pig runs 

service two pens each and are 2.5 ken (4.73m) wide. The western yard, which services 

three pens, is 3 ken 5 shyaku 4 su (7.09m) wide). A watering or wallowing area exists in 

each pen. The eastern wallowing area, measuring 1 ken by 1 ken 1 shyaku, is split in 

half by the fence separating the two eastern pig runs. The western, larger pig pen has a 

wallowing pit measuring 1 ken by 1.25 ken. 

A drain runs in front of both the four-pen and the seven-pen concrete pigsty slabs. 

This drain feeds into a concrete effluent tank at the eastern end of the piggery. The 

concrete surface of the tank measures 2 ken (3.64m) by 3 ken (5.45m). 

According to the plan annotation, the northern set of four pigsties was used for 

piglets, the southern set of seven sties for boars and breed sows, and the two pens to the 

west were used as litter boxes. 

Cowshed 
At the time of writing no further information could be obtained on the Cowshed (nº 13 

on Figure 50), except that it existed before the 1935 expansion of the facilities. 

Compost Shed 
At the time of writing no further information could be obtained on the Compost Shed (nº 

14 on Figure 50), except that it existed before the 1935 expansion of the facilities. 

Pig Feed Preparation Building and Workman Room 
The Pig Feed Preparation Building and Workman Room (nº 15 on Figure 50) was 

erected on a L-shaped concrete slab measuring 4.5 ken (8.18m) in length (north-south) 

and between 2 ken (3.64m) on the northern side and 1.5 ken (2.72m) on the southern 

side. The structure had three rooms, each of which were 1.5 ken (2.72) wide. The 

northern room, which served as the worker’s room, had two windows, one each opening 

to the north and one to the east (facing the pig sty) with an access door to the south. 

The other two rooms lacked a western wall and were in essence open sheds, with an 

open concrete floor in front. The middle room was used for firewood storage, while the 

southern room, with a window looking out to the east, was used for the preparation of 

food for the live stock (‘kitchen’). 
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Figure 80. Plan of the Pig 
Feed Preparation Building 

and Workman Room.55 
(north is at left) 

Farmers’ Lodgings 
The farmers’ lodgings building (nº 16 on Figure 50) was erected as part of the 1935 

expansion of the agricultural research farm. Like the hen house, the floor plan of the 

building as shown in Figure 81 appears mirror-imaged compared to the mapping of the 

lay-out of the Agriculture Station (Figure 50). This rectangular east-west aligned building 

had a verandah running along its northern side and an utility section at its eastern end. 

The building measures 54 shyaku (16.36m) in length and 16 shyaku (4.85m) in width, 

with the utility section protruding to the north, giving a total width of 21 shyaku (6.36m). 

The building had five rooms, each with a built-in closet and windows opening to the 

south and north. The rooms had sliding doors opening to the verandah. The western 

room had an additional window opening to the west. The utility section is comprised of 

a kitchen in the south, a bathroom with a bathtub, and a single toilet with a small 

anteroom. Both the kitchen and the bathroom had windows that could be swung out, 

while the toilet and anteroom had windows that could not be opened. It would appear 

that the bathroom, and presumably the toilet, had a concrete floor. A set of centrally 

located steps led up to the wooden verandah, which was 4 shyaku (1.2m) wide and was 

supported by six posts. 

 

Figure 81. Plan of the farmers’ 
lodgings (nº 16).56 The 
building was built mirror 

imaged. Actual north is at the 
bottom, actual west at the 

right. 
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Dormitory for Trainees 
The dormitory for trainees (nº 17 on Figure 50) was a rectangular building with a side 

room. The structure had entrances at both ends with sets of steps leading up to each 

(Figure 82). The plan shows the dormitory part on the left with a hallway with a wooden 

floor extending from the access door to an internal door leading to the room at right. 

This room, which had also a central access from the outside, was the study area and 

dining room, also with a wooden floor. On either side of the dormitory hallway were 

areas with a covering of tatami mats. The dormitory part has two double windows in 

each of the long sides, while the study/dining room had a single window on the wall 

facing the side room, and a double window in the opposite wall. The side room, which 

has an external access door, served as the kitchen, with a counter separating it from the 

dining room. The plan does not contain any dimensions. 

 

Figure 82. Plan of the 
Trainees’ Dormitory Building 

(nº 17).57 

Farmers’ Lodgings 
As part of the 1935 developments, there were three buildings serving as Farmers’ 

Lodgings (nº 18 on Figure 50), all of the same design (Figure 83). The building plan is 

not annotated with the exception of the main dimensions, which give an overall length 

of 26 shyaku 8 su (8.67m) and an overall width of 18 shyaku (5.45m). The building was 

a four-room cottage with kitchen in the northeast and bathroom facilities in the 

northwest. The overall plans also indicate the existence of another, smaller structure 

offset from the kitchen/bathroom end of the building (Figure 50), which could have 

been a water tank.  

Access to the building was from the southeast as well as from the north. Internal 

communication and access occurred via sliding doors. 
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Figure 83. Plan of one of the 
three farmers’ lodgings 

buildings (nº 18).58  
(north is on top) 

 

Lodgings for Yatoi and Yônin ranking employees. 
As part of the 1935 developments, there were four buildings serving as lodgings for 

Yatoi and Yônin ranked employees. (nº 19 on Figure 50). The building’s overall 

dimensions were 4 ken 2 shyaku 10 su (8.18m) in length and 3 ken 2 shyaku 10 su 

(6.36m) in width. 

The design of each building saw access from the northeast (the street) through a 

small anteroom with a concrete floor leading to an enclosed verandah that had a 

wooden floor. The verandah gave access to two living rooms, each of them of 6 jo size 

with tatami matting and a built-in wardrobe. At the southern end the rooms had access 

to a small hallway that led to a door in the southern wall. This provided access to 

bathroom and toilets in the southeast and the kitchen in the southwest. Bathroom, toilet 

and kitchen had concrete floors.  

Both living rooms had windows and were separated by an internal partition of sliding 

doors. 
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Figure 84. Lodgings for Yatoi 
and Yônin ranking employees 

(nº 19).59 
(north is on top) 

 

Storage and drying building  

In addition to the buildings so far listed, the files also contain two plans for a structure to 

be used for storage and for drying (Figure 85, Figure 86). The structure had a floor area 

of 20 tsubo (66m2), measuring 8 ken (14.54m) in length and 2.5 ken (4.55m) in width. 

Both plans show a structure with two evenly sized rooms. While both plans show a 

connecting door between both rooms, they differ in the access they provide. One plan 

allows access to both rooms from the outside, by doors placed centrally into the narrow 

side of the building (Figure 85), while the other does not provide outside access to the 

drying room Figure 86). Both rooms were to have two windows on either long side. The 

floor of the drying room was to be concrete, while the floor of the storage room was to 

be compacted dirt. 
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Figure 85. Plan of the storage 
and drying building.60 

 

Figure 86. Plan of the storage 
and drying building.61 

 Unidentified building 

After 1935 a further building was erected in the administration area of the agricultural 

station. Closer inspection of Figure 66 allows us to identify two buildings to the south 

and southeast of the workroom building (nº 2 on Figure 50). Through the opening to 

the right of the door, we can see a light coloured roof, presumably covered with 

corrugated iron, which was supported by a post. That building has no walls and can be 

identified as the storage building (nº 5 on Figure 50). In addition, another building is 

visible in the right hand opening. This building had one, possibly two awning-covered 

doors to the west. The open doors to the left of the door expose a view into that room. 

Open windows and missing glass panes an the rear allow us a glimpse of the building 

behind, indicating that it had typical Japanese windows made of smaller square panes.  
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Figure 87. Section of Figure 
66 showing an unidentified 

building through the 
windows of the workroom 

builiding.62 

Residence of Weather Station Staff 

A view of the Japanese agricultural station taken before 1932 in the official album 

published by the South Seas Bureau (Figure 62) shows a structure to the west of the 

concrete building (Figure 88). That building was a single storey structure with a half-

hipped corrugated iron roof. The building served as the official residence for staff of the 

Weather Station.63 The building had been removed by 1944, as it is not visible on the 

oblique aerial view taken at this time (see Figure 58). 

 

Figure 88. A section of 
Figure 62 showing the 

official residence for staff of 
the Weather Station to the 

east of the government 
building. Photo taken before 

1932.64 

 

Figure 89. A section of a 
similar photo from a slightly 

more eastern angle.65 
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Meteorological Instrument Area 

The meteorological instrument area was fenced off with a white picket fence. It had a 

system of gravelled paths that allowed access to the two enclosed meteorological 

instrument hatches and other instrumentation (as visible on the aerial photograph Figure 

59). The meteorological instrument hatches that were erected on concrete posts, had a 

square plan and a double roof to allow for good ventilation (Figure 90). There were at 

least two sets of meteorological instrument hatches, one with prominent ventilation slots 

in the sides (Figure 88), and one where the ventilation slots were of smaller spacing 

(Figure 90). While differences in roof cover can also be observed, it is not clear whether 

this is due to lack of paint on one set (Figure 88), or whether the first set was covered 

with thatch. 
 

 

Figure 90. The government 
building seen from the 

northwest, with the 
Meteorological Instrument 
Area in front. The wooden 
workroom building can be 

seen to the left of the 
concrete structure. 

Photograph before 1936.66 

 

Figure 91. Meteorological 
Instrument Area in 1932 

(Detail of Figure 93). 
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Fences 

The interpretation of the available photographic evidence indicates that at least three 

different types of fences were in use: 

• The instrumentation area of the meteorological station was surrounded by 

medium-height picket fences painted white (Figure 88, Figure 89); 

• Tall, trellis-like fences erected from saplings or other unmilled timber,67 were 

observed at the front of the agriculture station (Figure 90; Figure 96); 

• Fencing to protect the rice trial areas from predation by rats. These fences were 

made from sheets of corrugated iron, set between sturdy posts (Figure 25-

Figure 27). 

Smaller infrastructure 

In addition to the main structures, a range of smaller, incidental infrastructure existed, 

such as a planting frame for pot plants and the protective and ornamental concrete 

fence surrounding the tree planted by Prince Kujinomiya (Figure 92). 

 

Figure 92. Planting frame 
and tree surrounds. Detail 

of Figure 65.68 

 

Powerlines 

The interpretation of the available photographic evidence indicates that at least from the 

mid 1930s the site was connected to Kolonia’s electricity grid.69 The power line ran from 

the front gate to the main building. The alignment was on the eastern side of the drive 

way (Figure 93). 

Gate Posts and Drive Way 

The interpretation of the available photographic evidence indicates that the gravelled 

driveway was first planted with palms on the western side of the road, followed by palms 

on the eastern side (Figure 93).70 The driveway in front of the main building was 

landscaped (Figure 96). During the 1935 developments a formal entrance was 

constructed with concrete gateposts (Figure 94, Figure 95). 
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Figure 93. The driveway to 
the Japanese Agricultural 
Research Station in the 
early 1930s. Note the 

power pole to the left.71 

 

 

Figure 94. The main gate 
to the Japanese 

Agricultural Research 
Station in the mid- to late 
1930s. Note the concrete 
gate post to the right.72 
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Figure 95. The main gate 
to the Japanese 

Agricultural Research 
Station.73 

 

 

Figure 96. View of the 
drive way in front of the 

Japanese Agriculture 
Building, photographed 

from one of the windows.74 
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Trust Territory Period 

The incoming administration of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands took over the 

grounds of the Japanese Agricultural Station. As the grounds had been acquired before 

1935,75 the station land was public land. Thus it made sense to continue the use of the 

site for agricultural research purposes. In addition, most, if not all of the buildings had 

survived the war intact and thus were available for reuse by the TTPI administration. 

Spatial arrangements 

An undated topographical map from the late 1950s or early 1960s shows the main 

buildings in the northeastern quadrant of the farm and the location of the proposed new 

administration building (Figure 97).76 Extant on the map are the Japanese concrete 

building, a shed to the southwest of that building and a parallelogram-shaped toilet 

facility to the west of the concrete building. In addition, there are two main buildings to 

the east: the workhouse with a wide verandah/walkway to the south and a walkway 

leading to the north. Finally, the machinery shed is also mapped. 

The map also shows a small water tank immediately to the west of the machinery 

shed, and two nursery sheds: one immediately east of what is now the SPC building, and 

one to the north of the east-west track which leads to the gate opening on Tawenneu 

Street. 

To the south of the east west track a poultry compound had been created by fencing, 

but no structure had been built by that time. 

The map also shows the location of the proposed new agriculture buildings (now 

Visitors Bureau) and a large circular stone-lined planter to the northwest of what is now 

the SPC building. It is probably the planter that housed the tree planted by Prince 

Kujinomiya (Figure 61, Figure 65). 
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Figure 97. Map of the 
buildings of the Agricultural 
Research Station during the 

TTPI Period before the 
construction of the Agriculture 
Building (1950s or 1960s).77 
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Figure 98. Interpretation of 
the map of the buildings of 
the Agricultural Research 

Station during the TTPI Period 
before the construction of the 

new Agriculture Building 
(1950s or 1960s) 

superimposed on the 2006 
base map (greyed buildings). 
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Figure 99. Map of the 
planting areas and buildings 
of the Agricultural Research 

Station during the TTPI Period 
(1964).78 

 

 
A mapping of the layout of the planting area of the agricultural farm dating to 1964 

shows the location of buildings and planting plots (Figure 99).79 As the main objective of 

the map is to give the general lay-out of the operations, the quality of the drawing is 

such that accuracy seems to have been traded in favour of simplicity. It is quite likely that 

small features have been omitted to maintain clarity. 

The map shows grassland areas in the southern section of the area between the road 

and the Dawaneu River. In addition, taro patches are indicated where the rice paddies 

had been during the Japanese period. The buildings continue to be laid out in two 

clusters, the northern one next to the Japanese concrete structure, comprising the 

superintendent’s house (where the Pohnpei Visitors Bureau is now located), the packing 

shed (now SPC building), a dwelling to the east of that shed, the garage and Machinery 

shed (still extant), and a store house behind the Japanese concrete building (Figure 

100). In addition, a weather station building is located to the northwest of the Japanese 

concrete structure. By way of contrast, much of the southern building complex seems to 
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have been removed at that time. The map only shows a piggery (at the modern southern 

boundary of the area), and an open space where the concentration of Japanese 

buildings would have been. The poultry compound shown on the previous map (Figure 

97) is indicated by an outline but not labelled. The new nursery shed that had existed 

north of the east-west track leading to the gate opening on Tawenneu Street (Figure 

100) is no longer shown. Since it is still included on a later 1964 map (Figure 101), it 

must have continued to exist at least until late 1964. 

The 1964 map no longer shows the toilet facility to the west of the Japanese 

concrete structure. Given that the map is a generalised view of the site, mainly geared at 

outlining the general layout of the plantings and main buildings, the absence of the 

toilet facility on the drawing does not necessarily mean that it no longer existed at the 

time. 
 

 

Figure 100. Interpretation the 
planting areas and buildings 
of the Agricultural Research 

Station during the TTPI Period 
(1964) superimposed on the 

2006 base map (greyed 
buildings). 
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Figure 101. Map of the 
planting areas and buildings 
in the Agricultural Research 

Station during the TTPI Period 
(1964).80 

 

 
A second map dating to 1964 shows the layout of the planting area of the agricultural 

farm. The map also shows the location of buildings, major trees and planting plots 

(Figure 101).81 Like Figure 99, the main objective of this map is to give a general lay-

out of the operations, thus the quality of the drawing is such that accuracy seems to 

have been traded in favour of simplicity. It is quite likely that small features have been 

omitted to maintain clarity. 

The map reflects the development of the area after the construction of the new 

Agriculture Building. It also shows the new developments associated with the poultry 

compound, such as poultry house and hatchery, as well as a range of compost and 

fertiliser storage facilities and the piggery. In addition, the map includes the new plant 

pathology laboratory to the east of Tawanneu Street (see Figure 102 for interpretation). 
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Figure 102. Interpretation of 
the planting areas and 

buildings in the Agricultural 
Research Station during the 

TTPI Period (1964) 
superimposed on the 2006 

base map (greyed buildings). 
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Figure 103. Map of the TTPI 
buildings in the Agricultural 

Research Station (early 
1960s).82 

 

 
An undated map shows the appearance of the agricultural farm in the early 1960s, 

plotting the location of buildings, drains and fields (Figure 103).83 The plan has more 

detail than the previous map, showing the piggery to be comprised of two buildings 

connected by a walkway, and also that the structures relating to the poultry production 

area are smaller, being comprised of four (instead of two) and, presumably, connected 

by a covered walkway.84 

In the mid 1960s the plant pathology laboratory on the eastern side of the road was 

changed over to the administration office for the cacao project. A new nursery facility for 

the same project was erected adjacent to the existing office but set at a lower level with 

a retaining wall of stone ensuring that the driveway area remained level (Figure 103, 

interpretation in Figure 104). 
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Agricultural plantings 

In addition to the established plantings, mainly the Japanese spice tree and reference 

collections, the area southwest of the Japanese concrete building was planted up with 

black pepper (see also Figure 131; Figure 106), while an area to the south of the 

piggery had been planted up with mahogany trees. In addition to the cacao plantings 

next to the new cacao office, a large section of land on the eastern side of Tawanneu 

Street had been set aside for a varietal collection of coconuts and citrus (Figure 105). 
 

 
Figure 104. Interpretation of the map of the TTPI buildings in the Agricultural Research Station 

(early 1960s) superimposed on the 2006 base map (greyed buildings). 
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Figure 105. Map of the 
Agriculture Station in the early 

1960s showing the major 
planting areas. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 106. A view from the 
top of the Japanese 

Agriculture Station building 
looking southwest showing 
the area of the Nahs under 

experimental crops during the 
TTPI period.85 
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Figure 107. Mapping 
of the extension of the 
rice fields along the 

Daweneu River, dated 
24 August 1966.86 
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The Trust Territory rice project (see p. 46) required that the former Japanese rice 

paddies to the east of Tawanneu Street (at the bend of the river) be rehabilitated and 

additional paddies developed. A mapping of the extension of the rice fields along the 

Daweneu River, dated 24 August 196687 shows the establishment of new rice paddies 

(nos 1–7 on map Figure 107) as well as the partitioning of the western paddies by 

bisecting the three elongated Japanese paddies by a levee and an access track (nos 8–

11 on map Figure 107). Only three paddies seem to have been retained in their 

original form (nos 14–16). 
 

 

Figure 108. Rice fields during 
the TTPI period.88 

 

 

Figure 109. Rice fields during 
the TTPI period.89 
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Figure 110. Rice Trials 
1970.90 

 

 

Figure 111. Direct Seeding of 
Rice Trials 1970.91 
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Figure 112. Algae ponds in 
about 1977.92 

 

 

Figure 113. Man in 
watercress garden 1964.93 
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Figure 114. Seed coconuts, 
1970s.94 

 

 

Figure 115. Breadfruit pot 
trials, 1970s.95 
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Figure 116. Trials in 1975.96 

 

 

Figure 117. Seed 
preparation (?) under 

temporary shelter, 1970s.97 
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Figure 118. Aerial view of 
the Agricultural Experiment 
Station of the Trust Territory 
of the Pacific Islands in early 

1974.98 

 

The aerial view taken in 1974 shows the layout of the farm. A number of rice paddies 

that had been established in 1966 had since been covered up with black pepper 

plantations. Nine paddies have been retained. 
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Figure 119. Interpretation of 
the aerial view of the 

Agricultural Experiment 
Station of the Trust Territory 
of the Pacific Islands in early 
1974 superimposed on the 

2006 base map (greyed 
buildings). 
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Figure 120. Map of Kolonia 
showing the main roads, as 

well as the road circulation in 
the grounds of the TTPI 

Agricultural Station, dated 5 
April 1966.99 

 

 

In addition to plantings there were numerous access tracks established during the TTPI 

period. A map of Kolonia showing the main roads, as well as the road circulation in the 

grounds of the TTPI Agricultural Station, demonstrate the extensive nature of road 

development on the grounds of the Agricultural Station at the time (Figure 120).100 
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Figure 121. Mapping of 
buildings extant in 2006 
together with the Trust 

Territory Period Drainage 
System.101 

 

Breaking up the Station 

Even though experiments continued in the main station grounds, the area between 

Tawanneu Street and the river was earmarked for residential subdivision in 1972 (Figure 

122). Today the area is covered with residential housing (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 122. Property Plat nº 7002/72 of 19 January 1972 showing the parcellisation of the Agricultural Station Lands.102 
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Individual Buildings 

A number of buildings were erected during the Trust Territory period. A systematic 

search of the relevant government departments (agriculture, public works etc) failed to to 

locate any construction plans of note. In addition, only a few mages could be lcated, 

although all of the Trust Territory archives have been microfilmed and all images 

scanned.103 

 

Figure 123. The Japanese 
building in 1970104 

 

 

 

Figure 124. Section of the 
TTPI Agriculture buildings in 
1963 or 1964 as seen from 

the east.105 
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Store house 

Figure 124 shows an enlargement of the background of Figure 32. The former 

Japanese Agriculture building can be seen at the right in the background. At the time of 

the photograph (1963) the patio on the third floor had already been roofed over and 

converted into offices. The store house can be seen to the left. It appears to have been 

oriented north-south and roofed with a corrugated iron roof. 
 

 

Figure 125. Section of the 
TTPI Agriculture buildings in 
1963 or 1964 as seen from 

the southeast.106 

 

 

Agriculture Building 

In 1971 a new Agriculture building was projected.107 The drawing show that this 

building was to be on the site of the current Pohnpei Visitors Bureau The labor included 

$1,500 for raising the “Old Building.” It does not specify which building was to be 

raised but it is assumed that was the wooden building on this site. The plans were for a 

new Pascoe-Type Building, 40 feet wide by 80 feet long and 12 feet high with a 12-foot 

“overhand” [sic] extension on the front of the building. This is assumed to be the porch 

on the north side of the current Pohnpei Visitors Bureau. The Pascoe-type Building is 

further described as “25 lbs load capacity, low profile” which probably refers to the wind 

load. The foundation was to consist of (1) footings, 1 ½ feet by 2 feet; (2) 1 foot by 2 

foot butts for truss and frame support; (3) elevated 2 feet above ground level; and (4) 

walled by 4-inch by 8-inch by 16-inch concrete hollow blocks. The building was to have 

(1) raingutters on all eaves, (2) 4-inch glass Jalousie windows with screens, (3) flush 

double panel doors, and (4) security lights at each entrance. There were four banks of 

48-inch fluorescent lights and vinyl asbestos floor tiles. At the southeast corner of the 

Agric.[ultural] Extension offices were men’s and women’s restrooms. The mens’ room 

had a shower. To the west of the restrooms were cabinets and counters with two sets of 

double sinks. The dimensions are given for three rooms: (1) a meeting room 24 feet by 

25 feet at the eastern end of the building, (2) the Ag. Extension office 24 feet by 25 feet 

in the middle, and (3) the Administrative office 24 feet by 30 feet at the west end of the 
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building. All sections of the building were to have floor-to-ceiling wall partitions (2x4 

studs at 16 inches on center with 3/8 inch thick particle board on each side).108 

Plant Pathology/Cacao Office/Forestry 

A group of buildings was erected to the east of Tawanneu Street in the mid 1960s and 

gradually added to. The complex was started with the erection of the plant pathologist’s 

office, followed by the development of the cacao project office, which eventually was 

converted into the Division of Forestry. Figure 126 shows the area as seen from the air 

in 1974. 

 
Figure 126. Aerial view of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the Trust Territory of the Pacific 

Islands in early 1974 showing the Forestry Division as well as the Trust Territory Irrigation 
Experiments (right)109 

 

Poultry Facility 

In the 1960s a poultry facility existed in zone B. There are no plans available and only 

three photos. One shows the western section of the building as seen from the south 

(Figure 127). That part of the building is a weather board structure with a corrugated 

iron roof. The building has a door opening to the central track. Also visible is a chicken 

run abutting the northern side. The second photo shows a small weatherboard building 

with an attached chicken run, presumably photographed from the southeast (Figure 

128). The run is roofed and attached to the eastern side of the building. The third photo 

shows the roofline of the building (Figure 129). 
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Figure 127. Poultry facility to 
the right of the central track 

(seen from the south).110 

 

 

Figure 128. The Poultry 
facility seen from the 

southeast(?).111 

 

 

Figure 129. Roof of the 
poultry facility seen in 2001 

from the roof of the Japanese 
administration building. 112 
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Watertank 

A small concrete water tank was located to the south of the Japanese concrete building 

and the east of the track leading south (Figure 130). The tank was still extant in 2001, 

but removed by 2002. The concrete tank was of a square design, with a faucet facing 

the track to the south and an square inflow opening at the top. It is likely that the tank 

was placed to capture the run-off from the roof of the storage shed that would have 

been immediately west of that location. Given that the tank is not shown on the detailed, 

but undated topographic map belonging to the late 1950s/early 1960s (Figure 103), 

we can assume that the tank was erected independently from the shed.113 

 

Figure 130. Small water tank 
to the south of the Japanese 
concrete building and to the 

east of the track leading 
south. Note the concrete 

pillars to the left. Note that 
the track leading towards the 
gate to Tawenneu Street still 

shows some use.114 

 

 

Independence Period 

After Independence the agricultural experiment farm continued to be operated. At the 

turn of the millennium the operations of the Department of Agriculture was moved to 

Madelonimwh and part of the grounds of the agricultural farm converted for use as a 

community facility (nahs). In 2002 the southern part was developed for the Micronesian 

Games. 
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Figure 131. View from the 
top of the Japanese 

Agriculture Station building 
looking southwest showing 
the area of the Nahs under 
experimental black pepper 

crops during the TTPI 
period.115 

 

 

Figure 132. View from the 
top of the Japanese 

Agriculture Station building 
looking southwest (about 

2001).116 Note the concrete 
posts to the left of the dirt 
road and the small water 
tank to the right. The feed 
store is visible through the 

tree canopy to the left. 
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Figure 133. View from the 
top of the Japanese 

Agriculture Station building 
looking southwest (in 2006). 

 

 

 

Figure 134. The sports 
complex and the southern 
section of the site as seen 

from space.117 
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Figure 135. Pacific Survey Company mapping of all buildings and features in August 2000.118 
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Figure 136. Survey Plat nº SK-456 prepared by Lands and Survey in August 2004.119 
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Figure 137. Interpretation of 
mapping of extant and former 

buildings in 2000.120 
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Activity Zones & Circulation—A Diachronic Perspective 

An analysis of the maps reproduced in the previous section of this chapter allows us to 

examine the circulation patterns in the study area. Considering the main phases of 

development and land use (Japanese period, TTPI period and present), variations in 

circulation can be noted. The agricultural station was established during the Japanese 

period. It was sited at the southern end of Kaseliehe Street, which at the time was (and 

still is) the main road to the southern part of the Kolonia peninsula and then towards 

Sokehs in the west. 

Activity zones 

A comparison of the various plans and maps allows us to address the issue of activity 

zones within the area. Figure 138 provides a synopsis of the building development in the 

study area. It can be demonstrated that the pattern remained the same during the 

Japanese period as well as following on, during the Trust Territory Period . During these 

periods two clusters of buildings existed, one on the north and one in the south, aligned 

to the east of the central track. The northern cluster comprised the human component of 

the site; with administration, store house, work rooms and workers’ accommodation, 

while the southern cluster dealt with animal production of cattle, pigs, and poultry. 

Human accommodation was largely outside the grounds to the northeast. The entire 

area to the west of the central access track and to the east of the buildings was reserved 

for agricultural experimentation. The available aerial photography (Figure 57, Figure 

58) shows that the area near the buildings was reserved for agroforestry and 

horticulture, while the area along the southern boundary, as well as the area in the 

south and along the Dawaneu River were used for field crops. 

Circulation through time 

For most of the Japanese period the focal point was the concrete Agricultural and 

Meteorological Station building, facing Kolonia township. The circulation was, in 

essence, linear along a spline following an extension of Kaseliehe Street into the 

Agricultural Station grounds. Given the proportions of the land, this spline was not 

centered, but offset to the west. The majority of public and staff communication would 

have occurred between the main building and the gate, with more limited circulation 

beyond the main building, along the still existing central track (aligned with the 

Kaseliehe Street). The patterning of the buildings emphasises this as well, with the 

human element in the north and the animal production element in the south. A 

secondary circulation, also linear, occurred along an alignment that ran from the 

outside of the gate to the southeast, reaching the Dawaneu River near the upper 

cataract.  
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Late 1960s 2006  

Figure 138. Synopsis of building development in the study area. 
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Initially, however, the focal orientation of the agricultural station buildings seems to 

have been towards the experimental fields: the first building on the site, the workroom-

cum-offices building (nº 2 on Figure 50) had a verandah facing south and west. The 

1926 construction of the concrete building changed all this. 

The maps are silent on the layout of the experimental fields within the station 

grounds. An interpretation of the aerial photographs, however, reveals a regular pattern 

of field tracks in the north-western section and a less regular pattern south of the main 

building (Figure 58). It has already been noted that the Agricultural and Meteorological 

Station building is aligned to the cardinal axes (E-W, N-S), which sets it at an angle to 

the track leading into the site. Given the skewed nature of the alignment, there was no 

need to centre the access road to the main door, which allowed for the main spline to 

swing around the building. In the late 1930s or early 1940s a main road was 

established running inland. This road, now Tawanneu Road, bisected the large open 

field area to the east of the station buildings and provided for additional north-south 

circulation. 

From an interpretation of the available aerial photography (Figure 57) it would 

appear that no major east-west connections were established between the central track 

and Tawanneu Street.  

 

Figure 139. Circulation 
patterns during the Japanese 

period. 
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During the Trust Territory period the pattern changed. While the track from the gate 

to the concrete structure and then onwards to the south remained the main axis (acting 

as a spline through the station grounds), the formal development of Tawanneu Street 

allowed for true circulation with egress and ingress near what is today the access to the 

sports complex, and a second gate to the southeast of the machinery shed. The new 

circulation implied that office and visitor traffic would use the main gate, while 

machinery and supplies traffic would use one of the two side gates. The formal role of 

the main concrete building was emphasised by a near-circular drive way. The 

construction of the new Agriculture Building necessitated a branch connection off the 

main spline, but again only in the administrative section.121 In the area to the east of 

Tawanneu Street field tracks allows for access to the experimental plots (later the rice 

plots). Only one of the three tracks running off Tawanneu Street aligned with a gate to 

the main agricultural station grounds (Figure 140). Properly formed tracks 

(accompanied by drains) to the west of the spline allowed access to the experimental 

areas. In addition, the north-south spline was extended, albeit offset, to the south. A 

brief branch connection off Tawanneu Street allowed access to the cacao 

experimentation office (now Forestry). 
 
 

 

Figure 140. Circulation 
patterns in the 1960s. 
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Figure 141. Circulation 
patterns in 2006. 

 
The situation encountered in 2006 is in essence a reduction of the TTPI 

developments. The main spline remains again with a structural differentiation between 

the office and visitor traffic area, which shows a metalled surfaced driveway, and the 

machinery and supplies traffic area that uses a graded dirt driveway. Ingress and egress 

is only possible through the main gate in the north and the side gate at the sports 

complex. The semicircular drive way has been removed. Intriguingly, the TTPI addition of 

the driveway (to the east) has been retained as the main track, while the final meters of 

the original Japanese alignment have been grassed over. The housing development in 

the area east of Tawanneu Street means that any circulation to the (now) Botanic 

Gardens from this area is no longer extant. The only remains of the former circulation is 

the branch connection to the Pohnpei Visitors Bureau. 
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86 Kolonia Rice Field as Built Map. Sketch nº 122. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 
Department of Land Management. Map contained in files Division of Lands and Survey, 
Pohnpei State. Scan courtesy Sother Anthon 

87 Kolonia Rice Field as Built Map. Sketch nº 122. Map dated 24 August 1966. Trust Territory 
of the Pacific Islands, Department of Land Management. Map contained in files Division of 
Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. Scan courtesy Sother Anthon 

88 Photo 8 - Applying basal N.P.K. fertilizer in field, 1970. (N-2398.08).Misc. Agriculture Photos 
Of Pepper, Sugar Cane, Fruit, Rice, Produce, Yams, Processor, 1960-1970S. 1969 - 1973 - 
Reel 2398. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2398.html Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/ 
digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239808.jpg 

89 Photo 9 - Men preparing field, 1970. (N-2398.09).Misc. Agriculture Photos Of Pepper, 
Sugar Cane, Fruit, Rice, Produce, Yams, Processor, 1960-1970S. 1969 - 1973 - Reel 2398. 
Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2398.html. Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/ 
digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239809.jpg 

90 Photo 13 - Men preparing field, 1970. (N-2396.13). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, Large Field, 
Agriculture Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, 
University of Hawaii Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. 
Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239613.jpg 

91 Photo 2 - Workers in rice field, 1970. (N-2396.02). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, Large Field, 
Agriculture Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, 
University of Hawaii Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. 
Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239603.jpg 

92 Photo 9 – Algae Ponds 1977. (N-2396.9). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, Large Field, Agriculture 
Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of 
Hawaii Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. Image: 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239609.jpg 

93 Photo 6 - Man in watercress garden. (N-3421.06). Photos Regarding Farming In Ponape, 
Yap, Palau And Marianas 1964 - 1965 - Reel 3421. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, 
University of Hawaii Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/3421.html Image: 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/342106.jpg 

94 Photo 12 - John Salmon (left and, Kintaro Salmon (right) laying out coconuts to sprout at T.T. 
Farm Institution. Photo by Richard J. Stone. (N-2396.12). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, Large Field, 
Agriculture Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, 
University of Hawaii Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. 
Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239612.jpg 

95 Photo 7 - Watering trees, Ponape Agricultural Station. (N-2396.7). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, 
Large Field, Agriculture Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial 
Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/ 
digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239607.jpg 

96 Photo 10 - Fields at Ponape Agricultural Station. See Highlights, Mar. 15, 1975, p.4. (N-
2396.10). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, Large Field, Agriculture Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 
2396. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/ 
digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239610.jpg 

97 Photo 4 - Ponape Agricultural Station; on right, Ben Joel (N-2396.4). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, 
Large Field, Agriculture Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial 
Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/ 
digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239604.jpg 

98 Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, Department of Resources and Development, Division of 
Lands and Surveys, Ponape District Cadastral Parcel Index Sheet 23. Based on aerial 
photography flown by the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands January to March 1974. Image 
courtesy Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. 
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99 Kolonia Town. Existing Business Establishment. Map drawing PO 1004.3 Dated 5 April 
1966. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, Department of Land Management. Map contained 
in files Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. Scan courtesy Sother Anthon 

100 Kolonia Town. Existing Business Establishment. Map Dated 5 April 1966. Trust Territory of the 
Pacific Islands, Department of Land Management. Map contained in files Division of Lands 
and Survey, Pohnpei State. Scan courtesy Sother Anthon 

101 Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, Department of Resources and Development, Division of 
Lands and Surveys, Ponape District Cadastral Parcel Index Sheet 23. Based on aerial 
photography flown by the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands January to March 1974. Image 
courtesy Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. 

102 Map contained in files Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. Scan courtesy Sother 
Anthon. 

103  And made available via the University of Hawaii website. 
104 Photo 8 - Main offices, Ponape Agricultural Station. (N-2396.08) Coconut, Rice, Pepper, 

Large Field, Agriculture Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial 
Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. Image http://libweb.hawaii.edu/ 
digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239608.jpg 

105 Section of Photo 4 (N-2398.04). Misc. Agriculture Photos Of Pepper, Sugar Cane, Fruit, 
Rice, Produce, Yams, Processor, 1960-1970S. 1969 - 1973 - Reel 2398. Trust Territory 
Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2398.html. Image http://libweb.hawaii.edu/ 
digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239804.jpg. 

106  Cultivating Orange Seedings, 1957. Two Ponape Agriculture Department employees are 
busy cultivating orange seeding. When the plants reach two feet in height, tangerine plants 
will be "bud-grafted" onto the orange seedling. In the background are the building the 
PonapeAgriculture Station buildingsTTPI Archives, Reel 0218 MFilm V100001 

107 The June 3, 1971, memorandum form Wm. J. Featherstone, Chief of Operation & 
Maintenance, to the Ponape District Administrator is on the Ponape Agriculture Building, 
Project C1-0817-50, for $35,000 including materials and labor. TTPI Archives, Reel 0218 
MFilm V100001. 

108. Information in this paragraph courtesy David Look. 
109 Based on the 2000 mapping by Pacific Survey Company, and the 2002 mapping by the. 

Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. 
110. Photo: Micronesian Area Research Center, Guam. 
111. Photo: Micronesian Area Research Center, Guam. 
112 Photo Courtesy Dianne Ragonne, Hawaii Botanical Gardens. 
113 That map shows another water tank next to the machinery shed, suggesting that had the tank 

under discussion existed, it would have been mapped. 
114 Section of photo courtesy of Dianne Ragone, Hawai’i. 
115 Photo 10 [46] - Ponape Agriculture Station. (N-1891b.10). Miscellaneous Photos of Ponape, 

Special Session of Congress of Micronesia. Undated But About 1974-1975. 1974 - 1975 - 
Reel 1891b. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/1891b.html. Image http://libweb.hawaii.edu/ 
digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/1891b10.jpg 

116 Photo Courtesy Dianne Ragonne, Hawaii Botanical Gardens. 
117 Sorce: DigitalGlobe via GoogleEarth (http://earth.google.com) 
118 Image courtesy Briner Sam, Pacific Survey Company. 
119 Image courtesy Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. Courtesy of Benli Lucios 
120 Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, Department of Resources and Development, Division of 

Lands and Surveys, Ponape District Cadastral Parcel Index Sheet 23. Based on aerial 
photography flown by the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands January to March 1974. Image 
courtesy Division of Lands and Survey, Pohnpei State. 

121 Now the Pohnpei Visitors Bureau. 



 

 

Chapter 5 
PREDICTIVE MODELLING 

Based on the historic context and based on the land use history as compiled in the 

previous two chapters we can develop a predictive model for the presence of sites—or 

the remains thereof—in the study area. For ease of reference a predictive model is 

developed for each time period, followed by a compound model. Given that at the time 

of the survey the number of maps and resources had been limited and given that most 

became only available once on island, and only after repeated visits to various 

government departments, part of the predictive model presented here is post facto. 

Predictive Model—Traditional Period 

Based on the limited information in hand, the presence of traditional sites is deemed 

possible. While the two cataracts in the Daweneu River prevent access to the area by 

canoe from the sea (which would have been the main route of access and main form of 

transport in pre-colonial times), the comparatively flat and fertile areas on either side of 

the river bank suggest that horticultural production was possible. 

The extensive land modification that subsequently occurred as part of the agricultural 

experimentation and demonstration garden, and the associated land clearing implies 

that any surface evidence of sites would have been levelled and that any shallow 

subsurface sites would have been repeatedly disturbed by tilling. 

Predictive Model—German Period 

Based on the available data (p. 54) the study area saw no formal development during 

the Spanish and the German colonial periods. Whatever landuse occurred during that 

period would have followed the traditional pattern. 
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Predictive Model—Japanese Period 

The study area experienced the first major development under the Japanese period. 

Based on the lay-out of the structures as shown on the maps (see preceding chapter), we 

can assume the following: a concentration of buildings to the immediate east and south 

of the three-story Japanese Agriculture building (zone A), and a cluster of buildings to 

the south (Zone B), offset from zone A by some 40 to 80 metres, and aligned to the east 

of the main track (Figure 142). Zone A also includes the area of the former weather 

observation site and the concrete paths that once led to the instrumentation area. Both 

sets of remains will be mainly comprised of foundations, both concrete slabs and 

concrete pier arrangements. In addition, we can expect gravel tracks linking the 

structures as well as veranda features. As the rubbish disposal processes in use at the 

time are not fully understood, it is possible that rubbish pits may have existed in the 

vicinity of the main buildings. 

 

Figure 142. Zones of high 
likelihood of the presence of 
Japanese structural remains 
(showing a superimposition 
of the various buildings as 

shown on the maps) 
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Figure 143. Zones of high 
likelihood of the presence of 

Trust Territory structural 
remains (showing a 

superimposition of the 
various buildings as shown 

on the maps) 

 

At the same time, given that the rest of the area was used for agricultural 

experiments, ranging from small crops to the planting of trees, we can expect a severe 

disturbance of the surface and subsurface soils, leading to the destruction of any 

archaeological deposits belonging to preceding periods that may have existed in the 

study area. 

Predictive Model—Trust Territory Period 

The incoming US administration reused, to the extent feasible, the existing Japanese 

structures. This resulted in a spatial continuity of the two key function areas of the site, 

with a concentration of buildings to the immediate east and south of the three-storey 

Japanese Agriculture building all the way to Tawanneu Street (zone A), and a zone of 

buildings to the south, offset by some 40 to 80 metres, and aligned to the east of the 

main track (zone B) (Figure 143). In addition, we can expect gravel tracks linking the 

structures as well as veranda features. 

Compared to the Japanese use of the area, the Trust Territory development saw the 

construction of stone-lined drains. These agricultural features can be expected to 

traverse much of the western part of the study area (Figure 144) and can be expected to 
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be still extant (at least in part). Given that the rest of the area was used for agricultural 

experiments, ranging from small crops to the planting of trees and the creation of 

support post networks for the pepper plants, we can expect a severe disturbance of the 

surface and subsurface soils, completing the destruction of any archaeological deposits 

that had not already been damaged by the Japanese developments. 

 

Figure 144. Zones of high 
likelihood of the presence of 

Trust Territory agricultural 
features 

 

Predictive Model—Independence Period 

The Independence Period (1986–present) can be expected to have added structures that 

are still extant either in original form or as modified buildings. Any other developments 

that may have occurred during that period would have entailed the removal of features 

from previous periods. 
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Predictive Model—Combined 

Combining the various zones identified in the previous sections, we can arrive at a 

combined predictive model (Figure 145) with two zones of likelihood of the presence of 

structural remains surrounded by a zone where the extensive agricultural resource use, 

as well as the construction of stone-lined rains had led to the severe disturbance of the 

surface and subsurface soils. The latter lead to the destruction of any archaeological 

deposits belonging to preceding periods, that may have existed in the study area. It can 

be expected that some of the drains may still be extant. 

 

 

Figure 145. Zones of high 
likelihood of the presence of 

structural and agricultural 
remains superimposed on a 
contour map showing the 
buildings extant in 2006 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 6 
SITES & FEATURES OBSERVED 

This chapter sets out the sites and features as they were encountered during the survey. 

All features are numbered and described in the sequence they were recorded.1 The 

interpretation of these features is given in the section ‘Findings’ (p. 216). This chapter is 

well illustrated to document the features encountered. 

A fair number of the features and site components encountered were sections of 

concrete, derived from demolished buildings. Two main types of concrete can be readily 

identified based on a macroscopic examination of the aggregate and the type of 

reinforcement bar (‘rebar’) used. Japanese era concrete exhibits an aggregate using 

smooth river pebbles most probably obtained from the Dawaneu River, and smooth 

rebar units of about 5 mm diameter (Figure 147). Often a steel mesh was used. 

Comprised of a smooth 5mm rebar set at 150mm spacing. An exfoliating section of the 

ceiling of the 1926 Agricultural and Meteorological Station building exemplifies this type 

very well (Figure 146). The TTPI era concrete is comprised of crushed basalt aggregate 

as well as ribbed rebar (Figure 148). 

 

Figure 146. Example of 
Japanese era concrete, 
using river pebbles as 

aggregate.2 
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Figure 147. Floor slab 
fragment made of Japanese 
era concrete (feature 29). 

 

 

Figure 148. Example of TTPI 
era concrete, using crushed 
basalt as aggregate. Detail 
of a culvert lid, feature 14. 
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For the purposes of this report the observations made during the survey are grouped 

into two site complexes: 

• Site Complex 1 Agricultural Research Station 

• Site Complex 2 Japanese Weir on the Daweneu River (for details see p. 206). 

The study area was on the one hand very complex, while on the other it was so 

interconnected that it was not deemed possible to separate out ‘sites’ from ‘features’ 

during the physical survey. Thus all recorded elements within the two site complexes 

were labelled ‘features.’ These features comprise both of artificial features (concrete 

foundations, drains etc, artefacts (ploughs etc) and some natural features that have been 

moved by people to the present location (boulders). The survey did not record the active 

plantings. During the documentation an attempt was made to be consistent in the 

feature nomenclature. An exception is made by the two toilet facilities of the community 

nahs (feature 74 subfeature A & B) and the western perimeter fence which is comprised 

of a series of Japanese railway irons and larger pipes. As the other fence lines are no 

longer intact, these remains were recorded as individual features at the northern and 

eastern boundary. 

As already set out in the chapter ‘Survey’ (p. 15), the environmental conditions at the 

time of the survey were such that that smaller artefacts and site components would have 

been missed in the vegetation. 

Site Complex 1 Agricultural Research Station 

In total, the survey located and recorded 95 features and sub-features. All features are 

numbered and described in the sequence they were recorded. In order to avoid 

confusion, the original numbering of the features has been maintained. As will be 

discussed in the section findings (p. 216), some of the features actually form part of the 

same site component. 

Feature 1 Rip-wrap wall 

A rip-wrap wall located on the eastern side of the access track into the gardens, 

commencing 15.5 m from inside the eastern gate post. The wall is constructed of a 

mixture of unworked coral, basalt and limestone boulders. The wall is 0.7 m in width, 

with an average height ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 m. The riprap wall has several palm 

plants surrounded by boulder planters, which are not consistent with the original 

plantings indicating they were constructed at a later time. The roadbed is raised 

compared to the planting area, with no retaining wall on the other (western) side. 
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Figure 149. Feature 1. Rip-rap wall on eastern side of access 
track into gardens. 

 

Feature 2 Gate Posts 

The gate at the entrance to Pohnpei botanical gardens consists of two Besser block gate 

posts, with blocks measuring 0.4 m in length and 0.9 m in height. The gate opening 

(distance between the two posts) is 4.5 metres. The posts are stepped out at the top and 

base. The base is square, measuring 0.76 x 0.76m, and 0.15 m in height. The trunk is 

narrower at 0.61 x 0.61 metres and has a total height of 1.42 metres. The top has the 

same dimension as the base (0.76 x 0.76 m), with a height of 0.16 m peaking to 0.17 

m in the centre. The gateposts support a steel banner which is suspended above the 

opening with the inscription ‘Welcome/Kaselehlie Pohnpei Vistor’s Bureau and Botanical 

Garden.’ 

The age of this feature is not totally clear. The original Japanese gate posts, erected 

in 1934 (?) were still extant in the mid 1950s (Figure 31), but had been replaced with 

the Besser block construction by 1970 (Figure 151). 
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Figure 150. The Entrance to 
the Pohnpei Agriculture 

Station in 1957.3 

 

 

Figure 151. The Entrance to 
the Pohnpei Agriculture 

Station in 1970.4 
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Figure 152. The Entrance 
and drive way to the Pohnpei 

Agriculture Station in the 
1970.5 

 

 

 

Figure 153. Gate posts at 
entrance to Pohnpei 

Botanical Gardens in 2006 
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Figure 154. Photo of eastern of gate post at entrance to 
botanical garden in 2006 

Figure 155. Photo of western of gate post at entrance to 
botanical garden in 2006 

 

Feature 3 

Japanese rail iron vertically positioned like a fence post, but positioned 0.50 m from the 

existing fence. The feature, which is 17.8 m from inside the eastern gate, reaches 1.15 

m above the ground, with the underside of the rail iron facing the road (easterly 

direction). 

Feature 4 

Japanese rail iron vertically positioned like feature 3. Iron has its underside facing the 

road, and is 0.8 m from the boundary chain link fence. The iron is 1.8 m high, and is 

located 7.3 m south of feature 3. 
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Figure 156 Feature 3. Vertical Japanese rail iron placed 
vertically like a fence post within the current chain link fence on 

the eastern side of the botanical gardens. 

Figure 157. Feature 4 Second vertical Japanese rail iron placed 
vertically like a fence post within the current chain link fence on 

the eastern side of the botanical gardens. 

Feature 5 

Depression in manicured areas of garden, indicating prior location of large specimen 

tree, which has an approximate base of 1.8 m by 2.2m. Located 6.1 metres away from 

the power pole on the eastern fence.  
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Figure 158. Feature 5. Sprouting root from depression where 
large specimen tree has been lost in front manicured areas of 

garden. 

Figure 159. Feature 10. Former gateway in botanical garden, 
2.45m from the existing eastern fence line. 

Feature 6 

Retaining wall of rocks along the modern chain link fence. Surface invisible due to heavy 

overgrowth of grass. 

Feature 7 

Depression/hole in ground 2.1m from the eastern fence. Suspected former air raid 

shelter. Hole measures 1m in length, 0.5m wide and 0.6m deep. The hole is recessed 

0.35m below the grass ground cover. The hole tunnels in a distance of 0.7m toward the 

fence. 

Feature 8 

Depression in ground parallel to feature 7, suspected to be another former air raid 

shelter. Depression 1.8m by 1.20m, with sloping sides 0.25m in depth. 
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Figure 160. Feature 6. 
Modern retaining wall on 

chain link fence. 

 

 

Figure 161. Feature 7. 
Depression in ground with 

hole suspected to be former 
air raid shelter. 

 

 

Figure 162. Feature 9. Fallen 
rail iron post set in concrete 

base. 
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Feature 9 

Formerly upright railway iron, set in concrete with coral limestone aggregate. Iron stood 

1.85m above the concrete base. Concrete base was poured into a round hole, which 

was 0.46m deep and was packed with basalt aggregate. The rail iron protrudes 0.1m 

beyond the bottom of the concrete base. 

Feature 10 

Former gate way 2.45 m from the eastern fence. Gate posts are comprised of iron pipe, 

0.11m in diameter. Post height varies with the western post standing 2.75m tall. It 

appears to have been reused from another gate. The eastern post measured only 1.8 m 

in height. The gate between the two posts consists of four 1.87m lengths of welded 

rebar, set 0.87m apart. The lower half of the gate has concrete steel mesh (0.008m 

diameter), with a grid size of 0.1 x0.2m tied against it the frame. The gate is padlocked 

with chain and with an ‘AGE padlock No. 1140 35mm’. 

Feature 11 

Partially filled in drainage ditch on eastern side of gate (feature 10). Width of drain is 

0.8 m and depth is 0.2 m. 

Feature 12 

Riveted iron structure submerged in ground with concrete capping. It appears to have 

been a Japanese narrow gauge railway cart, reused as a lid for a septic system. 

 

 

Figure 163. Feature 12 
riveted iron structure 

submerged in ground with 
concrete capping. 
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Figure 164. Feature 12 
riveted iron structure 

submerged in ground with 
concrete capping. 

 

 

Figure 165. Feature 12 
riveted iron structure 

submerged in ground with 
concrete capping. 

 

 

Figure 166.Feature 13. 
Rubber clamped end of the 

iron drain pipe located 
between eastern fence and 

visitor centre. 
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Figure 167. Feature 14. 
Concrete drain cover located 

in area between eastern 
fence and visitors centre. 

 

 

Figure 168. Feature 15. Cut-
off iron pipe in circular 

concrete base located to the 
east of the SPC building and 

the visitors centre. 

 

 

Figure 169. Feature 16. 
Power pole cut off above the 

ground. Located on the 
eastern side of the SPC 
building and the visitors 

centre. 
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Figure 170. Feature 17. Cast 
iron pipe cut off at ground 

level, located on the eastern 
side of the visitors centre. 

 

Feature 13 

Iron drain pipe, approximately 0.28m in diameter. Length of pipe, as observed 

protruding from the soils, measures 4.5 m, although possibly longer. Iron pipe shows a 

significant level of corrosion. The north-eastern end of pipe has a clamped-on 0.8m 

length of rubber padding. The north-eastern end of the pipe (measured in alignment 

with the pipe) is 9.5 m from the eastern fence line and 8.5 m from the visitors centre. 

Pipe orientation is N 70°E in direction to the fence. 

Feature 14 

Concrete drain cover 0.73m long by 0.47m in width, with two holes in centre. The 

centre point of the feature is 19.2 m from the north-east corner of the SPC building, and 

14.7 m from the south-east corner of the visitors centre. Depth of drain below cover is 

1.1m. Concrete of drain cover is 0.15m thick and made with crushed basalt aggregate. 

The holes in the drain cover are set 0.15m from the edge of the cover and are 0.1m 

wide by 0.15m in length. 

Feature 15 

Cut iron pipe set in semi-irregular circular concrete base, 0.60 m to 0.65 m in 

diameter. Pipe has been cut off 0.02 m to 0.03 m above the concrete. Pipe has an 

internal diameter of 0.10 m and an external diameter of 0.12 m. The centre of the pole 

is located 10.5 m from the north-east end of the SPC building, and 11.2 m from the 

south-east corner of the visitors centre. 

Feature 16 

Power pole which has been cut off, approximately 0.35m above the ground. Centre of 

power pole is 1.25m from the centre of feature 15, and 10.6 m from the north-east end 

of the SPC building. 
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Feature 17 

Cast iron pipe set in concrete, which has been cut off at ground level. The pipe has an 

internal diameter of 0.10 m, and has a depth of 0.66 m below the ground. The 

concrete in which the pipe is set is basalt aggregate and has an irregular circular/square 

shape approximately 0.35 m in diameter. The pole is 6.3 m from the north-east corner 

of the visitors centre, and 18.4 m from the south-east corner of the visitors centre. 

Feature 18 

A small nahs that has been constructed in recent times at the front (north) of the Pohnpei 

Visitors’ Bureau. The south-east corner of the nahs is 24 m from the north-east corner of 

the visitors centre, and 30.2m from the north-west corner of the visitors centre. The nahs 

is supported by a set of sixteen small posts, with additional posts supporting the platform 

at the northern end. The nahs measures 3.45 m in the east-west and 5.66m in north-

south direction. Its roof structure commences 1.65, above ground with the top of the 

kingpost being 2.52m abvove ground.  

 

Figure 171. 
Feature 18. 
Small nahs 

erected outside 
the Pohnpei 

Visitors Bureau. 
Seen from the 

north 

 

 

Figure 172. 
Feature 18. 
Small nahs 

erected outside 
the Pohnpei 

Visitors Bureau. 
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Figure 173. 
Feature 18. 
Small nahs 

erected outside 
the Pohnpei 

Visitors Bureau. 
Detail of roof at 

southern end 

 

 

Figure 174. 
Feature 18. 
Small nahs 

erected outside 
the Pohnpei 

Visitors Bureau. 
Ground plan 

 

SubFeature 18A 

Large boulder 0.96m in length, located 2.1 metres from the south-west corner of the 

nahs. 

Feature 19 

Gravel scatter on south side (entrance) of nahs. Evidence of partial coral concrete 

foundation amongst scatter, approximately 0.5m in length. The foundation has a 

corrugated appearance to it suggesting that it once contained organic material which 

has decayed. While most of the profile has been rounded off from wear due to 

pedestrian and vehicular traffic, one corrugation shows well defined edges indicating 

that the corrugations were caused by wooden frame work and not by a corrugated sheet 

of roofing tin. 
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Figure 175. 
Feature 19. 
Evidence of 
partial coral 

concrete 
foundation 

amongst gravel 
scatter at front of 
nahs (southern 

side) 

 

 

Figure 176. 
Feature 19. 

Evidence and 
interpreation of 

partial coral 
concrete 

foundation 

 

Feature 20 

Boulder, with north-east tip located 0.77 m from the north-east corner of the visitor 

centre, and 1.7 m from centre of feature 17. Rock triangular, northern side 0.6 m and 

eastern side 0.5 m, with the connection between the two sides measuring 0.9 m in 

length.  
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Figure 177. 
Feature 20. 

Large triangular 
boulder located 
0.77 m from the 

north-east 
corner of the 
visitor centre. 

 

 

Figure 178. 
Feature 21. 

Japanese rail 
iron set in 

concrete for 
post, laying on 
edge of track in 
space between 
machinery shed 

and sports 
centre 

 

Feature 21 

Japanese rail iron set in concrete as post, but fallen / pushed over and laying in a north 

to north-west orientation. Located beside track in area between machinery shed and 

sports centre, 7.45 m north of tree on edge of track. Length of rail 1.95 m long 

protruding from concrete base. Rounded concrete base, 0.2 m deep, with a rough 

circular diameter of 0.26 m. 

Feature 22 

Upright Japanese rail iron on edge of track, 4.8 m south of feature 21. The rail length 

above ground is 1.86 m, with the flat surface of the rail pointing north.  
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Figure 179. Feature 22. Japanese rail iron used as post near 
edge of track between machinery shed and sports centre 

Figure 180. Feature 26 Piece of concrete corner slab located in 
cleared area to the north of gymnasium. 

Feature 23 

Rounded boulder in cleared area to the north of the sports centre. General ground 

surface uneven and scattered with small fragments of rubble. Measurements of boulder, 

0.57 m x 0.29 m x 0.40 m. Position of boulder on ground is, 11.9 m from feature 21, 

2.0 m from feature 24, and 3.4 m from feature 26. 

Feature 24 

Piece of broken concrete slab located in cleared area north of gymnasium, 2.0 m from 

feature 23, and 8.5 m from feature 28. The concrete piece is 0.38 m by 0.36 m in 

area, and approximately 0.13 m thick. The concrete shows washed river pebble 

aggregate and has a smooth edge/finished surface. It appears to have been part of a 

base for a post/upright. 

Feature 25 

Boulder located approximately 6.6 m east of feature 28. Boulder size is 0.5 m by 0.46 

m in area, and thicker than 0.18 m. 

Feature 26 

Concrete piece of former slab, 0.30 m by 0.20 m in area, with a total height of 0.38 m. 

Has a smoothed off, slightly sloping area, 0.20 m from the top surface. Concrete is 

constructed of river pebble aggregate. Appears to be a building corner, which has two 
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worked (smooth) faces, and a broken non-corner face. Slab fragment is 3.4 m from 

feature 23 and 6.9 m from feature 28. 

Feature 27 

Pile of Besser brick rubble, 1.0 m by 0.85 m in area. Located in cleared area north of 

gymnasium, 4.3 m from feature 28, and 7.6 m from feature 23. Besser blocks are two 

cell, 8 inches high, 15 inches in length and 4 inches thick. 

Feature 28 

Piece of concrete slab in cleared area to north of sports centre. Dimensions of concrete 

are 0.70 m x 0.56 m with a thickness of 0.12 m. Concrete has basalt pebble aggregate 

with crushed coral sand. Iron mesh is visible at the edge of the concrete piece with a 

mesh size of 0.15 m x 0.15 m. 

 

 

Figure 181. Feature 23. 
Boulder in cleared area to 

north of sports centre. 

 

 

Figure 182. Feature 24. 
Piece of broken concrete 

slab in cleared area north of 
gymnasium. 
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Figure 183. Feature 25. 
Boulder located in cleared 
area north of gymnasium. 

 

 

Figure 184. Figure 27. Pile 
of Besser brick rubble in 

cleared area north of 
gymnasium. 

 

 

Figure 185. Figure 28. Piece 
of concrete slab with pebble 
aggregate in cleared area to 

north of gymnasium. 
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Figure 186. Figure 29. Piece 
of concrete slab with pebble 
aggregate in cleared area 

north of gymnasium. 

 

 

Figure 187. Figure 29a. 
Piece of concrete in cleared 
area north of gymnasium, 
with pebble aggregate and 

exposed mesh. 

 

Feature 29 

Triangular piece of concrete slab in cleared area 30 m from the north-west corner of the 

gymnasium, and 7.9 m from feature 28. Maximum width of concrete piece is 0.68 m x 

0.44 m with a 0.09 m thickness. Concrete is river pebble aggregate. 

subFeature 29A 

1.3 m to west of feature 29 is another piece of concrete slab measuring 0.36 m x 0.25 

m with a thickness of 0.09 m. This concrete also has a river pebble aggregate. The 

concrete has iron mesh exposed with 0.15 m x 0.15 m spacing. It also has a metal bar 

with 0.005m diameter on one edge. 

Feature 30 

A rounded boulder, 19 m from the north-west corner of the gymnasium and 6.4 m from 

feature 23. The boulder measures 0.39 m x 0.25 m x 0.18 m. 
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Feature 31 

Large boulder 41.6 m from north-west corner of gymnasium. Measurements of boulder 

are 1.5 m by 1.0 m with a variable thickness up to 0.25 cm.  

  

Figure 188. Feature 32. Drain line with dry stonewall in area 
between machinery shed and gymnasium. Photo taken from 

western end of drain at edge of track. 

Figure 189. Feature 32. Besser brick rubble in drain. 

Feature 32 

Drain lined with a dry stonewall of basalt. Width of drain varies from 0.60 to 0.65 m, 

with the middle narrowing to 0.45 m. The drain runs in an east west direction, with the 

western end being north of Feature 21. The western end of the drain is filled with dirt. 

16 m from the track at the western end of the drain is a culvert. The culvert comprises 

three precast concrete drain covers with slightly curved tops, camphor edges, and four 

slit holes in each one. Each cover measures 0.91 m long x 0.51 m wide, and have been 

constructed using a crushed basalt aggregate. Located 22.5 m from the western side of 

the drain covers is a pile of Besser block rubble (see fig 33).  
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Figure 190. Figure 30. 
Boulder in cleared area to 

north of gymnasium. 

 

 

Figure 191. Feature 32. 
Concrete drain covers on 

drain. 

 

 

Figure 192. Feature 32. 
Concrete drain covers on 

drain. 
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Figure 193. Feature 32. 
Besser brick rubble in drain. 

 

Figure 194. Feature 33. 
Collection of rotary tillers 

under specimen trees 
approximately 30 m north of 

the machinery shed. 

 

 

Figure 195. Feature 33. 
Rotary tiller, showing detail 

of blades. 
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Figure 196. Feature 33. 
Imprint on iron clamp on 

shaft of rotary tiller. 

 

 

Figure 197. Feature 34. 
Broken Saki bottle on ground 

near rotary tillers. 

 

 

Figure 198. Feature 35. 
Agricultural implement used 

for forming rows 
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Feature 33 

A collection of four rotary tillers located under specimen trees approximately 30 m from 

the south west corner of the machinery shed. Three of the four rotary tillers are of the 

same type. They have 5 blades, each of them 0.66m in length, with diameters of 

0.46m. Each blade has nine cutting edges at spacings of 0.16m. The shaft has two 

clamps imprinted with DH-75. 

The fourth rotary tiller is 0.92 m long, and has nine sub-blades that are 0.46m in 

diameter. The blades are spaced 0.22 m apart. 

Feature 34 

Broken blue glass saki bottle, base intact to a height of 0.20 m, as well as three 

separate fragments. The bottle base had a 0.11 m diameter, and has no bottom 

markings. 

Feature 35 

Agricultural implement/plough with two blades, used for forming rows for planting. 

Feature 36 

Small concrete slab located to the west of the Japanese concrete building, at a distance 

of approximately 7 m from the western wall. The slab has an unusual polygon shape, 

with the long axis of the slab aligned directly north. The concrete of the slab consists of 

crushed basalt aggregate with coral sand. The slab on the western side protrudes 0.35 

m from the ground, and 0.21 m on the eastern side. The top surface has a number of 

rebars protruding 0.09 m to 0.1 m along the edge of the slab. Atilino Lawrence (pers. 

Comm. July 2006, Chief of Agriculture) who was a former worker at the site in the TTPI 

period, claims that the slab is the remnant of a two-berth shower unit. The TPI map of 

the 1950s identified this structure as toilet (Figure 97). 

 

 

Figure 199. Feature 36. 
Concrete slab to west of 

Japanese building seen from 
the north. 
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Figure 200. Feature 36. 
Concrete slab to west of 

Japanese building seen from 
the east. Note the main 

building in the background 

 

Figure 201. Feature 36. 
Concrete slab to west of 

Japanese building. Close-
up. 

 

Figure 202. Feature 36. 
Concrete slab to west of 

Japanese building as seen 
from the roof of the 
Japanese building.6 
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Figure 203. Eastern wall of the parallelogram-shaped shower facility (feature 36) in 2002.7 

Feature 37 

Piece of iron pipe laying on an angle on the western side of feature 36, with the 

southern end of the pipe 0.8m and the northern end 0.45 m from the slab. The pipe has 

a diameter of 0.06 m, and has a broken section mid-way along the pipe. The furthest 

end of the pipe has a fitting attached, which is 0.06 in length, and 0.08 to 0.09 in 

diameter. 

Feature 38 

Section of exposed 0.10 m diameter plastic PVC pipe running to a septic tank west of 

Japanese building. Eastern end of pipe is 3.9 m from the south-western corner of the 

Japanese building and the western end is 4.7 m from the north-west corner of the 

Japanese building. 

Feature 39 

Large boulder 14.7 m from the north-west corner of the Japanese building, and 13.9 m 

from the south-west corner. The dimensions of the boulder are 0.85 m x 0.63 m x 0.28 

m. 

Feature 40 

Large boulder 18.2 m from the north-west corner of the Japanese building, and 15.7 m 

from the south-west corner. The dimensions of the boulder are 1.20m x 0.35 m x 0.08 

m (mostly submerged). 

Feature 41 

Large boulder 13.8 m from the north-west corner of the Japanese building, and 11.6 m 

from the south-west corner. The dimensions of the boulder are 0.60m x 0.35 m x 0.08 

m (mostly submerged). 
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Figure 204. Feature 39. 
Large boulder in ground 

approximately 14.7 m south-
west of the Japanese 

building 

 

 

Figure 205. Feature 40. 
Large boulder in ground 

approximately 18.0 m south-
west of the Japanese 

building. 

 

 

Figure 206. Feature 41. 
Large boulder approximately 

14.0 m south-west of the 
Japanese building. 
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Figure 207. Feature 44. 
Septic tank to the west of the 

Japanese building. 

 

 

Figure 208. Feature 44. 
Septic tank to the west of the 

Japanese building. 

 

 

Figure 209. Feature 44. 
Septic tank to the west of the 

Japanese building. 
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Figure 210. Feature 44. 
Septic tank to the west of the 

Japanese building. 

 

Feature 42 

Directly to the north of feature 41 are two pieces of concrete posts with coral sand mix 

and crushed basalt aggregate. Length of each piece is 0.61 m x 0.10 wide, with the 

depth unknown. Concrete is 3.55 m to the south-west of the south-west corner of the 

Japanese building and 2.0 m from feature 41. 

Feature 43 

Iron pipe in ground approximately 1.5 m from the southern side of the concrete slab 

(feature 36). The exposed section of the pipe measures 0.60 m in length. The iron pipe 

has a diameter of 0.06 m. 

Feature 44 

Rectangular septic tank to west of Japanese building. The concrete sides of the tank are 

constructed out of crushed basalt aggregate and coral sand. The tank has movable 

concrete covers, which have dovetail edges and two bent metal bar handles for lifting. 

The covers are constructed of coral concrete with steel reinforcement bars inside them. 

Three broken covers are located within the pit. The tank has inlet and outlet pipes made 

of iron pipe measuring 0.10 m in diameter. A 0.10 m PVC pipe described as feature 38 

connects to this septic, and runs underneath the parallelogram shaped foundation. If the 

pipe is tracked from the exposed section at feature 38 it can be seen to pass 1.7 m due 

south of the south-west corner of the Japanese building. 

Feature 45 

 Iron pipe as old fence post with iron pipe strainer, located 22.9 m from the south-west 

corner, and 28.9 m from the north-east corner of the Japanese building. Total height of 

upright pipe is 3.64 m. The strainer is attached 1.5 m from the ground. The pipe is 2.0 

m in length and extends in a northern direction at an angle of 60°. Attached to the 

upright pipe at a distance of 2.4 m from the ground are three lengths of barbed wire. 
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The wire is two strands, and has irregularly spaced barbs spaced between 0.12 m and 

0.14 m apart. 

Feature 46 

Western fence of property, consists of chain link with barbed wire on top, and a mixture 

of rail iron, star pickets and iron pipe as posts. There are also several drains intersecting 

the fence and at these points the drain is blocked by vertical pieces of rebar as to 

prevent access in these areas.  

 

 

 

 Figure 211. Feature 45. Iron pipe fence post approximately 20 
m from the north west corner of the Japanese building. 
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Figure 212. Feature 46. 
Western perimeter fence line 

showing intersection by a 
drain. 

 

 

Figure 213. Feature 46. 
Western perimeter fence line 

showing two Japanese 
railway irons set along a 

previous fence alignment. 

 

Figure 214. Feature 46. 
Western perimeter fence line 
showing a Japanese railway 

iron post with a double 
strainer set-up. 
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Figure 215. Feature 46. 
Western perimeter fence line 
showing a water-filled drainn 

 

Table 9. Details of the western perimeter fence (feature 46) as measured from the north-western 
corner 

Running 
Metre 

Type 
of Post 

Height 
(m) Comments 

0 
Iron 
pipe 3 12 cm diameter 

3.9 rail  1.3 bent  
7.6 rail 1.3  

13.6 rail 1.5  
16 rail 0.8 30 cm west of fence line 

18.2 rail 1.1 50 cm west of fence line 
18.5 rail 1.28 20 cm west of fence line 
21.1 rail 1.7 10 cm west of fence line 
24.1 rail 1.7 10 cm west of fence line 
24.7 rail  120 cm west of fence line 

27 rail  70 cm west of fence line 
29.3 rail 1 Boulder to north of post 35 x 35 x 20cm 
31.8 rail 1 Bent over 
32.6 rail 1.6  
34.1 rail 1.2  

36.5 rail 1.2 

Two strainers attached-northern strainer at 35.3, 2nd strainer at 
38.3. Also of rail iron and tied on with wire. Concrete block 
attached to strainer 40 x 50 x 18 cm thick.  

39.9 rail 1.3 Rebar tied to post, 4cm in diameter and extends to 2.3m in height 
41.5 rail 1.2  
43.8 rail 1.1 Rebar attached, 4cm in diameter and extends to 2.1m in height 
46.4 rail 1.1 Rebar attached, 4 cm in diameter and extends to 2.1m in height  
48.7 rail 1.1  

49 
Iron 
pipe 3.9 

Pipe is 12cm in diameter, and is situated 30cm east of fence. Has 
two strainers attached, one strainer runs south and hits ground at 
49.8m. 2ns strainer runs east/west 1.1m from post. Strainers are 
welded to post 1m to 1.1m above ground. Post has two pieces of 
bar b attached to post 2.3 to 2.4m above ground. Direction of 
barb/strainer post poin 125 degrees east.  

54.3 rail 3.15  
58.1 rail 3.15  
58.6 drain  Northern side 
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Table 9. Details of the western perimeter fence (feature 46) as measured from the north-western 
corner 

Running 
Metre 

Type 
of Post 

Height 
(m) Comments 

59.8 rail 1.6 7cm west of fence 
59.9 drain  Southern side 
61.8 rail 3.15  
65.9 rail 3.15  

70 rail 3.1  
74 rail 3.15  

77.8 rail 3.1  
79.9 rail 1  
80.1 rail 1.3  
81.6 rail 2.2  
85.8 rail 3  
88.6 rail 3  
90.5 rebar 0.43 2.5cm in diameter, blocking drain. Drain has 26cm gap in middle. 

90.65 rebar 0.5 2.5cm in diameter, blocking drain. Drain has 26cm gap in middle. 

90.75 rebar 0.5 
1.5cm in diameter x 2. Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in 
middle. 

90.85 rail 0.6 Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 
91 rail 0.72 Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 

91.05 rail 0.7 Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 

91.1 
star 
picket 1.1 Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 

91.3 rail 0.7 Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 
91.5 rail 0.73 Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 

91.55 rail 0.73 Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 
91.65 rail 0.66 Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 
91.8 rebar 0.3 Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 

91.85 rail 0.66 Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 
91.9 rebar 0.64 2.5cm diameter. Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 

92 rebar 0.7 1.5cm diameter. Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 
92.15 rebar 0.5 2.5cm diameter. Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 
92.35 rebar 0.5 2.5cm diameter. Blocking drain, drain has 26cm gap in middle. 
92.5 rail 3.3  
97.6 rail 3.3  

101.6 rail 1 Bent over, listed height original height standing 
106.1 rail 3.3 Bent over, listed height original height standing 

109.8 
Iron 
pipe 3.65 

10cm diameter pipe. Height original but now heavily corroded and 
collapsed.  

114.1 rail 3.35  
117.2 rail 3.3  

 DRAIN  Has iron covering not mapped 
119.9 rail 3.3 Piece of 1.5cm rebar welded on top 
124.9 rail 3.2 Has barbed wire attached 30cm from top  

129.75 rail 3.3 Is thinner rail type than others  
134.5 rail 3.2 Is thinner rail type than others  

139.55 rail 3.4  

144.4 
Iron 
pipe  10cm in diameter, fallen over height not recorded 

 DRAIN  Has iron covering not mapped 
149.2 rail 3.3  
154.2 rail 4.8  
157.6 rock  Right angle from fence 5 m out. 65 x 60x 30cm 
163.7 rail 3.3  
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Table 9. Details of the western perimeter fence (feature 46) as measured from the north-western 
corner 

Running 
Metre 

Type 
of Post 

Height 
(m) Comments 

168.5 rail 4.8  

172.7 rail 4.9 
Has strainer attached to northern side at 21.3. Strainer attached to 
post at.8m 

175.15 
star 
picket 1  

175.15 
star 
picket 1  

 DRAIN  Has iron covering not mapped 

179.9 
star 
picket 1.3 Large rock 8.8m east from star picket. 60 x 50 x 40cm 

181.9 rail 4.9  

184 
chain link fence 
at rear Old fence line continues on other side of chain link fence.  

 

Feature 47 

Part of fence foundation, where the fence ran in an east-westerly direction from feature 

45 (iron pipe fence post with strainer), to another iron pipe fence post with strainer on 

the western fence line 36.5 m to the south of the north-west corner of the botanical 

gardens. This feature is 3.9 m from the western fence line, and consists of two pieces of 

concrete one measuring 0.50 m x 0.35 m x 0.45 m, the second 0.30 m x 0.40 m x 

0.26 m. The concrete has a high concentration of crushed basalt aggregate, and each 

piece of concrete has a piece of rock attached to the external surface. 
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Figure 216. Picture showing concrete foundation of former fence 
line, representative of feature 47 to 62.  

Figure 217. Feature 67. Iron pipe located near the fence which 
extends east from the north east corner of the gymnasium. 

Feature 48 

Concrete fence foundation in straight alignment with feature 47. Distance between the 

two foundations is 3.9 m. Piece of concrete is semi circular and measures 0.60m x 0.40 

m x 0.35 m. 

Feature 49 

Ditch 1.40 m wide located in same alignment as old fence line, 0.60m east of feature 

48. 

 Feature 50 

Old concrete fence foundation, located 3.6 m from feature 48 (closest concrete 

foundation to the west). Concrete measures 0.20 x 0.30 m x 0.30 m. 

Feature 51 

Two pieces of old concrete foundation located 3.9 m from feature 50 in same 

alignment. First piece measures 0.60 x 0.30 m x 0.20 m, second is 0.50 x 0.20 x at 

least 0.15 m. Both pieces have some large stones attached to the external surface. 
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Feature 52 

Three pieces of concrete foundation from old fence located 3.9 m from feature 51 in 

same alignment. Blocks measure 0.20 x 0.30 m x 0.30 m, 0.10 x 0.30 m x 0.30 m, 

and 0.20 x 0.30 x 0.20. 

Feature 53 

Concrete foundation from old fence located 3.6 m from feature 52 in same alignment. 

Block measures 0.30 x 0.30 x 0.40 m deep. It has several large rocks attached to the 

base. 

Feature 54 

Concrete foundation from old fence located 3.6 m from feature 53 in same alignment. 

Block measures 0.50 m x 0.30 m x 0.35 m. 

Feature 55 

Concrete foundation from old fence located 3.6 m from feature 54 in same alignment. 

Block measures 0.50 m x 0.50 m x 0.55 m. 

Feature 56 

Concrete foundation from old fence located 3.6 m from feature 55 in same alignment. 

Block measures 0.50 m x 0.40 m x 0.20 m. 

Feature 57 

Small piece of concrete in same alignment as features above, Block measures 0.20 m x 

0.25 m x 0.10 m. 

Feature 58 

Two pieces of concrete foundation from old fence located 3.6 m from feature 57 in 

same alignment. Combined measurement of blocks is 0.40 m x 0.30 m x 0.10 m. 

Feature 59 

Hole located 3.6 m from feature 58 in same alignment, with a piece of concrete located 

next to it. Concrete block measures 0.30 m x 0.30 m x 0.30 m. 

Feature 60 

Concrete foundation from old fence located 3.6 m from feature 59 in same alignment. 

Block measures 0.30 m x 0.30 m x 0.30 m. 

Feature 61 

Concrete foundation from old fence located 3.6 m from feature 60 in same alignment. 

Block measures 0.30 m x 0.40 m x 0.20 m. 
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Feature 62 

Ditch 1.4 m wide, 0.10 m from feature 61 in same alignment. 3.4 m from feature 61 is 

a tree, 8.2 m from tree in alignment with features above is strainer post (feature 45), 

indicating end of fence line. 

Feature 63 

U-shaped concrete planter behind SPC building, 7.5 m in length with opening facing 

south. The inner wall of the planter is Besser brick, the outer wall is poured concrete. 

The height of the planter ranges from 0.72 m to 1.09 m depending on the soil level at 

ground. Top ledge of planter is approximately 0.20 m wide and has a series of threaded 

bolts 0.012 m in diameter protruding from the top. The planter is filled with a sandy 

charcoal soil mixture, which is 0.25 to 0.30 m below the retaining wall. The inside of 

the planter contains lose debris including lose pieces of rail iron (which have been bent), 

plastic planters for seedlings and two plastic perished spray units. 

sub Feature 63A 

Concrete stirrup 0.17 m off the north-east corner of the U shaped planter. Concrete 

measures 0.40m x 0.28 m and has a piece of metal protruding from the middle with 

two 0.012 m diameter bolts attached. 

 

 

Figure 218. Feature 63. U-
shaped concrete planter 
located behind the SPC 

building. 
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Figure 219. Feature 63. U-
shaped concrete planter 
located behind the SPC 

building. Photo shows the 
Besser block construction 

used 

 

 

Figure 220. Feature 63. U-
shaped concrete planter 
located behind the SPC 

building. Photo shows the 
bolts protruding from the 

concrete base. 

 

 

Figure 221. Feature 64. 
Gymnasium located on the 

eastern side of the track 
between the machinery 
shed and the swimming 

centre. 
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Figure 222. Feature 64. 
Gymnasium. Seen from the 
southwest. Note the large 

opening for the former food 
storage shed 

 

 

Figure 223. Feature 64. 
Gymnasium. Seen from the 
south. Note the verandah 

extension on the left, 
erected as part of the 

conversion to the fitness 
center. 

 

Feature 64 

Gymnasium located on the eastern side of the track between the machinery shed and 

the swimming centre. Building is constructed from concrete and tin siding. Base of 

building is cement to 1.5 m followed by tin siding. Tin siding is 4.5 m high at the north-

west corner, and 5.1 m at gable. Panel width of siding is 3 foot. 

Feature 65 

Foundation wall submerged in ground 0.42 m wide by 3.9 m long located at front of 

gymnasium (off the south-west corner). Concrete is basalt pebble. Oral history (Atilino 

Lawrence pers. Comm. July 2006, Chief of Agriculture), claims the foundation related to 

former piggery and then compost facility. 
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Feature 66 

Rail sleeper located 2.3 m from fence extending east from the rear (north-east corner) of 

the gymnasium. Rail sleeper is bent over and protrudes 1.6 m out of the ground. 

Feature 67 

Cut off iron pipe 0.60 m north north-east of the rail iron (feature 66). Diameter of pipe 

is 0.25 m with a rim thickness of 0.015 m. Pipe protrudes 0.30 m out of the ground on 

an angle. 

Feature 68 

Concrete slab piece on edge of track at cleared area between the machinery shed and 

the gymnasium. South-east corner of slab is 5 m from large tree on edge of track, and 

6.4 m from feature 30 (boulder). Concrete has been cast on a bed of pebbles with 

crushed basalt aggregate, and has a smooth finished top surface. The slab piece is 1.36 

m long x 0.88 m wide with a thickness of 0.28 m.  

 

Figure 224, Feature 
68. Piece of concrete 
slab located on the 
edge of the track in 

cleared area between 
machinery shed and 

gymnasium. 

 

  

Feature 69 Piggery 

Located at the southern boundary of the Agricultural Station, just to the east of the 

central track, is the foundation of a piggery that had been erected in 1965 (as 

evidenced by the date in the concrete [Figure 230]). The foundations measure 14.8 m 

north-south and 22 m east west, with septic tanks protruding in the north, south and 

east, and a loading ramp in the west (Figure 225). In addition to the lower sections of 

some internal walls erected from concrete masonry units, a number of Japanese railway 

irons have been embedded in the foundation. These indicate the location of former 

internal partition for the pig pens. Figure 226 represents a tentative reconstruction of the 

internal layout of the piggery, based on the evidence provided by these railway irons as 

well as traces on the concrete slab. The piggery comprised of two areas, the office and 

food storage are located  in the west and the pig pens in the east. Access to the office 

and food storage area was via a large door at the end of a ramp (western elevation) or 

via sloping passageway from the south. The pig pen layout was mirror imaged. Each 
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section comprised of four pens, with a graded, sloping floor that ensured that the 

effluent would run into a collector drain along the southern (northern) wall. That drain 

emptied into septic tanks locate at the southern (northern) wall. A longitudinal tank, 

possible another septic unit, was erected at the eastern wall. There is evidence at the 

southern septic unit that the tank had been covered with removable concrete slabs.  

 
Figure 225. Plan of the TTPI piggery as it appeared at the time of the survey (feature 69). 

We can assume that the pens would have been open on the top and would have 

had wire mesh of wooden lattice walls fastened to the Japanese railway irons. By 

contrast, in the center of the building are three pens with concrete masonry walls. These 

are interpreted as litter boxes for the sows. 

We do not know for certain how much of the structure was roofed. An image from 

the TTPI period showing experimentation with a rubber balder to contain pig effluent 

(Figure 227) suggested that the area of the pig pens was not roofed, at least not along 

the outer margins. Given the alignment of rail irons, it is likley that each pen had a 

shaded/roofed area near the central axis. 
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Figure 226. Tentative reconstruction of the TTPI piggery and its internal functions (feature 69). 

 

 

Figure 227. Feature 69. 
Experimenting with rubber 

bladders to retain pig 
effluent. TTPI period. (Photo: 
Mirconesian Area Research 

Center). 
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Figure 228. Feature 69. The 
piggery foundation seen from 

the northwest. Note the 
shipping container as well as 

the weed-infestation. 

 

 

Figure 229. Feature 69. The 
piggery stalls as seen from 

the south. 

 

 

Figure 230. Feature 69. The 
date of construction (1965) 
scratched into wet concrete. 
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Feature 70  

Located at the south-eastern corner of the concrete administration building sits a 

aluminium-sided building, currently utilised by the South Pacific Commission. The 

building was originally a workroom, in the 1970s modified to a pepper processing plant 

(Figure 232; Figure 233), and in 2004 again modified as office accommodation (Figure 

234; Figure 235). It would appear that the foundations of the wooden frame (?) 

building have not been modified and that all changes have been to the outer shell only. 

Concrete sloping ramps can be found on both the northern and the southern side, as 

well as former door openings, as far as they are indicated by concrete bases (Figure 

231). A concrete pad is located at the southeastern corner of the building. At one point 

the pad was shaded by a skillion roof supported by a row of posts made from iron 

pipes. 

As it can be surmised that the Japanese workroom building was on the same 

location as the pepper factory/SPC building, the concrete foundations were closely 

inspected. Where the aggregate was visible, it comprised of crushed basalt and some 

crushed coral. 

 

 
Figure 231. Ground plan of the SPC building with evidence of former features. 
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Figure 232. Interior of the 
Pepper Processing Plant in 

1969.8 

 

 

Figure 233. Appearance of 
the western elevation of the 
Pepper Factory in 2002.9 

 

 

Figure 234. The SPC building 
in January 2006.10 
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Figure 235. The SPC building 
as seen from the southwest. 

 

Figure 236. Concrete 
platform on the northern side 
of the building, indicating the 
location of a former opening 
and access point for vehicles. 
Note the concrete footpath 

leading to the former 
Agricultural Office. Figure 

232 shows the same opening 
from the inside. 

 

Figure 237. Concrete 
platform on the southern side 
of the building, indicating the 
location of a former opening 
and access point for vehicles. 
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Feature 71 Shed 

Located at the southeastern corner of the concrete administration building, and to the 

south of the current SPC building (feature 70) is a large machinery shed. Erected on a 

concrete slab, the tractor shed is comprised of two rooms erected from concrete 

masonry units. The rooms have windows positioned high above the ground for 

ventilation and light, but allow that items can be stacked against the walls of the rooms. 

The building is 3.1 m high with the gable standing at 4.5m. The structure dates to the 

TTPI period and has the same concrete masonry units as the U-shaped planter (feature 

63) and the front gate posts (features 3-4). 
 

 

Figure 238. Feature 
71. Western elevation 
of the machinery shed. 

 

Figure 239. Feature 
71. Northeastern 

corner of the 
Machinery Shed. 
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Figure 240. Feature 
71. Southwestern 

corner of the 
Machinery Shed. 

 

 

Figure 241. Feature 
71. Interior of the 
machinery shed, 

looking northeast. 

 

 

Figure 242. Feature 
71. Trussing in the 
machinery shed, 

looking east. 
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Figure 243 Feature 71. Northeastern section of the tractor shed. 
The posts to the left belong to an extension of the former pepper 
processing plant (feature 70). At one point the roof of the shed 

and the extension were joined. 

Figure 244. Feature 71. Eastern elevation. 

Feature 72  

To the east of the concrete agricultural building is the former Department of Agriculture 

Building, which now serves as the offices of the Pohnpei Visitors Bureau. The building is 

a wooden frame structure erected on a concrete pad, clad with aluminium/tin siding 

and covered with a corrugated iron roof. The building has louvered windows 

throughout. A toilet facility is located at the southern side. 

 

Figure 245. Feature 72. The 
current Pohnpei Visitors 

Bureau building seen from 
the northwest 
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Figure 246. Feature 72. The 
current Pohnpei Visitors 

Bureau building seen from 
the southeast. Note the 

concrete path connecting the 
building with the former 
pepper processing plant 
(feature 70) on the left. 

 

 

Figure 247. Feature 72. The 
western elevation of the 
current Pohnpei Visitors 

Bureau building. 

 

 

Figure 248. Feature 72. The 
southeastern corner of the 

current Pohnpei Visitors 
Bureau building  
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Sub-Feature 72 

Row of concrete edging running in an east-west direction between the visitors centre and 

the SPC building.  

  

Figure 249. Subfeature 72A. Concrete edging between visitor 
centre and SPC building. 

Figure 250. Feature 78. Track leading from machinery shed to 
eastern fence/boundary. 

Feature 73 

Cookhouse to north of large community nahs. Cookhouse measures 7.2 m x 4.6 m. 

Cookhouse roof collapsed and structure in ruins.  

 

Figure 251. Feature 
73. Cookhouse ruins 
near large community 

nahs. 
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Feature 74 

Large community nahs, constructed in cleared area where former fields were located. 

Nahs has been constructed using traditional materials and methods. It has a large stage 

at southern end with stone steps leading up to it. Entrance to the nahs is on the northern 

side. 

 

Figure 252. Feature 74. 
Large community nahs. 

 

 

Figure 253. Feature 74. 
Large community nahs as 
seen from the roof of the 

Japanese building.11 

 

sub Feature 74a 

Toilet built for nahs on south-eastern side of main structure, constructed of concrete with 

a tin roof. 

sub Feature 74b 

Toilet built for nahs on south-western side of main structure, constructed of concrete with 

a tin roof. 
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Figure 254. Subfeature 
74a. Southwestern Toilet 

facility seen from southwest 
with the nahs in the 

background. 

 

 

Figure 255. Subfeature 
74a. Southwestern Toilet 
facility seen from west. 

 

 

Figure 256. Subfeature 
74a. Southwestern Toilet 
facility seen from north. 
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Figure 257. Subfeature 
74a. Southwestern Toilet 
facility seen from east. 

 

 

Figure 258. Subfeature 
74a. Southwestern Toilet 
facility seen from south. 

 

 

Figure 259. Subfeature 
74b. Southeastern Toilet 
facility seen from west. 
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Figure 260. Subfeature 
74b. Southeastern Toilet 
facility seen from north. 

 

 

Figure 261. subfeature 
74b. Southeastern Toilet 
facility seen from west. 

 

 

Figure 262. subfeature 
74b. Southeastern Toilet 
facility seen from south. 
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Feature 75 

Construction rubble filled drain behind library (on southern side). Drain runs in a 

northerly direction and is 9.10 m in length, 0.35 m in width and at least 0.20 m in 

depth. 

Feature 76 

Rail iron also behind library, 3.4 m from the furthest closest south-eastern corner of the 

building. Rail iron protrudes 1.43 m above the ground. 

Feature 77 

Rail iron also behind library, 4.5 m from the closest south-eastern corner of the building. 

Rail iron protrudes 0.10 m above the ground. 

Feature 78 

Track leading from the south east corner of the machinery shed east to the eastern fence 

of the property. Track is overgrown with weeds and has a surface scattered with coral 

gravel. Approximate width of track is 3.6 m. 

Feature 79 

Drain running parallel to track (feature 78). Southern side of drain is 1.7 m from the 

southern side of the track. Drain is lined with rocks on the southern side only. 1.71 m 

west from the eastern fence along the drain is a concrete cover designed to drive a 

vehicle over. The cover consists of five concrete drain covers which total 3.08 m in 

length. Each individual panel measures 0.94 m x 0.50 m and has four holes in the top 

that measure 0.05 m x 0.15 m. 

Feature 80 

Japanese Weir in the Dawaneu River (site complex nº 2). For details see p. 206. 

Feature 81 

Iron gate post 0.15 m in diameter, located between the visitors centre and the SPC 

building 0.25 m from the western end of concrete foundation (feature 72). Post is 4.15 

m tall and has a cyclone mesh gate attached which is 4.8 m long and 3 m tall. 

Feature 82 

Iron pipe as gate post, 0.15 m in diameter and 3.0 m tall. Gate post is in alignment 

with the northern façade but is on the eastern side of the Japanese building, at a 

distance of 1.10 m from the north east corner of Japanese building to the centre point 

of the post. 

Feature 83 

Iron pipe as gate post, 0.15 m in diameter and 3.2 m tall. Gate post is in alignment 

with the northern façade but is on the eastern side of the Japanese building, at a 

distance of 5.36 m from the north east corner of Japanese building to the centre point 

of the post. 
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Feature 84 

Vertical iron pole with a 0.15 m diameter. Pole is located 0.5 m north of feature 81, 

and at right angles to feature 81 and the wall of the Japanese building. The post has 

two iron pipe strainers attached. One is attached at 1.7 m and runs west to a length of 

1.8 m, whilst the second strainer is attached at 2.4 m and runs north for a distance of 

2.7 m. 

Feature 85 

Rail iron as post 1.05 m from the north-east corner. Rail iron is off the north façade and 

0.05 m off flush with the corner. Height of rail iron is 4.75 m. 

Feature 86 

Iron pipe as post 0.05 m off the north-west corner of the Japanese building, set flush 

with the corner. Pipe measures 0.15 m in diameter and 3.5 m in height. 

Feature 87 

Public library Building of 1986/1987. 
 

 

Figure 263. The Pohnpei 
Library seen from the 

southwest. 
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Figure 264. The Pohnpei 
Library seen from the 

northwest. 

 

Figure 265. The Pohnpei 
Library seen from the 
northwest. Note the 

concrete sign. 

 

Figure 266. The Pohnpei 
Library seen from the 

northeast. 
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Figure 267. The Pohnpei 
Library seen from the 

southeast. 

 

Figure 268. The front 
entrance of the Pohnpei 

Library showing the quality 
of brick construction. 

 

Feature 88 

To the west of the Library Building is the Library Nahs. It is constructed of modern sawn 

Oregon timber and plywood. Measuring 5.09 x 4.47 the building platform (made from 

plywood) rests on two rows of eight posts set on small concrete foundations, with the 

corrugated iron roof supported by six posts that rest on the beams of the platform. The 

structure, which was erected at the same time as the children’s outdoor recreation area, 

has current cultural significance for the operations of the library, but no architectural 

merit and is unlikely to acquire cultural significance that will make it worthy of 

preservation in 30 years time. 
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Figure 269. The Pohnpei 
Library Nahs seen from the 
southwest. Note the Library 

Van parked between the 
Nahs and the Library 

Building. 

 

Figure 270. The Pohnpei 
Library Nahs seen from the 

north. 

 

Figure 271. The children’s 
outdoor recreation area of 
the Pohnpei Library (seen 

from the northeast). 
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Figure 272. The turtle-
shaped sand pit of the 

children’s outdoor 
recreation area of the 

Pohnpei Library (seen from 
the south). 

Feature 89 

In 2002 the library acquired land for the creation of an outdoor sitting area and 

children’s outdoor recreation area. The playground is set in a landscaped area with 

trimmed grass and comprises of a concrete table and benches, two separate concrete 

benches, a concrete-lined sand pit (sans the sand…) in the shape of a turtle, a standard 

brightly coloured metal double see-saw unit, and two standard brightly coloured metal 

double swing units. 

Site Complex 2 Japanese Weir on the Daweneu River 

The eastern boundary of the extended study area is formed by the Dawaneu River, which 

exhibits a small cataract (Figure 278). At this point a retaining pond and a water 

diversion system (for irrigation) had been erected during the Japanese period with 

additions and redevelopment during the TTPI period. 

During the Japanese period this cataract was used to erect a low dam made from 

basalt boulders and sections of quarried basalt prism. That wall measures about 0.45 m 

in width, with a height between 0.15 and 0.45 m. Wall is well preserved on the western 

and northern side of the pond, while the wall over the cataract has not only been 

breached (Figure 277), but also reduced in height. It would appear that the wall was 

heightened during the TTPI period with Besser Brick and Portland cement mortar. 

The retaining pond has silted up in its northern part as a result of both the Japanese 

and the TTPI water outlets being out of use. 
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Figure 273. Feature 80. Plan of the weir system as it appears today 

 

 
Figure 274. Feature 80. Plan of the Japanese components of the weir system 

Japanese Period features 

The original retaining pond is comprised of a dry-stone wall aligned north-south along 

the western boundary. At present the wall is about 2.1 m high (where the pond is at its 

deepest at the wall’s base), 0.60m thick and runs for a total length of 21.2metres, 
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ending in a 0.55 m wide gate to a water race through which some of the retained water 

could be diverted. The retaining wall then continues, but angled to the northeast, 

running for another 6.35 m, after which it angles to the east. The wall itself continued 

on down the slope, providing an eastern margin for the water race. The retaining wall 

runs for 3m along the east west axis, then angles to the south for another 3m, and then 

angles straight to the south across the cataract. This eastern wall has been interrupted 

some 4.4m south of its north-eastern point. The opening measures 1.60m in length, 

and exhibits irregular edges suggesting that the opening has been broken through the 

dam wall in order to restore water flow without the ponding effect. From this opening the 

retaining wall in the east continues to the south for another 14m.  

The western retaining wall is well preserved except for a 3.6m section near the gate 

to the water race, where some of the capping has collapsed due to roots of a tree 

spreading the stone work. 

The water race itself is 0.75 m wide and runs parallel to the northwestern part of the 

retaining wall, for a total length of 6.3m. It is 1.5 m deep (Figure 278, Figure 279). 

 
Figure 275. Feature 80. Plan of the TTPI components of the weir system 

TTPI Period features 

During the TTPI period a new concrete sub-reservoir and water race (Figure 281) was 

constructed, which lead into a 0.52 m diameter iron pipe (Figure 282). The structure is 

comprised of a concrete enclosure set at the northern margin of the Japanese pool. The 

concrete basin measures 1.7 by 2.3m in external dimensions with a 0.34m wall 

thickness. The height of the wall is between 0.64 and 0.78m. As the area is sedimented 

up, we can assume that basin would have been deeper when in operation. The center of 

the northern face has an opening for the iron outlet pipe. The inlet is located in the 

southeastern corner and guarded by a metal bar grill acting as a leaf catcher.  
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Figure 276. Feature 80. 
Japanese weir constructed 
for irrigating a section of 
agricultural station. View 

looking upstream 
(northeast) 

 

 

Figure 277. Feature 80. 
Japanese weir constructed 
for irrigating a section of 

agricultural station. View of 
the broken / opened-up 

section 

 

 

Figure 278. Feature 80. 
View of the cataract and the 

opened-up weir wall as 
seen from downstream. 
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Figure 279. Feature 80. 
Gate in wall of weir to let 

water into irrigation 
channel. 

 

 

Figure 280. Feature 80. 
Gate in wall of weir to let 

water into irrigation 
channel. 

 

 

Figure 281. Feature 80. 
Concrete subreservoir and 

water race dating to the 
TTPI period (view looking 

east) 
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Figure 282. Feature 80. 
Large pipe extending from 
the top of the weir to the 

river floor. 

 

 

Figure 283. Feature 80. 
View looking upstream 

(southeast) showing 
appearance before 
vegetation clearing 

 

Figure 284. Feature 80. The 
retaining wall on the 

southern side of the weir 
basin, after vegetation 

clearing 
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Synopsis of all features 

Table 10 provides a synoptic overview of all features and subfeatures described in the 

preceding pages.  

 

 

Table 10. Synopsis of all features and subfeatures recorded during the survey 

Feature Kind Class Period 

1 Rip-wrap wall Ornamental TTPI 

2 Gate Posts Boundary TTPI 

3 rail iron Boundary TTPI 

4  rail iron Boundary TTPI 

5 depression planting TTPI? 

6 retaining wall Ornamental TTPI 

7 air raid shelter? Civil defense Japanese 

8  air raid shelter? Civil defense Japanese 

9 rail iron Boundary TTPI 

10 gate Boundary  TTPI 

11 drainage ditch Agricultural TTPI 

12 septic tank ? TTPI 

13 drainage pipe ? TTPI 

14 drainage ditch cover Agricultural  TTPI 

15 iron pipe post Boundary  TTPI 

16 power pole Infrastructure  TTPI 

17 iron pipe post Boundary  TTPI 

18 nahs Architecture  Independence 

18a boulder  natural 

19 Gravel scatter Architecture  Independence 

20 boulder  natural 

21  rail iron Boundary TTPI 

22  rail iron Boundary TTPI 

23  boulder  natural 

24 concrete slab fragment Architecture  Japanese 

25  boulder  natural 

26  concrete slab fragment Architecture  Japanese 

27 Besser brick rubble Architecture  TTPI 

28  concrete slab fragment Architecture  Japanese 

29 concrete slab fragment Architecture  Japanese 

29A concrete slab fragment Architecture  Japanese 

30 boulder  natural 

31 boulder  natural 

32 stone lined drainage ditch Agricultural  TTPI 

33 rotary tillers (4) Agricultural artefact  TTPI 

34 bottle remains Habitation  Japanese 
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Table 10. Synopsis of all features and subfeatures recorded during the survey 

Feature Kind Class Period 

35 tiller Agricultural artefact  TTPI 

36 polygon concrete foundation Architecture  TTPI 

37 iron pipe Infrastructure  TTPI 

38 PVC pipe Infrastructure  FSM 

39  boulder  natural 

40  boulder  natural 

41  boulder  natural 

42 concrete post Architectural  TTPI 

43 iron pipe Infrastructure  TTPI 

44 septic tank Infrastructure  TTPI 

45 iron pipe Boundary  TTPI 

46 rail iron and pipe fence Boundary  TTPI 

47 concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

48 concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

49 stone lined drainage ditch Agricultural  TTPI 

50  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

51  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

52  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

53  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

54  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

55  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

56  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

57  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

58  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

59  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

60  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

61  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

62  concrete fence post base Boundary  TTPI 

63 U-shaped concrete planter Architecture  TTPI 

63A Stirrup for posts Architecture  TTPI 

64 Gymnasium Architecture  TTPI/FSM 

65 Foundation wall Architecture  TTPI 

66 rail iron Boundary  TTPI 

67  iron pipe Boundary  TTPI 

68 concrete slab fragment Architecture  TTPI 

69 foundation of piggery Architecture  TTPI 

70 SPC building  Architecture  TTPI/FSM 

71 Machinery shed Architecture  TTPI/FSM 

72  Visitors Bureau  Architecture  TTPI/FSM) 

72A concrete edging  Ornamental  TTPI 

73 cook house to nahs Architecture  FSM 

74 community nahs Architecture  FSM 

74a toilet Architecture  FSM 

74b  toilet Architecture  FSM 

75 stone lined drainage ditch Agricultural  TTPI 
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Table 10. Synopsis of all features and subfeatures recorded during the survey 

Feature Kind Class Period 

76 rail iron Boundary  TTPI 

77  rail iron Boundary  TTPI 

78 gravelled road Agricultural  TTPI 

79 stone lined drainage ditch Agricultural  TTPI 

80 Weir Agricultural  Japanese/TTPI 

81 iron pipe post Boundary  TTPI 

82 iron pipe post Boundary  TTPI 

83  iron pipe post Boundary  TTPI 

84  iron pipe post Boundary  TTPI 

85 rail iron Boundary  TTPI 

86  iron pipe post Boundary  TTPI 

87 Public library Architecture  FSM 

88 Library Nahs  Architecture  FSM 

89 play ground  Architecture  FSM 
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Notes to the preceding section 

 
 

1 In order to avoid confusion, the original numbering of the features has been maintained. 
2 Photo by DS in January 2006. 
3 Micronesian Area Research Center, University of Guam. Photo courtesy Wakako Higuchi. 
4 Photo 5 - Road leading to Agricultural Station. (N-2396.05). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, Large 

Field, Agriculture Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, 
University of Hawaii Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. Image 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239605.jpg 

5 Photo 6 - Agricultural Station. (N-2396.05). Coconut, Rice, Pepper, Large Field, Agriculture 
Station, Harvesting. 1970 - Reel 2396. Trust Territory Pictorial Collection, University of 
Hawaii Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_htms/2396.html. Image 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu /digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/239606.jpg 

6 Internal ceiling of the fourth floor stair well, Japanese Agriculture building. Photographed by 
DS in January 2006.  

7 Photo courtesy David W. Look, San Francisco. 
8 Photo 02 [11] - Pepper processing plant. UN photo. (N-1893c.02). Miscellaneous Photos Of 

Ponape - Mainly People By U. N. Photographer. (40 Photos) 1969 - Reel 1893c. Trust 
Territory Pictorial Collection, University of Hawaii Library. http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ 
ttp/ttp_htms/1893c.html. Image: http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/ttp/ttp_jpg/1893c02.jpg. 

9 Photo courtesy David W. Look, San Francisco. 
10 Photographed by DS in January 2006. 
11 Photographed by DS in January 2006. 



 

 

Chapter 7 
FINDINGS 

This section collates the feature observations set out in the previous chapter. 

Overall 

Overall, the survey encountered a range of features and objects dating to the periods of 

the Japanese, Trust Territory and post Trust Territory utilisation of the study area. 

Figure 285 shows the frequency of feature types encountered during the survey. 

Some of the features, esp. features 50 to 62 are part of the same fence structure, they 

have been combined in the statistics. The same applies to surviving railway iron fence 

posts along the northeastern boundary.1 Despite this, boundary items, such as iron pipes 

and Japanese rail irons are the most common type of feature. The second most 

common features were architectural remains followed by standing buildings. Evidence of 

human habitation, such as refuse, is very rare. 

In the chronological break down features belonging to the Trust Territory period are 

by far the most common (65%), followed by natural features and features related to the 

Japanese period (11.3% each) (Figure 286). 
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Figure 285. 
Frequency of features 

by type (n=80) 

 

Figure 286. 
Frequency of features 

by chronological 
period (n=80) 
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Findings by Period 

Findings — Traditional Period 

While the predictive model suggested that sites of the pre-colonial periods may well be 

present (p. 138), but it is also probably that they might have been substantially disturbed 

by the operations of the Japanese and TTPI agricultural stations. The archaeological 

survey did not encounter any sites or artefacts that could be attributed to the traditional 

period. A major factor was the dense vegetation that could not be cleared to ensure a 

high visibility of exposed ground. A contributory factor was the high level of disturbance 

caused by the agricultural activities. 

Findings —German Period 

The predictive model suggested that it was unlikely that sites belonging to the German 

colonial period would be encountered (p. 138). The archaeological survey did not 

encounter any sites. 

Findings—Japanese Period 

The predictive model for the Japanese period (p. 139) identified two zones of high 

potential: a concentration of buildings to the immediate east and south of the three-story 

Japanese Agriculture building (zone A), and a zone of buildings to the south, offset by 

some 40 to 80 metres, and aligned to the east of the main track (Zone B) (Figure 142). 

The archaeological survey was hindered by the vegetation coverage which obscured 

most of the ground surface. Thus most isolated artefacts and artefact scatters would 

have escaped notice during the survey. Only one sample of Japanese glass bottles was 

located (F34). Located were a range of features, such as  

Tangible remains in Zone A that can probably be attributed to the Japanese period 

are the traces of the coral concrete foundation (F19),  

Tangible remains in Zone B are several fragments of concrete with washed pebble 

aggregate, originating from foundations that have been dislocated from their original 

position (F24, F26, F28, F29,  

According to oral histories provided by Aiba Sakae and Hoshino Mihoko, two air 

raid shelters were dug during World War II in the north-eastern part of the site. The 

archaeological survey located two depressions, one with a small cavity in the general 

area (F7, F8). It is possible that these depressions are the remains of the shelters. Until 

this is ascertained through archaeological excavation, the presence of remains of the 

shelters should be assumed and taken into account in any management decision. 
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The foundations of the SPC building (F70) and the machinery Shed (F71) may well 

contain elements that date back to the Japanese period. That detail cannot be 

ascertained until such time that the foundations are being broken up (which is not 

desirable, see following chapter). 

In addition, site complex 2 (feature 80) is comprised of the Japanese weir and the 

irrigation channel that led to the fields.  

Findings—Trust Territory Period 

The predictive model for the Japanese period (p. 140) identified two key function areas 

of the site, with a concentration of buildings to the immediate east and south of the 

three-story Japanese Agriculture building all the way to Tawanneu Street (zone A) and a 

zone of buildings to the south, offset by some 40 to 80 metres, and aligned to the east 

of the main track (zone B) (Figure 143). The archaeological survey was hindered by the 

vegetation coverage, which obscured most of the ground surface. Thus most isolated 

artefacts and artefact scatters would have escaped notice during the survey. Located 

were a range of features, such as rip-wrap walls (F1), and retaining walls (F6) that are a 

part of the Botanic Garden development. In addition external fencing (F3, F4, F46) and 

gate posts (F2) as well as internal fencing (F13, F17, F21-22, F45, F47–62, F66-67, 

F76-77, F81-86) and gates (F10) were identified. The external fencing was comprised 

of a pattern of large metal pipes of 110 mm diameter set at irregular intervals between 

40 and 60 m, and a series of Japanese railway irons cut at various lengths and set in 

small concrete-filled postholes (see F9). Other aspects of the TTPI infrastructure are the 

major drains (F11, F32, F75, F79) and drain covers (F14), piping (F13) and septic 

systems (F12) as well as an old road (F78). In addition, power poles need to be 

considered (eg F16), as are scattered parts of agricultural implements (F33, F35). In 

Zone B a number of architectural fragments have been located such as elements of 

Besser block walls (F27, fill in F32) and fragments of concrete slabs (F68). 

Identifiable in situ foundations were the foundation to the compost facility (F65). 

Several major components could be identified: the polygonal foundation of the toilet 

unit west of the concrete building (F36) and associated piping (F37, F38) and the septic 

tank (F44); the U-shaped concrete planter behind the SPC building (F63). 

In addition, site complex 2 (feature 80) contains some elements of the TTPI period, 

such as an improved irrigation system.  

Findings—Independence Period 

In addition to the historic components, a number of modern features were encountered 

that add to the fabric of the site, such as the nahs for the Pohnpei Visitors’ Bureau (F18), 

the nahs for the library (F88), the associated children’s playground (F89), the large nahs 

(F74), the toilets (F74a and F74b) and the associated cookhouse (F73). 
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In addition, we need to consider the former feed store now converted into the 

Gymnasium (F64), the machinery shed (F71), the former new Agriculture Building (now 

Pohnpei Visitors’ Bureau, F72) and associated concrete edging. 

Notes to the preceding section 

 
 

1. Otherwise the statistics would have been unduly skewed. 



 

 

Chapter 8 
CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Principles of Significance 

The community, from local to international, ascribes values of varied strength and 

importance to the expressions of cultural heritage. Heritage managers assess the values 

projected onto cultural heritage places by the public against predetermined criteria to 

determine their significance.1 Preservation theory holds that this process enables that 

important aspects of the past can be identified, protected and managed for the benefit 

of present and future generations.2 

The evaluation of the cultural significance of a cultural resource is the pivotal action, 

which predicates the future management of the resource. Evaluation is the process of 

determining whether identified properties meet defined criteria of historical, 

architectural, archaeological, or cultural significance. Many of these criteria are based 

on the integrity of a resource and upon a set of values ascribed to them by the public or, 

more often, by administrative bodies. In Australia the concept of cultural value has 

undergone a paradigm shift during the past few years, with increasing emphasis placed 

on community values (social value).3 

On a theoretical level, there are levels of heritage significance ranging from global 

significance to significance on the local level. By implication, a site/item significant at a 

higher level is automatically also significant at the lower level. 

Assessment Process 

Each heritage site/property must be assessed against a number of criteria to determine 

the level of national, state or local significance. At the time of writing the Federated 

States of Micronesia do not have a national register system for which guidelines on 

significance assessment have been promulgated. As far as could be ascertained, so far 

no criteria have been developed to assess a site for possible inclusion in a register.  
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In the absence of such criteria it was decided to utilise the assessment process 

developed by the New South Wales Heritage Office as set out in its various guidelines.4 

It comprised of historical data collection, an investigation of extant fabric and an 

assessment of the cultural heritage value of the property according to a series of criteria. 

In every assessment judgment calls have to be made to evaluate the historic and social 

significance of a property against a set of criteria. This is informed by national, state and 

local heritage themes.  

Table 11. Levels of heritage significance in relation to the Federated States of Micronesia 

Significance 
Level Explanation Examples 
World  The heritage site (or item) exhibits values (historical, scientific or 

social) that have relevance to world community as a whole, 
irrespective of creed or political orientation.5 The heritage site (or 
item) is representative of specific cultural or historical trends that only 
few other sites can illustrate.  

o Nan Madol 
o House of Taga 
o Sunken Fleet at Bikini 
o Sunken Fleet at Chuuk 
o A-bomb pits on Tinian 

Regional The heritage site (or item) exhibits values (historical, scientific or 
social) that have relevance to Micronesia as a whole, irrespective of 
creed, cultural affiliation and national parochialism. The heritage 
site (or item) is representative of specific cultural or historical trends 
that only few other sites in Micronesia can illustrate. 

o Lelu 
o As Nieves Quarry 
o Japanese eight–inch Guns at 

Sapuk 
o Yapese stone money 

National The heritage site (or item) exhibits values (historical, scientific or 
social) that have relevance to the Federated States of Micronesia as 
a whole, irrespective of creed, cultural affiliation and island/state-
specific parochialism. The heritage site (or item) is representative of 
specific cultural or historical trends that only few other sites in the 
FSM can illustrate. 

o German Cemetery, Kolonia 
o Spanish fort, Kolonia 

State The heritage site (or item) exhibits values (historical, scientific or 
social) that have relevance to Pohnpei (Chuuk, Kosrae, Yap) State as 
a whole, irrespective of creed, cultural affiliation and island/district-
specific parochialism. The heritage site (or item) is representative of 
specific cultural or historical trends that only few other sites in 
Pohnpei (Chuuk, Kosrae, Yap) State can illustrate. 

o Langer Sea Plane base 
o German Bell tower, Kolonia 

Local  The heritage site (or item) exhibits values (historical, scientific or 
social) that have relevance to a municipality (such as Madolenihmw) 
or single island (such as Pingelap) as a whole, irrespective of creed, 
cultural affiliation and clan-specific parochialism. The heritage site 
(or item) is representative of specific cultural or historical trends that 
only few other sites in that local area can illustrate. 

o Japanese six-inch guns at 
Temwen, Madolenihmw 

o Settlement at Sapwtakai, Kiti 

All heritage places have a ‘life history’ in which their use may well have been 

adapted over time. Frequently the place has been structurally altered to accommodate 

these new uses. As a consequence, even if the property is deemed to be culturally 

significant, a judgment has to made whether the physical integrity of that part of the 

property that is associated with the culturally significance is sufficiently well preserved to 

exemplify that significance. If a property has been so substantially changed in the course 

of time that little of the culturally significance phase of the property’s use remains, then it 

is doubtful that the property would be classified as significant. On the other hand, 

however, the collective local use history of a property may, in its own right, be what 

exemplifies its cultural significance. 

The assessment process in this study is, therefore, a bipartite affair: an assessment of 

the cultural heritage significance of the property and an evaluation as to whether the 

currently extant structure retains sufficient integrity to exemplify the significance and thus 

warrant preservation or protection to regulatory mechanisms. The process of assessment 

as dictated by the key objective of the report is limited to the archaeological 

observations of the site and does not include the significance of the vegetation of the 

gardens. 
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Criteria 

In the absence of a set of criteria promulgated by the FSM Historic Preservation Office, 

other criteria need to be found. The US National Register of Historic Places has four 

main criteria:6  

A) An association with events that have made a significant contribution to the 

broad patterns of our history; 

B) An association with the lives of persons significant in our past; 

C) An embodiment of a significant architectural style; 

D) An ability to yield important data in prehistory or history. 

The criteria are very broad. Because of the latitude in interpretation the US criteria 

are not particularly user friendly. A finer level of criteria-based assessment is possible 

with the criteria promulgated by the New South Wales Heritage Office. For the purposes 

of this assessment the term ‘NSW’ (New South Wales) was replaced with ‘ FSM and the 

term ‘local’ was replaced with’ Pohnpei State.’ The New South Wales Heritage Office 

uses the eight criteria set out below. 

Table 12. Criteria for the determination of heritage significance as used by the New South Wales 
Heritage Office 

A An item is important in the course, or pattern, of FSM’s (Pohnpei State’s) cultural or natural 
history 

B An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of 
persons, of importance in FSM’s (Pohnpei State’s) cultural or natural history 

C An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of 
creative or technical achievement in the FSM (Pohnpei State) 

D An item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in 
the FSM (Pohnpei State) for social, cultural or spiritual reasons 

E An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of FSM’s 
(Pohnpei State’s) cultural or natural history 

F An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of FSM’s (Pohnpei State’s) 
cultural or natural history 

G An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of FSM’s 
(Pohnpei State’s) cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural environments 

 

The assessment criteria used are those promulgated by the New South Wales 

Heritage Office.7 For any of these criteria to be applied in a meaningful way they need 

to be interpreted within the main themes of historical development. In the case of the 

Federated States of Micronesia no such themes have been developed to date. It is not 

within the remit of this study to develop historic themes for the FSM. Nonetheless, in 

order to be able to assess the features and sites encountered in the study area, a 

thematic framework of some sort has to be advanced. The overall thematic framework 

developed by the Australian Heritage Commission can be adapted for the purpose.8 The 

higher level elements of the framework as they apply to the Federated States of 

Micronesia are reproduced in Table 13. Aspects that are not relevant have been 

omitted.9 Note that the Australian framework is not arranged as a hierarchy which gives 

priority, weighting and privilege to some themes—rather all themes describe human 

activity and interaction with the environment an each other on an equally weighted 

basis. 

In doing so it is understood that although the Australian framework is very all-

encompassing and detailed, a framework specific for the FSM should be developed 

trough wide-ranging stake-holder consultation. It should also be recognised that for 

each State or local area a different set of themes may be more relevant. Under normal 
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circumstances this study could have drawn on a set of historic themes developed for the 

FSM, for Pohnpei State and for Kolonia.  
 

Table 13. Higher level structure of the historical thematic framework.10 

1. NATURAL HERITAGE (omitted) 

2. PEOPLING THE FSM 
2.1 Living as Micronesia’s earliest inhabitants 
2.2 Adapting to diverse environments 
2.6 Fighting for land 

3. DEVELOPING LOCAL, REGIONAL AND 
NATIONAL ECONOMIES 

3.1 Exploring the coastline 
3.2 Constructing capital city economies 
3.4 Utilising natural resources 
3.5 Developing primary production 
3.7 Establishing communications 
3.8 Moving goods and people 
3.9 Farming for commercial profit 
3.10 Integrating people into the cash 

economy 
3.11 Altering the environment 
3.12 Feeding people 
3.14 Developing an engineering and 

construction industry 
 3.19 Marketing and retailing 
3.20 Informing Micronesians 
3.21 Entertaining for profit 
3.22 Lodging people 
3.23 Catering for tourists 
3.26 Providing health services 

4. BUILDING SETTLEMENTS, TOWNS AND 
CITIES 

4.1 Planning urban settlements  
4.2 Supplying urban services (power, 

transport, fire prevention, roads, water, 
light and sewerage) 

4.3 Developing institutions 
4.6 Remembering significant phases in the 

development of settlements and towns 

5. WORKING 
5.1 Working in tropical conditions 
5.2 Organising workers and work places 
5.4 Working in offices 
5.6 Working in the home 
5.7 Surviving as Indigenous people in a 

colonial economy 
5.8 Working on the land 

6. EDUCATING 
6.1 Forming associations, libraries and 

institutes for self-education 
6.2 Establishing schools 
6.3 Training people for the workplace 
6.4 Building a system of higher education 
6.6 Educating people in two cultures 
 

7. GOVERNING 
7.1 Governing Micronesia as a colony (of 

Spain, Germany) or Mandate Territory 
(Japan, USA)7.2 Developing institutions 
of self-government and democracy 

7.4 Federating Micronesia 
7.6 Administering Micronesia 
7.7 Defending Micronesia 
7.8 Establishing regional and local identity 

8. DEVELOPING MICRONESIA’S CULTURAL 
LIFE 

8.1 Organising recreation 
8.4 Eating and drinking 
8.5 Forming associations 
8.6 Worshipping 
8.9 Commemorating significant events 
8.11 Making Micronesian folklore 
8.12 Living in and around the home 
8.13 Living in cities and suburbs 
8.14 Living in rural settlements 

9. MARKING THE PHASES OF LIFE 
9.1 Bringing babies into the world 
9.2 Growing up 
9.3 Forming families and partnerships 
9.4 Being an adult 
9.5 Living outside a family/partnership 
9.6 Growing old 
9.7 Dying 

Of the themes set out in Table 13, the following are the most applicable to the 

Agricultural Research Station: 

3. DEVELOPING LOCAL, REGIONAL AND NATIONAL ECONOMIES 
3.5 Developing primary production 
3.9 Farming for commercial profit 
3.10 Integrating people into the cash economy 
3.12 Feeding people 
3.14 Developing an engineering and construction industry 

4. BUILDING SETTLEMENTS, TOWNS AND CITIES 
4.3 Developing institutions 

6. EDUCATING 
6.3 Training people for the workplace 
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Discussion of Cultural Significance 

The Question of Integrity 

As outlined above, the area of the former Japanese and later Trust Territory Agricultural 

Research Station has seen three major incursions into its spatial integrity: 

• During the late 1970s the area between Tawanneu Road and the Dawaneu River 

was developed into a housing estate as well as for land for the United States 

Embassy. A small portion of the land was retained by the Department of Forestry. 

• At the turn of the millennium the operations of the Department of Agriculture were 

moved to Madelonimwh and part of the grounds of the agricultural farm converted 

for use as a community facility (nahs). 

• The area west of the main gate was excised from the Botanical Gardens for the 

development of the Public Library in 1986/87, with an extension of the area in 

2002. 

• The southern portion of the agricultural station was developed into Tennis courts 

and a swimming facility for the Micronesian Games of July 2002. 

The development of the Public Library in 1986 and the extension of the library area 

in 2002 did not adversely affect any of the historic plantings. The erection of the Library 

building in what had been open space during the Japanese and early US TTPI periods 

does impair the vista, but only slightly so. Overall the siting of the building close to the 

road coupled with its single story design, allows the building to blend in with the setting. 

The development of the out door seating and children’s play area does not adversely 

affect the historic plantings nor does it substantively detract from the setting. 

The creation of the Sports facilities in the southern area of the Agricultural Research 

Station necessitated the removal of a row of Mahogany Trees that had been planted 

during the early part of the Trust Territory period. The area had been open space during 

the Japanese Period of operations.  

The current area of the Pohnpei Botanic Gardens retains spatial integrity along its 

northern, western and southern boundary. The current eastern boundary is formed the 

Tawanneu road. In its general alignment the road is certainly of German, but possibly of 

pre-German origin, with minor alignment modifications during the Japanese and Trust 

Territory periods (Figure 287). 
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Figure 287. Spatial arrangement of incursions into the integrity of the grounds of the former 

Japanese and Trust Territory Agricultural Research Station 

Evaluation against the Criteria 

The findings have been summarised in three matrices. The state criteria are the threshold 

criteria against which local items need to be assessed. Cultural significance based 

merely on historic and social information is set out Table 14 as has been scored present 

or absent. The integrity of the fabric to exemplify significance under the criteria (Table 

15) has been scored as ‘high,’ ‘medium’ and ‘low,’ whereby ‘high’ implies little, if any 

modification, and low implies that substantial alterations occurred which have removed 

a sizeable component of the original fabric. The grading is differentiated between state 

and local significance, whereby the latter only compares to other extant structures in 

Pohnpei State.11 Additions, such as annexes or blocked in window openings, as well as 

intrusive components, all of which can be removed without harm to the elements of the 

structure deemed significant, are not included in the scoring. Table 16 sets out a graded 

assessment of significance, combining matrices 1 and 2. For the latter the significance 
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attribution has been graded as ‘exceptional,’ ‘high’, ‘moderate’, ‘little’ and ‘intrusive,’ 

as set out in the guidelines. 

Even though the significance assessment should focus on the features encountered 

during the archaeological survey, it is not possible to disassociate the features from the 

site as a whole and from the extant structures. It is also important to note that it is not 

necessary for a heritage place/item to demonstrate significance in all criteria. Rather, 

the criteria should be seen as a check list against which the heritage place/item can be 

assessed. Thus a place may only be significant under one of the criteria or may have 

several criteria applicable to it. 

The assessment against the criteria is set out below. It is carried out on two levels: at 

the level of the agricultural research station as a whole (Table 14, Table 15, Table 16) 

and at the level of the individual features (Table 17). 

Criterion A 

An item is important in the course, or pattern, of the FSM’s cultural or natural history 

(national significance); OR An item is important in the course, or pattern, of the Pohnpei 

State’s cultural or natural history (State significance). 

Guidelines for inclusion or exclusion 
Without being limiting, the NSW Heritage Office suggests as guideline12 for inclusion 

that the property shows evidence of a significant human activity is associated with a 

significant activity or historical phase maintains or shows the continuity of a historical 

process or activity. 

Again without being limiting, exclusion is indicated if the property has incidental or 

unsubstantiated connections with historically important activities or processes; provides 

evidence of activities or processes that are of dubious historical importance; or has been 

so altered that it can no longer provide evidence of a particular association 

Applicability of the criterion for the property under assessment (as a whole) 
The Pohnpei Agricultural Station as a whole is significant in the course of the FSM’s 

cultural history as it provided a venue for the systematic experimentation with both 

foreign and regional food and medicinal crops. The development of primary production 

and the development of farming for commercial profit during the Japanese period as 

well as the continued development during the TTPI period are of national significance 

for the whole of the FSM with the rice experiments of the 1930s being of regional 

(Micronesia-wide) importance. The grounds of the Agricultural Research Station are the 

only such establishment dating to the Japanese Period in the FSM.13  

Applicability of the criterion for the individual features under assessment 
None of the individual features set out in Table 17 demonstrates in its own right 

significance under criterion A. Rather, it is the collective of features, such as the 

drainage ditches, the perimeter fence and the piggery foundations for the TTPI period. 

As far as the extant structures are concerned (Table 18, Table 19), the Japanese-era 

four-storey concrete building is highly significant at the national level. None of the other 

buildings are significant under this criterion. 
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Criterion B 

An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of 

persons, of importance in FSM’s cultural or natural history (national significance); OR 

An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of 

persons, of importance in the cultural or natural history of Pohnpei State (State 

significance). 

Guidelines for inclusion or exclusion 
Without being limiting, the NSW Heritage Office suggests as guideline14 for inclusion 

that the property shows evidence of a significant human occupation or is associated with 

a significant event, person, or group of persons. 

Again without being limiting, exclusion is indicated if the property has incidental or 

unsubstantiated connections with historically important people or events; or provides 

evidence of people or events that are of dubious historical importance; or has been so 

altered that it can no longer provide evidence of a particular association. 

Applicability of the criterion for the property under assessment (as a whole) 
The Pohnpei Agricultural Station as a whole is significant on a regional level as it is 

directly associated with the rice experiments carried out by Dr. Hoshino in the 1930s. 

These experiments were of importance for Micronesia as a whole and are a good 

example of a high-level scientific research programme being carried out in Micronesia. 

Applicability of the criterion for the individual features under assessment 
None of the individual features set out in Table 17 demonstrate significance under 

criterion B. As far as the extant structures are concerned (Table 18, Table 19), the 

Japanese-era four-storey concrete building is highly significant at the national level as it 

is associated with Dr. Hoshino’s work. To some extent, structure 72 (Pohnpei Visitors 

Bureau, former Agricultural Office) is also significant, if the foundations of the second 

Japanese Agricultural Office are indeed still preserved underneath. Given the level of 

alteration however, that significance is minimal. None of the other buildings are 

significant under this criterion. 

Criterion C 

An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of 

creative or technical achievement in the FSM (national significance); OR An item is 

important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or 

technical achievement in Pohnpei State (State significance). 

Guidelines for inclusion or exclusion 
Without being limiting, the NSW Heritage Office suggests as a guideline15 for inclusion 

that the property shows or is associated with, creative or technical innovation or 

achievement; is the inspiration for a creative or technical innovation or achievement; is 

aesthetically distinctive; has landmark qualities; or exemplifies a particular taste, style or 

technology. 

Again without being limiting, exclusion is indicated if the property is not a major work 

by an important designer or artist; has lost its design or technical integrity; its positive 

visual or sensory appeal or landmark and scenic qualities have been; or is more than 
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temporarily degraded, or  has only a loose association with a creative or technical 

achievement. 

Applicability of the criterion for the property under assessment (as a whole) 
The Pohnpei Agricultural Station as a whole has no significance under this criterion 

Applicability of the criterion for the individual features under assessment 
None of the individual features set out in Table 17 demonstrate significance under 

criterion B. As far as the extant structures are concerned (Table 18, Table 19), the 

Japanese-era four-storey concrete building is highly significant at the national level as a 

landmark as it  was the highest concrete building during the Japanese period on 

Pohnpei and, for a while, throughout Micronesia. From a technical perspective, the 

building represents a good example of adaptation to the extremes of local weather 

conditions, such as typhoons. The building has also a very distinctive style unlike any 

other found in Micronesia, exemplifying an early Japanese interpretation of the art deco 

style. 

Criterion D 

An item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group 

in the FSM for social, cultural or spiritual reasons (national significance); OR An item 

has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in 

Pohnpei State for social, cultural or spiritual reasons (State significance). 

Guidelines for inclusion or exclusion 
Without being limiting, the NSW Heritage Office suggests as guideline16 for inclusion 

that the property is important for its associations with an identifiable group; or is 

important to a community's sense of place. 

Again without being limiting, exclusion is indicated if the property is only important to 

the community for amenity reasons; or is retained only in preference to a proposed 

alternative. 

Applicability of the criterion for the property under assessment (as a whole) 
The Pohnpei Agricultural Station as a whole has no significance under this criterion 

Applicability of the criterion for the individual features under assessment 
None of the individual features set out in Table 17 demonstrate significance under 

criterion D. The recently erected community nahs possesses significance to the Pohnpei 

community as it is the communal nahs for all municipalities. The fact that the building is 

left to decay (an the cook house has collapsed already), however, highlights that any 

such significance appears to be only transitory in nature. The modern nahs is also 

unconnected with the Agricultural Research station and only shares locational 

association. 

Criterion E 

An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the 

FSM’s cultural or natural history (national significance); OR An item has potential to 
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yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Pohnpei State’s cultural or 

natural history (State significance). 

Guidelines for inclusion or exclusion 
Without being limiting, the NSW Heritage Office suggests as guideline17 for inclusion 

that the property has the potential to yield new or further substantial scientific and/or 

archaeological information; or is an important benchmark or reference site or type that 

provides evidence of past human cultures that is unavailable elsewhere. 

Again without being limiting, exclusion is indicated if the knowledge gained would be 

irrelevant to research on science, human history or culture; has little archaeological or 

research potential; or only contains information that is readily available from other 

resources or archaeological sites. 

Applicability of the criterion for the property under assessment (as a whole) 
Given the extensive land modification that can be predicted to have occurred as part of 

the Japanese and the US TTPI developments (see ‘Predictive Model, p. 140), it is highly 

unlikely that undisturbed archaeological deposits of the pre-colonial period exist. 

Applicability of the criterion for the individual features under assessment 
Of the individual features set out in Table 17 only features 7 and 8 have the potential to 

demonstrate significance under criterion E. That potential is based on the speculation 

that these depressions represent former air raid shelters which may still exhibit an 

archaeological signature. 

Criterion F 

An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of the FSM’s cultural or 

natural history (national significance); OR An item possesses uncommon, rare or 

endangered aspects of Pohnpei State’s cultural or natural history (State significance). 

Guidelines for inclusion or exclusion 
Without being limiting, the NSW Heritage Office suggests as guideline18 for inclusion 

that the property provides evidence of a defunct custom, way of life or process; 

demonstrates a process, custom or other human activity that is in danger of being lost; 

shows unusually accurate evidence of a significant human activity; is the only example of 

its type; demonstrates designs or techniques of exceptional interest; or shows rare 

evidence of a significant human activity important to a community. 

Again without being limiting, exclusion is indicated if the property is not rare; or is 

numerous but under threat. 

Applicability of the criterion for the property under assessment (as a whole) 
The Pohnpei Agricultural Station as a whole has national significance under this 

criterion, mainly derived from the botanical reference collection at the site, which 

contains rare local, regional and foreign plants that as an ensemble are unique in all of 

Micronesia. Contributing to the national significance is the four-story concrete building, 

which is the only remaining large civilian building of the Japanese period within the 

FSM. All other concrete structures of the Japanese period are directly associated with the 

military developments of the mid- to late-1930s and the ensuing Pacific War. The other 
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extant buildings are contributory on a State level of significance as they demonstrate the 

continuity of land use and function across three administrations (Japanese, TTPI, FSM). 

Applicability of the criterion for the individual features under assessment 
Apart from the already-mentioned concrete building, none of the features or structures 

by themselves have the potential to demonstrate significance under criterion F. 

Criterion G 

An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of the 

FSM’s cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural environments (national 

significance); OR An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a 

class of Pohnpei State’s cultural or natural places; or cultural or natural environments 

(State significance). 

Guidelines for inclusion or exclusion 
Without being limiting, the NSW Heritage Office suggests as guideline19 for inclusion 

that the property is a fine example of its type; has the principal characteristics of an 

important class or group of items; has attributes typical of a particular way of life, 

philosophy, custom, significant process, design, technique or activity; is a significant 

variation to a class of items; is part of a group which collectively illustrates a 

representative type; is outstanding because of its setting, condition or size; or is 

outstanding because of its integrity or the esteem in which it is held. 

Again without being limiting, exclusion is indicated if the property is a poor example 

of its type; does not include or has lost the range of characteristics of a type; or does not 

represent well the characteristics that make up a significant variation of a type. 

Applicability of the criterion for the property under assessment (as a whole) 
The Pohnpei Agricultural Research Station is of regional significance under criterion G 

as it is representative of the Japanese Mandate Administration’s efforts at improving the 

agricultural productivity in the region. Unlike the other research stations of the Japanese 

South Seas administration in Saipan and Palau, the Pohnpei station escaped damage 

during World War II and is well preserved, both in its functional lay out (with an 

administrative and a production zone of buildings) and in some of the extant structures. 

The locational and functional continuity between the Japanese Agricultural Farm and the 

TTPI establishment of the same nature highlights the fact that both occupying powers 

had a convergence of economic interests. 

Applicability of the criterion for the individual features under assessment 
Contributing to the national significance is the four-storey concrete building, which is the 

only remaining large civilian building of the Japanese period within the FSM. The 

building is representative of civilian government architecture in Micronesia, as all other 

extant concrete structures from the Japanese period are directly associated with the 

military developments of the mid- to late-1930s and the ensuing Pacific War.  

Apart from the concrete building, and possibly he U-shaped planter (feature 63) as 

an example of an improved seedling management facility, only the TTPI-period 

perimeter fence (feature 46) has the potential to demonstrate significance under criterion 

G. That fence, made up from iron pipes and length of rail way iron salvaged from the 
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Japanese narrow gauge railway illustrates and exemplifies the extent and nature of 

secondary reuse of Japanese wartime materials in a post-war setting, none of the other 

features or structures by themselves are significant. 

 

Table 14. Criteria Matrix Cultural Significance of the Property 1: Irrespective of extant fabric 
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National High High — — Medium Medium Medium 
A important in the course, or 

pattern, of cultural history 
State High High Low Low Medium High Medium 

National High High — — — — — 
B 

has strong/special association 
with the life/works of person(s) of 
importance  State High High — — — — — 

National — — — — — — — 
C 

important in demonstrating 
aesthetic characteristics; high 
degree of creative or technical 
achievement  State — — — — — — — 

National — — — — — — — 
D 

strong or special association with 
a community /cultural group in 
FSM for social, cultural or spiritual 
reasons State — — — — — Low Low 

National — — — — — — — 
E 

potential to yield information that 
will contribute to an understanding 
of cultural history State — — — — — — — 

National High[1] High[1] — — — — — 
F 

possesses uncommon, rare or 
endangered aspects of FSM's 
cultural history State High High — — — — — 

National High High — — — — — 
G 

important in demonstrating the 
principal characteristics of a class 
of cultural places; or environments State High High — — — — — 

Notes: [1]—The specimen plantings 
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Table 15. Criteria Matrix Cultural Significance of the Property 2: Preservation of fabric 

      Theme    
 

Criterion 
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National Low Low — — — — — 
A important in the course, or 

pattern, of cultural history 
State High[1] High[1] Low Low — — — 

National High High — — — — — 
B 

has strong/special association 
with the life/works of person(s) of 
importance  State High High — — — — — 

National — — — — — — — 
C 

important in demonstrating 
aesthetic characteristics; high 
degree of creative or technical 
achievement  State — — — — — — — 

National — — — — — — — 
D 

strong or special association with 
a community /cultural group in 
FSM for social, cultural or spiritual 
reasons State — — — — — Low Low 

National — — — — — — — 
E 

potential to yield information that 
will contribute to an understanding 
of cultural history State — — — — — — — 

National High[1] High[1] — — — — — 
F 

possesses uncommon, rare or 
endangered aspects of FSM's 
cultural history State High[1] High[1] — — — — — 

National High Medium — — — — — 
G 

important in demonstrating the 
principal characteristics of a class 
of cultural places; or environments State High High — — — — — 

Notes: [1]—The specimen plantings 
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Table 16. Criteria Matrix Cultural Significance of the Property 3: Graded Significance 

      Theme    
 

Criterion 
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A important in the course, or 

pattern, of cultural history 
State High[1] High[1] Low Low — — — 

National High High — — — — — 
B 

has strong/special association 
with the life/works of person(s) of 
importance  State High High — — — — — 

National — — — — — — — 
C 

important in demonstrating 
aesthetic characteristics; high 
degree of creative or technical 
achievement  State — — — — — — — 

National — — — — — — — 
D 

strong or special association with 
a community /cultural group in 
FSM for social, cultural or spiritual 
reasons State — — — — — Low Low 

National — — — — — — — 
E 

potential to yield information that 
will contribute to an understanding 
of cultural history State — — — — — — — 

National High[1] High[1] — — — — — 
F 

possesses uncommon, rare or 
endangered aspects of FSM's 
cultural history State High[1] High[1] — — — — — 

National High Medium — — — — — 
G 

important in demonstrating the 
principal characteristics of a class 
of cultural places; or environments State High High — — — — — 
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Table 17. Relative significance of the individual features in relation to the identified historical themes 
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1 Rip-wrap wall — — — — — — — — 
2 Gate Posts — — — — — — — — 
3 rail iron — — — — — — — — 
4  rail iron — — — — — — — — 
5 depression — — — — — — — — 
6 retaining wall — — — — — — — — 
7 air raid shelter? — — — — — — — Medium 
8  air raid shelter? — — — — — — — Medium 
9 rail iron — — — — — — — — 
10 gate — — — — — — — — 
11 drainage ditch — — — — — — — — 
12 septic tank — — — — — — — — 
13 drainage pipe — — — — — — — — 
14 drainage ditch cover — — — — — — — — 
15 iron pipe post — — — — — — — — 
16 power pole — — — — — — — — 
17 iron pipe post — — — — — — — — 
18 nahs — — — — — — — — 
18a boulder — — — — — — — — 
19 Gravel scatter — — — — — — — — 
20 boulder — — — — — — — — 
21  rail iron — — — — — — — — 
22  rail iron — — — — — — — — 
23  boulder — — — — — — — — 
24 concrete slab fragment — — — — — — — — 
25  boulder — — — — — — — — 
26  concrete slab fragment — — — — — — — — 
27 Besser brick rubble — — — — — — — — 
28  concrete slab fragment — — — — — — — — 
29 concrete slab fragment — — — — — — — — 
29A concrete slab fragment — — — — — — — — 
30 boulder — — — — — — — — 
31 boulder — — — — — — — — 
32 stone lined drainage ditch — — — — — — — — 
33 rotary tillers (4) — — — — — — — — 
34 bottle remains — — — — — — — — 
35 tiller — — — — — — — — 
36 polygon concrete foundation — — — — — — — — 
37 iron pipe — — — — — — — — 
38 PVC pipe — — — — — — — — 
39  boulder — — — — — — — — 
40  boulder — — — — — — — — 
41  boulder — — — — — — — — 
42 concrete post — — — — — — — — 
43 iron pipe — — — — — — — — 
44 septic tank — — — — — — — — 
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Table 17. Relative significance of the individual features in relation to the identified historical themes 
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45 iron pipe — — — — — — — — 
46 rail iron and pipe fence — — — — — — — — 
47 concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
48 concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
49 stone lined drainage ditch — — — — — — — — 
50  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
51  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
52  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
53  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
54  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
55  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
56  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
57  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
58  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
59  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
60  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
61  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
62  concrete fence post base — — — — — — — — 
63 U-shaped concrete planter Medium Medium — — — — — — 
63A Stirrup for posts — — — — — — — — 
65 Foundation wall — — — — — — — — 
66 rail iron — — — — — — — — 
67  iron pipe — — — — — — — — 
68 concrete slab fragment — — — — — — — — 
69 foundation of piggery — — — — — — — — 
70 SPC Building — — — — — — — — 
71 Machinery Shed — — — — — — — — 
72 Visitor Bureau — — — — — — — — 
72 concrete edging  — — — — — — — — 
72A concrete edging  — — — — — — — — 
73 Cookhouse of community nahs — — — — — — — Medium 
74 Community nahs  — — — — — — — High 
74a toilet — — — — — — — — 
74b  toilet — — — — — — — — 
75 stone lined drainage ditch Low — — — — — — — 
76 rail iron — — — — — — — — 
77  rail iron — — — — — — — — 
78 gravelled road — — — — — — — — 
79 stone lined drainage ditch Low — — — — — — — 
80 Weir Medium — — Medium — — — — 
81 iron pipe post — — — — — — — — 
82 iron pipe post — — — — — — — — 
83  iron pipe post — — — — — — — — 
84  iron pipe post — — — — — — — — 
85 rail iron — — — — — — — — 
86  iron pipe post — — — — — — — — 
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Table 18. Relative significance of the extant buildings in relation to the identified historical themes (national level) 
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n/a Concrete four-storey Building High High — High Medium High High 
64 Gymnasium — — — — — — — 
70 SPC building  — — — — — Medium — 
71 Machinery shed — — Low — — — — 
72  Visitors Bureau (ex Ag Office) — — — — — — — 
73 cook house to nahs — — — — — — — 
74 community nahs — — — — — Low — 
87 Public library — — — — — High High 
88 Library Nahs  — — — — — — — 
89 Library play ground  — — — — — — — 
n/a Sports Complex — — — — — High — 
n/a Modern Agriculture Bldg — — — — — — — 
n/a Forestry Offices — — — — — — — 
n/a SPECIMEN plantings High High — — — — — 
 
 

Table 19. Relative significance of the extant buildings in relation to the identified historical themes (State level) 
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n/a Concrete four-storey Building High High — High Medium High High 
64 Gymnasium — Low — — — — — 
70 SPC building  — Low — — — High — 
71 Machinery shed — Medium Medium — Low — — 
72  Visitors Bureau (ex Ag Office) Low Low — — — Low — 
73 cook house to nahs — — — — — — — 
74 community nahs — — — — — High — 
87 Public library — — — — — High High 
88 Library Nahs  — — — — — — — 
89 Library play ground  — — — — — — — 
n/a Sports Complex — — — — — High — 
n/a Modern Agriculture Bldg — — — — — — — 
n/a Forestry Offices Low Low — — — — — 
n/a SPECIMEN plantings High High — — — — — 
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Statement of Significance  

In view of the above discussion, the following statements of significance are made:  

Significance at the FSM national level 

In view of the above discussion, the Agricultural Research Station at Pwunso, Pohnpei, is 

deemed culturally significant at the FSM national level, with special reference to the 

principal historical themes, because: 

• it is representative of the Japanese Mandate Administration’s efforts at improving 

the agricultural productivity in the region. Unlike the other research stations of the 

Japanese South Seas administration in Saipan and Palau, the Pohnpei station 

escaped damage during World War II and is well preserved, both in its functional 

lay out (with an administrative and a production zone of buildings) and in some of 

the extant structures. The locational and functional continuity between the Japanese 

Agricultural Farm and the TTPI establishment of the same nature highlights the fact 

that both occupying powers had a convergence of economic interests. 

• it provided a venue for the systematic experimentation with both foreign and 

regional food and medicinal crops. The grounds of the Agricultural Research 

Station are the only such establishment with evidence dating to the Japanese Period 

in the FSM 

• it has a direct association with the rice research experiments carried out by Dr. 

Hoshino in the 1930s. These experiments were of importance for Micronesia as a 

whole and are a good example of a high-level scientific research programme 

being carried out in Micronesia. 

• The botanical reference collection at the site contains rare local, regional and 

foreign plants that as an ensemble are unique in all of Micronesia. 

• The four-story concrete building, which is the only remaining large civilian building 

of the Japanese period within the FSM. All other concrete structures of the 

Japanese period are directly associated with the military developments of the mid- 

to late-1930s and the ensuing Pacific War. 

• The weir is evidence of the irigation system to support the Japanese and tlater the 

TTPI rice trials that are of national significance 

Significance at the Pohnpei State level 

In addition to the significance already outlined, the Agricultural Research Station at 

Pwunso, Pohnpei is deemed culturally significant at the Pohnpei State level, with special 

reference to the principal historical themes, because: 

• the Japanese-era four-storey concrete building is highly significant at the state level 

as it was the highest concrete building during the Japanese period on Pohnpei and, 

for a while, throughout Micronesia. From a technical perspective, the building 

represents a good example of adaptation to the extremes of local weather 

conditions, such as typhoons. 

• the extant buildings demonstrate the continuity of land use and function across 

three administrations (Japanese, TTPI, FSM). 

• the TTPI-period perimeter fence (feature 46), made up from iron pipes and length 

of rail way iron salvaged from the Japanese narrow gauge railway, illustrates and 
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exemplifies the extent and nature of secondary reuse of Japanese wartime materials 

in a post-war setting. 

 

Threats to Cultural Significance 

The features described in this report are subject to a number of threats that site 

managers may wish to address. These threats should be considered when developing a 

site management plan for the site.20 The main threats are physical decay brought about 

by the tropical climate, and vandalism, both in terms of destruction and defacement. 

The tropical climate is very conducive to decay of organic matter (as exemplified by the 

collapse of the cook house related to the main nahs (Figure 251) and corrosion of 

metal objects.21 Tropical vegetation also poses problems that need to be considered.22 

Anthropogenic threats are brought about by people interacting with the fabric of the 

resources. Low level vandalism has been observe n the form of extensive graffiti (Figure 

288- Figure 290). We can also postulate that heft of moveable items might occur at 

one point in the future 

Table 17 sets out a threat matrix for each feature, scored from ‘+’ to “+++”. It 

should be noted that any management action should take into account the level of 

significance. 
 

 

 

Figure 288. Feature 64. 
Gymnasium. Low-level 

vandalism in form of graffiti 
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Figure 289. Feature 64. 
Gymnasium. Low-level 

vandalism in form of graffiti 

 

 

Figure 290. Feature 64. 
Gymnasium. Low-level 

vandalism in form of graffiti 
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Table 20. Matrix of threats affecting the individual features  
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1 Rip-wrap wall      

2 Gate Posts      

3 rail iron  +    

4 rail iron  +    

5 depression      

6 retaining wall      

7 air raid shelter?      

8 air raid shelter?      

9 rail iron  +    

10 gate      

11 drainage ditch      

12 septic tank      

13 drainage pipe      

14 drainage ditch cover      

15 iron pipe post  ++    

16 power pole      

17 iron pipe post  ++    

18a boulder      

18 nahs +++     

19 Gravel scatter      

20 boulder      

21  rail iron  +    

22  rail iron  +    

23  boulder      

24 concrete slab fragment      

25  boulder      

26  concrete slab fragment      

27 Besser brick rubble      

28  concrete slab fragment      

29 concrete slab fragment      

29A concrete slab fragment      

30 boulder      

31 boulder      

32 stone lined drainage ditch      

33 rotary tillers (4)  +   ++ 

34 bottle remains     + 

35 tiller     ++ 

36 polygon concrete foundation      

37 iron pipe  ++    
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38 PVC pipe  ++(uv)    

39  boulder      

40  boulder      

41  boulder      

42 concrete post      

43 iron pipe  ++    

44 septic tank      

45 iron pipe  ++    

46 rail iron and pipe fence  +    

47 concrete fence post base      

48 concrete fence post base      

49 stone lined drainage ditch      

50  concrete fence post base      

51  concrete fence post base      

52  concrete fence post base      

53  concrete fence post base      

54  concrete fence post base      

55  concrete fence post base      

56  concrete fence post base      

57  concrete fence post base      

58  concrete fence post base      

59  concrete fence post base      

60  concrete fence post base      

61  concrete fence post base      

62  concrete fence post base      

63A Stirrup for posts  +    

63 U-shaped concrete planter      

65 Foundation wall      

66 rail iron  +    

67  iron pipe  ++    

68 concrete slab fragment      

69 foundation of piggery      

70 SPC Building + +    

71 Machinery Shed +     

72 Visitor Bureau +   +  

72A concrete edging       

73 Cookhouse of community 
nahs 

+++     

74 Community nahs  +++     

74a toilet +     

74b  toilet +     

75 stone lined drainage ditch      

76 rail iron  +    

77  rail iron  +    

78 gravelled road      

79 stone lined drainage ditch      

80 Weir      

81 iron pipe post  ++    
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82 iron pipe post  ++    

83  iron pipe post  ++    

84  iron pipe post  ++    

85 rail iron  +    

86  iron pipe post  ++    

 

Notes to the preceding section 

 
 

1. cf. Marquis-Kyle, Walker & Australia ICOMOS 1996; Australian Heritage Commission 1999 
2. Pearson & Sullivan 1995; Murtagh 1997 
3. Canning & Spennemann 2001 
4. NSW Heritage Office 1996; 2000, 2001, 2001b. 
5  The definition is on purpose not confined to the World Heritage Convention. 
6. Murtagh 1997 
7. NSW Heritage Office 2001 
8. Australian Heritage Commission 2001.— The thematic framework developed by the 

Australian Heritage Commission covers both natural and cultural heritage and is based on 
nine theme groups: 1: Tracing the evolution of the Australian environment; 2: Peopling 
Australia; 3: Developing local, regional and national economies; 4: Building settlements, 
towns and cities; 5: Working; 6: Educating; 7: Governing; 8: Developing Australia's cultural 
life; 9: Marking the phases of life 

9  In order to allow scholar to compare the themes and their applicability, the Australian 
numbering has been maintained, leading to skipped numbers where themes have been 
deleted. 

10. Adapted from Australian Heritage Commission 2001. 
11. Given the recent discussions on the extension of Albury boundaries to take in substantial 

portions of Hume Shire, the assessment conducted for this property includes heritage places 
in Hume Shire, with the exclusion of places in Howlong. 

12. NSW Heritage Office 2001. 
13  As the other branch office is now in the Republic of Palau. 
14. NSW Heritage Office 2001. 
15. NSW Heritage Office 2001. 
16. NSW Heritage Office 2001. 
17. NSW Heritage Office 2001. 
18. NSW Heritage Office 2001. 
19. NSW Heritage Office 2001. 
20  For suggested architecture/structure of a Site Management Plan see Spennemann 2007. 
21. See for example Look & Spennemann 1996; Spennemann & Look 2006 
22. See Spennemann & Look 2006; Spennemann & Lorence 2007. 



 

 

Chapter 9 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations for Further Research 

In the light of the previous chapters, carrying out an historical analysis, the survey and 

assessment of the extant features, and the assessment of cultural significance the 

following recommendations are made which the Pohnpei HPO may wish to consider. 

Recommendation 1 :  

Opportunistic Survey of Area C 

The heavy vegetation cover encountered during the survey (see p. 15) was such that 

some areas could not be effectively surveyed. That is in particular true for sub-area C.  

RECOMMENDATION: I t is  recommended that  the Pohnpei HPO take every 
oppor tuni ty that may arise in the future to survey sub-area C. Such  
oppor tuni ti es may arise in ex treme dry years when the vegetation may be 
reduced, o r at times, when addi tional work forces can be made avai lable 
to manual ly c lear the vegetation. 

Recommendation 2 :  

Oral History 

As part of the fieldwork substantial time was devoted interviewing staff in order to 

explore aspects of the history of the area in order to understand the land use sequence. 

During these interviews it became clear that there is a body of oral literature that can be 

collected, ranging from the viewpoint if managers to the viewpoint of field staff. As the 

current and especially the former employees are aging, it is desirable to carry out a 

formal oral history collection of the TTPI period of the Agricultural Research Station 
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RECOMMENDATION: It is  recommended that the Pohnpei HPO car ry out  
an oral his tory program for the Pohnpei Bo tanic Gardens and Agricul tural  
Research Station and, as a fi rs t s tep, program such a projec t for  
FY2007/08. 

Recommendation 3 :  

Investigation of the Air raid 

shelters 

The survey identified the potential presence of Japanese era air raid shelters (features 7 

& 8; see p. 152) which have been reported in oral interviews (see Figure 161). These 

form an archaeological potential and as they are at some risk from destruction, an 

investigation is warranted. 

RECOMMENDATION: It is  recommended that the Pohnpei HPO car ry out  
an archaeological investigation  of  features  7 & 8 and,  as  a fi rs t s tep,  
program such a projec t for FY2007/08. 
 

Recommendations for Site Management 

Recommendation 4 :  

Site Interpretation 

The grounds of the Pohnpei Botanical Gardens and former Agricultural Station contain 

a wide range of archaeological and structural remains, as well as specimen trees, that 

illustrate the past 100 years of colonial history of Pohnpei State, and which are 

eminently suitable for interpretation to both domestic and international audiences. 

RECOMMENDATION: It  is  recommended that the Pohnpei  HPO acti vely  
pursue an overarching s i te managemen t and interpretation s trategy for the  
enti re Pohnpei Botanical Gardens. 

Recommendation 5 :  

Moveable Heritage Items 

The site contains a number of moveable heritage items, such as the rotary tillers (feature 

33) or the remains of Japanese-era bottles (feature 34). If the interpretation of the site 
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suggested under recommendation 4 will include an exhibit area, it may be desirable to 

move some of the artefacts into the exhibit to prevent loss. 

RECOMMENDATION: I t is  recommended that the Pohnpei HPO develop a  
s trategy to deal wi th the moveable heri tage i tems, including removal from 
their in si tu location o safe keeping location in an exhibi t on the grounds  
of the Pohnpei Botanical Gardens and Rec reation  Area. 

Recommendation 6 :  

Concrete Analysis 

The grounds of the Pohnpei Botanical Gardens and former Agricultural Station in many 

areas contain concrete segments from former buildings and other structures which date 

from the Japanese and TTPI period. Analysis of the concrete found on the site will assist 

in dating of buildings as there appear to be two distinct aggregates used in construction 

(see p. 143). Earlier Japanese-era aggregate would appear to be river pebble based 

(see Figure 146) wile the second TTPI-era aggregate used from crushed gravel (see 

Figure 148). More work on the nature and origin of the aggregate is desirable. 

RECOMMENDATION: It is  recommended that the Pohnpei HPO car ry out  
an analys is of the composi tion of concrete found at various locations on 
the grounds to determine the origin of the aggregate used in const ruc tion. 

Recommendation 7 :  

Site Maintenance 

The grounds of the Pohnpei Botanical Gardens and former Agricultural Station contain 

a number of drains, which provide historical evidence as to the layout of the buildings 

and fields on the site. These drains are at risk of being lost by vegetation growth, in 

particular by tree saplings and sucker growth as the roots break up the stone work which 

forms the drains. 

RECOMMENDATION: It is  recommended that the sapl ing and sucker tree 
growth  in and around the vic ini ty  o f the s tone drains be removed, and that  
a regular maintenance program wi l l  involve fol low up clearing to preven t  
vegetation from re-establ ishing in the drain areas .  
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GLOSSARY 

Acronyms 

BCE—Before the Common Era (instead of BC) 

CE—Common Era (instead of AD) 

FSM—Federated States of Micronesia 

HPO—Historic Preservation Office 

ICOMOS—International Council on Monuments and Sites 

NPS—US National Park Service 

SPC—South Pacific Commission 

TTPI—Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands 

UN—United Nations 

Conversions 

 
Japanese Metric Imperial Other 

1 jo 1.65 m2 17.70 square foot  1 ken x 0.5 ken  
1 ken 1.818 m 5.985 feet 6 shyaku 

1 shyaku 0.303 m 0.994 feet 10 su 

1 su 0.030 m 0.099 feet 1.193 inch 
1 tsubo 3.306 m2 35.58 square foot 1 ken squared  
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